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Abstract
The focus of this thesis is the dynamical behaviour of linear arrays of laser oscillators
with nearest-neighbour coupling. In particular, we study how laser dynamics are
influenced by laser-coupling strength, κ, the natural frequencies of the uncoupled lasers,
Ω˜j , and the coupling between the magnitude and phase of each lasers electric field, α.
Equivariant bifurcation analysis, combined with Lyapunov exponent calculations, is
used to study different aspects of the laser dynamics. Firstly, codimension-one and -two
bifurcations of relative equilibria determine the laser coupling conditions required to
achieve stable phase locking. Furthermore, we find that global bifurcations and their
associated infinite cascades of local bifurcations are responsible for interesting
locking-unlocking transitions. Secondly, for large α, vast regions of the parameter space
are found to support chaotic dynamics. We explain this phenomenon through
simulations of α-induced stretching-and-folding of the phase space that is responsible for
the creation of horseshoes. A comparison between the results of a simple coupled-laser
model and a more accurate composite-cavity mode model reveals a good agreement,
which further supports the use of the simpler model to study coupling-induced
instabilities in laser arrays. Finally, synchronisation properties of the laser array are
studied. Laser coupling conditions are derived that guarantee the existence of
synchronised solutions where all the lasers emit light with the same frequency and
intensity. Analytical stability conditions are obtained for two special cases of such laser
synchronisation: (i) where all the lasers oscillate in-phase with each other and (ii) where
each laser oscillates in anti-phase with its direct neighbours. Transitions from complete
synchronisation (where all the lasers synchronise) to optical turbulence (where no lasers
synchronise and each laser is chaotic in time) are studied and explained through
symmetry breaking bifurcations. Lastly, the effect of increasing the number of lasers in
the array is discussed in relation to persistent optical turbulence.
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Chapter 1
Motivation and Thesis Outline
The laser is hailed as one of the landmark inventions of the 20th century, and its history
is rich, complicated, and controversial (accounts of which are found in Refs. [21, 128, 84,
57, 124]). Theodore Maiman [83] was the first person to produce a working laser, on the
16th May 1960. His design (Fig. 1.1(a)) was relatively simple, in essence consisting of
only three components: a ruby rod, a flash lamp and a metal cylinder. At the time there
were no preconceived applications for lasers, and so they were dubbed “a solution looking
for a problem”. However, over subsequent years they began to be used in a number of
fields. For example, in 1961 a ruby laser was used to remove a tumour from a human
patient’s retina [70, 44], and in 1969 to accurately measure the distance to the moon.
Thus, following its invention, the development of the laser quickly became driven by its
potential commercial uses, facilitated by developments in associated technologies.
Today, lasers are produced in many shapes and sizes—from the very small (Fig. 1.1(b))
103 nm
(b) (c)(a)
Figure 1.1: (a) Maiman’s first laser(Credit: HRL Laboratories, LLC). (b) the active
medium of a nanocavity laser(Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd:
Nature Photonics [62], copyright 2007). (c) part of a laser at the National Ignition
Facility [126](Credit: Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory).
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to the very large (Fig. 1.1(c)). Lasers such as that shown in Fig. 1.1(b), which is ap-
proximately 300 times smaller than the width of a human hair [62], are central to the
development of optical computing. In contrast, Fig. 1.1(c) shows a room containing only
part of the complete laser at the National Ignition Facility, California, USA [126]. Com-
posed of 192 smaller lasers, it produces a beam of extremely high-powered light [56] that
has potential uses in energy generation.
There are a large variety of modern lasers, but semiconductor lasers are the most
widely used. Among other things, being compact, cheap to operate, and relatively ef-
ficient makes them ideal for use in consumer electronics. PCs, DVD players, and laser
printers, household items in modern-day developed countries, all contain semiconductor
lasers. It has been estimated [66], that in 2004 there were 35, 890, 000 PCs in the United
Kingdom alone. The telecommunications market is another area that relies heavily on
semiconductor lasers. Anyone who has had a long distance phone call has probably
‘talked’ via a laser. Information is transmitted through fibre cables as optical pulses. In
1988 the worlds first transatlantic cable to use laser technology was installed, connecting
the United States to Europe via 6, 650km of fibre cable. This cable was comprised of eight
single-mode fibres (which included two spares), and to boost the transmission (combat-
ing dispersion of the optical pulses), semiconductor lasers were placed on average every
50km. In total the system contained approximately 1, 500 semiconductor lasers [133].
As depicted in Fig. 1.2, most semiconductor lasers are based around p-n junctions. On
one side of the junction an impurity has been added to the semiconductor medium such
that there is a deficiency of electrons on that side, forming “holes”. This side is positively
charged and is said to be p-doped. Conversely, on the other side of the junction an impurity
is added such that there is an excess of electrons. This side is negatively charged and is
said to be n-doped. When a forward-biased electric field is passed through the p-n junction
p−doped
n−doped
p−n junction
laser light
cleaved ends
power
supply
Figure 1.2: Simplified schematic of a semiconductor laser.
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the charged electrons and holes combine, emitting energy as photons. The cleaved ends
of the semiconductor material act as mirrors for the photons, which bounce back and
forth, amplifying as they collide with other charged electrons. A proportion of these
photons escape through the cleaved ends, and provided that there is more amplification
than losses, laser light is produced.
Individually, all lasers are nonlinear oscillators. However, when placed in close prox-
imity to each other the dynamics of individual lasers alter due to a phenomenon known
as coupling. Thus, laser arrays (arrays of coupled lasers) have come to be studied as
individual entities, with their own unique dynamics, and resultant applications [19]. For
example, coupled lasers have emerged as compact sources of high-power radiation, which
is strongly desirable for applications in medicine, fundamental science, and space commu-
nication. On a theoretical level, laser arrays and their dynamical complexities contribute
to the field of dynamical systems, with unexplored bifurcation structures and interest-
ing nonlinear phenomena such as excitability [136, 108, 72, 143], various synchronisation
types [76, 116, 125, 104, 139], and spatial patterns [1, 89, 106]. Uniquely, coupled laser
systems provide an opportunity to exploit these phenomena in real life applications,
such as chaos-based secure communication [131, 59, 7], ultra-fast random-number gener-
ation [129, 103], and instability-based radars and sensors [78, 30]. This thesis focuses on
the analysis of instabilities and synchronisation in semiconductor laser arrays.
There have been numerous theoretical and experimental studies concerning the nonlin-
ear dynamics of coupled lasers. These studies have considered arrays of various sizes [20,
127, 106, 42] and geometries [76, 116, 106], as well as different coupling types, includ-
ing nearest-neighbour [147, 95, 76, 20, 127, 106, 42], global [107, 76, 71], and time-
delayed coupling [58, 71, 149]. Many theoretical studies focused on simple ordinary
differential equation (ODE) models [120, 95, 109, 76, 147, 20, 127, 106, 42], bifurca-
tions in two-laser systems [120, 27, 109, 127, 64, 138, 141], and stability of synchronous
solutions in larger arrays [20, 106] with circular geometry (periodic boundary condi-
tions) [95, 116, 76, 77]. Some effort has been devoted to the analysis of more accurate
composite-cavity mode models [112, 141] and partial differential equation (PDE) mod-
els [1, 61, 115, 87, 137, 32, 67] including the Maxwell-Bloch equations [92]. Despite
extensive and important previous work on the subject there are still many unexplored
problems concerning nonlinear behaviour in laser arrays.
This thesis considers three such problems. The First problem is to understand the
dynamical behaviour of nearest-neighbour coupled lasers with the linear array geometry
found in commercially available laser arrays. Specifically, we explore how laser dynamics
are influenced by the coupling strength between lasers, κ, the natural frequencies of the
uncoupled lasers, Ω˜j , and the coupling between the magnitude and phase of each laser’s
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electric field, α. On the one hand, by varying κ and Ω˜j we study laser-coupling conditions
required to achieve phase locking, coupling-induced instabilities, and chaos. On the other
hand, by varying α, we uncover drastic differences in the ability of different laser types
(as characterised by α) to phase-lock or produce chaos.
The second problem concerns modelling approaches for laser arrays. The Maxwell–
Bloch PDEs give a very accurate physical description of strong optical nonlinearities in
coupled laser systems [109, 61, 1]. However, they are not well suited for stability and
bifurcation analysis, which can provide insight into the mechanisms underlying synchro-
nisation, multistability, or coupling-induced instabilities. Alternatively, a simple coupled-
laser model (comprised of ODEs) neglects certain spatial effects in optical coupling be-
tween lasers, but is well suited for stability and bifurcation analysis, even for very large
arrays [105, 106]. The coupled-laser model has been shown to work well for just two
coupled lasers [41], but it is not clear whether it accurately captures all the essential non-
linearities of larger arrays. To further verify its validity, and understand its limitations,
we compare results of the coupled-laser model with the more accurate composite-cavity
mode model (ODEs with equations for spatial mode profiles).
The third problem concerns synchronisation properties of laser arrays. Since lasers
are examples of self-sustained nonlinear oscillators they have the remarkable ability to
synchronise [99]. However, there are many different types of synchronisation, so we first
have to decide on a suitable definition for laser synchronisation. This needs to be general
enough to capture relevant synchronisation types, but it also needs to be tractable enough
to allow for a mathematical analysis. Once a suitable definition of laser synchronisation
is fixed, we address the following questions: Is it possible to choose laser parameters
such that different subsets of lasers synchronise? And, if so, what are the corresponding
synchronised dynamics? The answers to these questions take us a step further towards
understanding the complicated, self-organised patterns that emerge, in coupled lasers in
particular, and coupled self-sustained nonlinear oscillators in general.
1.1 Outline of Thesis
This thesis is organised as follows: For the remainder of Part I we review the dynamics
of a solitary laser and show that for typical parameter values it can be considered as
a nonlinear oscillator. We then introduce physical setups that lead to different laser
array configurations, and discuss the two modelling approaches that we use: the simpler
coupled-laser approach and the more accurate composite-cavity mode approach. Part I
is concluded with a brief overview of the tools and techniques from dynamical systems
theory that are used throughout the thesis. In Part II, Lyapunov exponent calculations
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are combined with (equivariant) bifurcation theory, to provide a detailed stability analysis
of an array of three coupled laser oscillators, which stresses the effect of amplitude-
phase coupling, α, on the dynamics. Large regions of chaotic dynamics are found in
the coupling strength versus frequency detuning parameter plane for non-zero α. While
many studies have also shown that positive α is conducive to the creation of chaos,
the underlying mechanisms have not been clearly identified. Here we give an intuitive
explanation of this effect in terms of α-induced stretching and folding of the phase space.
Furthermore, a comparison between the more accurate composite-cavity mode model and
the simpler coupled-laser model demonstrates excellent agreement between the two, thus
the bulk of the analysis has been carried out using the coupled-laser model. In Part III
we study synchronisation properties of laser arrays. The coupled-laser model is easily
generalised to an array of M lasers, and is used to provide conditions, in terms of the
natural frequencies of the lasers, that guarantee the existence of synchronised solutions.
We then focus on two special cases of synchronisation and provide analytical conditions
for their stability. Focusing again on an array of three laser oscillators, the transitions
between different degrees of synchronisation are studied. In particular, large regions of
optical turbulence (chaotic oscillations where no lasers are synchronised) are uncovered.
By studying the underlying chaotic attractors we investigate properties of the optical
turbulence, and how it is affected by the number of lasers, M , and the laser-coupling
strength, κ. In particular, we use the Lyapunov spectrum of the underlying chaotic
attractors to determine the intensity of the chaos [100] (given by the largest Lyapunov
exponent), the number of unstable directions (given by the number of positive Lyapunov
exponents), and the Lyapunov dimension [47]. Finally, our concluding comments are
given in Part IV along with some open questions.
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Chapter 2
A Dynamical Systems Approach for
Laser Systems
The dynamics of laser systems are well described by low dimensional rate equation mod-
els in the form of ODEs [123, 141]. This desirable property makes them amenable to a
dynamical systems approach, where the ultimate goal is to find and classify all invariant
objects of the system’s phase space along with their stability and parameter dependen-
cies [75]. In this chapter such an approach is applied to a solitary laser revealing that,
for appropriately chosen parameter values, it can be considered as a limit cycle oscillator.
We then discuss two different modelling approaches for an array of coupled lasers and
highlight their strengths and weaknesses. While it is possible to provide a complete pic-
ture of the dynamics associated to a solitary laser, it becomes difficult (if not impossible)
to achieve the equivalent for an array of coupled lasers. We therefore end this chapter
with a brief overview of the theory and techniques that have been used in this thesis to
provide as complete a picture as currently possible of the dynamics of an array of coupled
lasers.
2.1 A Solitary Laser
Three main ingredients are required to create a laser: (i) a pump source that provides en-
ergy to the laser; (ii) an active medium, also known as the gain medium, which consists of
excited atoms, molecules, or electron-hole pairs that can give rise to Light Amplification
by Stimulated Emission of Radiation; and (iii) a ‘leaky’ optical resonator that is usually
formed by two mirrors, one of which is partially transmitting.
The pump source excites the active medium resulting in a population inversion where
more members of the active medium are in an excited energy state. The optical resonator
imposes resonant light oscillations, such as standing waves, that are called optical modes.
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An optical mode can exhibit sustained oscillation if its frequency falls within the ampli-
fication band of the active medium and its amplification exceeds the losses. Otherwise,
the mode decays exponentially to zero. Here, we assume that the laser is a single-mode
laser, meaning that only one of these modes is amplified.
The three ingredients, (i)-(iii), interact in a specific way to amplify a single optical
mode according to a set of simple ordinary differential equations.
2.1.1 Rate Equations For a Solitary Laser
The dynamics of a single-mode laser can be described by the normalised slowly-varying
electric field, E(t) ∈ C, and the normalised population inversion, N(t) ∈ R, whose time
evolution is determined by (see Appendix A and [41])
dE
dt
= βγ(1− iα)N(t)E(t)− i(Ω− ν)E(t) , (2.1)
dN
dt
= Λ−N(t)− (1 + βN(t))|E(t)|2 . (2.2)
Equations (2.1)–(2.2) form a three-dimensional dynamical system that is rotationally
symmetric under the transformation (E,N) → (eiθE,N) for θ ∈ [0, 2pi). The laser
variables are normalised1 so that |E| = 0 corresponds to zero electric field, and that
N = −1 corresponds to zero population inversion. The linewidth enhancement factor,
α, quantifies the coupling between the magnitude, |E|, and phase, arg(E), of the slowly-
varying electric field E. It plays a crucial role for the analysis in this thesis and is discussed
in more detail in Ch. 2.1.3. The normalised natural frequency of the laser is given by Ω,
and ν is a conveniently chosen reference frequency. The normalised pump strength, Λ,
corresponds to zero pump strength when Λ = −1. The remaining parameters, β and γ, are
the normalised gain coefficient, and the ratio of field and population inversion decay rates.
The parameter values used in this thesis are representative of typical (semiconductor)
lasers and are given in Table A.1 of the Appendix.
1See Appendix A for the normalisations.
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2.1.2 Dynamics of a Solitary Laser
It is a simple task to find and classify the attractors of a solitary laser analytically. There
is one equilibrium at (E,N) = (0,Λ) which represents the ‘off state’ of the laser. This
equilibrium is exponentially stable if Λ < 0 and unstable if Λ > 0. A limit cycle (if
ν 6= Ω) given by
E(t) =
√
Λe−i(Ω−ν)t ,
N(t) = 0 , (2.3)
bifurcates out of the equilibrium at Λ = 0. It is generally difficult to calculate the
stability of a limit cycle analytically. However, in this case we can choose the reference
frequency, ν = Ω, and freeze the limit cycle into a ring of infinitely many nonhyperbolic
equilibria. The stability of the limit cycle is determined by the eigenvalues of the Jacobian
of (2.1)–(2.2) evaluated at any of these non-hyperbolic equilibria. If
0 < Λ <
4γ
(
1−√1− 1/(2γ))− 1
β
≈ 2× 10−4, (2.4)
then the eigenvalues are given by
µ1 = 0, µ2,3 = −a± b ,
where
a =
1 + βΛ
2
> 0 and b = |
√
a2 − 2βγΛ| > 0 . (2.5)
For Λ satisfying (2.4) the limit cycle (2.3) is over-damped. If
4γ
(
1−√1− 1/(2γ))− 1
β
< Λ <
4γ
(
1 +
√
1− 1/(2γ)
)
− 1
β
≈ 154 , (2.6)
then the eigenvalues are given by
µ1 = 0, µ2,3 = −a± ib ,
where a and b are defined in (2.5). For Λ satisfying (2.6) the limit cycle (2.3) is under-
damped. In the laser literature the oscillations of transient dynamics about the under-
damped limit cycle (2.3) are known as relaxation oscillations [143]—an example of these
oscillations can be seen in Fig. 2.1(c). Note that laser relaxation oscillations are not to
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Figure 2.1: (a) one-parameter bifurcation diagram for a solitary laser showing the stability
(red=stable) and dependence of invariant sets on Λ. (b) example trajectory for Λ < 0
when the laser is in the ‘off state’. (c) example trajectory for Λ > 0 when the laser is in
the ‘on state’.
be confused with relaxation oscillations from the nonlinear dynamics literature [130, 49].
From the above analysis, it is clear that the pump strength, Λ, is vital for lasing to
take place. Figure 2.1 contains a one-parameter bifurcation diagram in Λ that summarises
the previous results. If Λ < 0 the ‘off state’ (equilibrium) is stable (Fig. 2.1(b)), however,
if Λ > 0 the ‘on state’ (limit cycle) is stable (Fig. 2.1(c)). The value at which the stable
‘on state’ is created (Λ = 0) is known as the laser threshold. Mathematically, it is a
supercritical Hopf bifurcation (if ν 6= Ω). For the rest of this thesis we set Λ = 2 so
that the laser is operating in the ‘on state’, and can hence be considered as a limit cycle
oscillator.
2.1.3 Shear and the α-parameter
Amplitude-phase coupling is a universal property of nonlinear oscillators and appears in
various scientific disciplines under different names. In dynamical systems and biology, one
speaks of shear, twist or nonisochronicity [9, 79], in physics, of nonlinear dispersion [136],
and in engineering, of self-phase modulation or chirp [60]. For a solitary laser oscilla-
tor the amplitude-phase coupling is quantified by the linewidth enhancement factor, α,
henceforth called the α-parameter. Specifically, α couples the magnitude, |E|, and phase,
arg(E), of the complex-valued electric field, E. Its physical origin is the dependence of
the refractive index of the active medium—and hence the laser resonant frequency—on
the population inversion [60]. The α-parameter takes values between 0 and 1 for gas and
solid state lasers, and between 1 and 10 for typical semiconductor lasers.
While α does not influence the stability of a single laser, it introduces a special
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(a) α = 0 (b) α = 2
N
Im(E) Re(E)
N
Im(E) Re(E)
Figure 2.2: Three isochrons (2.7) of a solitary laser oscillator with (a) α = 0 and (b)
α = 2.
(0)p(0)p
α = 0
no shear
α > 0
shear
isochron isochron
θ = 0
θ > 0
limit cyclelimit cycle
Figure 2.3: A sketch illustrating how the amount of shear in a solitary laser is related
to the angle, θ, between a vector normal to the limit cycle at p(0) (black) and a vector
tangent to the isochron at p(0) (green). If α = 0 then θ = 0 and there is no shear. If
α > 0 then θ > 0 and there is shear.
property in the laser’s phase space. For α = 0, trajectories with different |E| rotate with
the same frequency about the line defined by |E| = 0. However, if α > 0, trajectories
with larger |E| rotate faster, giving rise to α-dependent phase space stretching along the
angular direction in the complex E-plane.
This is best illustrated using sets called isochrons [53]. Each point, p(0) ∈ Γ, on an
arbitrary hyperbolic limit cycle, Γ, has an isochron defined by
{x ∈ Rn : x(t)→ p(t) as t→∞} .
Isochrons are invariant under the time-T map (where T is the period of Γ), codimension-
one manifolds that intersect the limit cycle, Γ, transversally. The isochrons of the limit
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cycle (2.3) of a solitary laser are logarithmic spirals ([99, Ch. 7],[140]):
arg(E) + α ln(|E|) = C for C ∈ [0, 2pi) . (2.7)
Three isochrons (blue surfaces) are shown in Fig. 2.2 for a solitary laser oscillator (red
limit cycle) with two different values of α. For α = 0 (Fig. 2.2(a)) the isochrons are planes
orthogonal to the limit cycle (2.3). However, for α = 2 (Fig. 2.2(b)) the isochrons are
two-dimensional surfaces that are not orthogonal to the limit cycle (2.3). The amount of
shear can be approximated by the inclination of the isochrons to a plane orthogonal to the
limit cycle (see Fig. 2.3). With this in mind, Eqn. (2.7) and Fig. 2.2, indicate that there
is no shear for α = 0 and that there is shear for α > 0. For this reason the α-parameter
quantifies the amount of shear in the laser phase space. The resulting stretch-and-fold
action that the shear introduces is important for the discussion of coupling-induced chaos
in Ch. 4.8.
2.2 Coupled Lasers
As we saw in Ch. 2.1, a solitary laser is fairly mundane from a dynamical systems per-
spective. However, when two or more lasers are coupled together, the resulting systems
are rich in interesting nonlinear phenomena. In this thesis we consider a linear array of
lasers, denoted with a subscript j = 1, · · · ,M , that are coupled via their optical fields to
their nearest neighbour(s) (Fig. 2.4). As in the solitary laser case (Ch. 2.1) we assume
that each laser is a single-mode laser, meaning that it operates with a single optical mode
of natural frequency Ω˜j . Furthermore, all the lasers are assumed to be identical apart
from a possible natural-frequency detuning. With the exception of Ch. 9, this frequency
detuning is between the (resonant) middle lasers, Ω˜j = Ω˜in for j = 2, · · · ,M − 1, and the
(resonant) outer two lasers, Ω˜1 = Ω˜M = Ω˜out.
Two different physical realisations of optical coupling in a linear laser array are
sketched in Fig. 2.4. Small arrows indicate the direction of coupling, and large arrows
indicate the direction in which the laser beam propagates. For side-to-side coupled lasers
(Fig. 2.4(a)), the coupling is due to the evanescent electric field transverse to the di-
rection of the laser beam. Such coupling realisation has been studied for example in
Refs. [69, 27, 147, 95, 1, 45, 76, 109, 116, 77, 20, 89, 127, 125, 104, 101, 106, 41, 81, 42].
For face-to-face coupled lasers (Fig. 2.4(b)), the coupling is due to the electric field in the
propagation direction of the laser beam. Such coupling realisation has been studied for
example in Refs. [120, 46, 26, 86, 150, 141, 43].
The laser arrays sketched in Fig. 2.4 have been studied in different mathematical
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(a) side−to−side (b) face−to−face
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Figure 2.4: A sketch showing a linear array of M lasers coupled (a) side-to-side and (b)
face-to-face. Small arrows indicate the direction of the coupling and large arrows indicate
the direction in which the laser beam propagates.
frameworks, all of which are approximations of the Maxwell–Bloch equations [55, 85].
We introduce the Maxwell–Bloch equations in this section along with an outline of the
two different modelling approaches taken in this thesis.
2.2.1 Different Modelling Approaches
In semiclassical laser theory light is treated classically and is therefore governed by
Maxwell’s Equations:
∇× E(r, t˜) = − ∂
∂t˜
B(r, t˜) , (2.8)
∇×H(r, t˜) = j(r, t˜) + ∂
∂t˜
D(r, t˜) , (2.9)
∇ · D(r, t˜) = ρ(r, t˜) , (2.10)
∇ · B(r, t˜) = 0 , (2.11)
where E(r, t˜) is the electric field, H(r, t˜) is the magnetic field, D(r, t˜) is the electric field
displacement, B(r, t˜) is the magnetic induction, j(r, t˜) is the current density, and ρ(r, t˜)
is the density of electric charges. When an external electromagnetic field is applied to
matter, atomic or molecular electric/magnetic dipoles are generated [82]. The dipole
moment per unit volume is called the electric/magnetic polarisation and we denote them
by P(r, t˜) and J (r, t˜) respectively. The constitutive equations are:
D(r, t˜) = 0E(r, t˜) + P(r, t˜) , (2.12)
B(r, t˜) = µ0H(r, t˜) + J (r, t˜) , (2.13)
where 0 = 8.8542 × 10−12 is the electric constant and µ0 = 4pi × 10−7 is the magnetic
constant.
Assuming a charge-free, ρ(r, t˜) = 0, and non-magnetic medium, J (r, t˜) = 0, a single
inhomogeneous wave equation describing the propagation of the real-valued electric field,
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E(r, t˜), can be derived as follows:
∇×∇× E(r, t˜) = − ∂
∂t˜
∇× B(r, t˜) (the curl of Eqn. (2.8)),
= −µ0 ∂∂t˜∇×H(r, t˜) (subst. Eqn. (2.13) for B(r, t˜)),
= −µ0 ∂∂t˜
(J (r, t˜) + ∂
∂t˜
D(r, t˜)) (subst. Eqn. (2.9) for ∇×H(r, t˜)),
= −µ0 ∂∂t˜
(
σE(r, t˜) + ∂
∂t˜
D(r, t˜)) (using Ohm’s law: j(r, t˜) = σE(r, t˜)),
where σ is the electric conductivity of the medium. From this point we use Eqn. (2.12),
the identity
∇×∇× E(r, t˜) = ∇(∇ · E(r, t˜))−∇2E(r, t˜) ,
and the fact that light vectors vary little along the directions in which they point, ∇(∇ ·
E(r, t˜)) ≈ 0, to give
−∇2E(r, t˜) + µ0σ ∂
∂t˜
E(r, t˜) + 1
c2
∂2
∂t˜2
E(r, t˜) = −µ0 ∂
2
∂t˜2
P(r, t˜) , (2.14)
where c =
√
1/(µ00) is the speed of light in a vacuum. Light, in a laser array is confined
by changes in the refractive index of the medium. To take this into account we need to
replace c in Eqn. (2.14) with c/n(r), where n(r) is the space-dependent refractive index
of the medium. Making this substitution leads to the inhomogeneous electromagnetic
wave equation [111]
−∇2E(r, t˜) + µ0σ∂E(r, t˜)
∂t˜
+
n2(r)
c2
∂2E(r, t˜)
∂t˜2
= −µ0∂
2P(r, t˜)
∂t˜2
. (2.15)
The left-hand side of this PDE describes the electric field propagation and losses within
the laser array, whose physical structure is specified by the space-dependent refractive
index, n(r), and appropriate boundary conditions [41]. The inhomogeneous term on the
right-hand side involves the active-medium polarisation, P(r, t˜), and represents the source
of the propagating electric field. To calculate polarisation and population inversion within
each laser, Eqn. (2.15) has to be combined with a suitable quantum-mechanical descrip-
tion of the active medium [111]. The resulting PDE model is known as the Maxwell–Bloch
equations [55, 85].
In semiclassical laser theory [111], the inhomogeneous wave equation (2.15) is solved
by expanding the electric field
E(r, t˜) = 1
2
∑
j
Uj(r)Aj(t˜) + U j(r)Aj(t˜) , (2.16)
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(where the bar denotes complex conjugation) and the active-medium polarisation
P(r, t˜) = 1
2
∑
j
Uj(r)Bj(t˜) + U j(r)Bj(t˜) , (2.17)
in terms of real-valued optical modes, Uj(r), that are solutions to the homogeneous wave
equation
−∇2E(r, t˜) + n
2(r)
c2
∂2E(r, t˜)
∂2 t˜
= 0 . (2.18)
Equation (2.18) is obtained by setting P(r, t) = 0 and σ = 0 in Eqn. (2.15). Here, we
assume passive optical modes Uj(r) that do not depend on the instantaneous population
inversion. This assumption is justified when population-induced contributions to the
refractive index, or their variations, remain negligible. However, when those contributions
vary enough to change the mode profiles, one needs to consider active optical modes that
do depend on the instantaneous population inversion [137, 115]. Substituting a field of a
passive eigenmode with a frequency Ω˜j ,
E(r, t˜) = Uj(r) e−iΩ˜j t˜,
into Eqn. (2.18) gives the Helmholtz equation for Uj(r):
∇2Uj(r) + n
2(r)
c2
Ω˜2j Uj(r) = 0 . (2.19)
For suitably chosen boundary conditions (see for example Ch. 5), passive optical modes
are orthogonal with a weight function n2(r), meaning that they satisfy the orthogonality
relation ∫
R3
n2(r)Uj(r)Uj′(r) dr = N δj j′ , (2.20)
with an arbitrary normalisation constant, N , and the Kronecker delta, δj j′ = 1 if j = j′
and zero otherwise. The time-dependent and complex-valued coefficients of the field ex-
pansion (2.16), Aj(t˜), are the corresponding complex-valued electric fields. Given the
passive optical modes Uj(r), equations for Aj(t˜) are obtained by substituting expan-
sions (2.16)–(2.17) into (2.15) and projecting onto Uj(r) [111]. It is common to separate
in Aj(t˜) a term oscillating at a fast optical frequency, ν˜, by writing
Aj(t˜) = E˜j(t˜) e
−iν˜t˜, (2.21)
and study the slowly-varying, complex-valued electric field, E˜j(t˜). This is accomplished
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through a number of approximations described in [111, 28], including the rotating wave
approximation that removes the complex-conjugated terms in Eqs. (2.16)–(2.17) and in-
troduces the rotational symmetry discussed in Ch. 4.1 and 8.4.
In this thesis we consider two different approaches to modelling laser arrays within the
framework of semiclassical laser theory: the coupled-laser approach and the composite-
cavity mode approach. These approaches arise from different ways of calculating the
passive optical modes Uj(r) or, in other words, from different eigenbases used in expan-
sions (2.16)–(2.17).
2.2.2 Coupled-Laser vs. Composite-Cavity Mode Approach
In the coupled-laser approach the spatial modes used in expansions (2.16)–(2.17) are
modes of the individual lasers (Fig. 2.5(a)), meaning that laser-coupling is completely
neglected in the spatial part of the problem. The spatial modes are obtained for each
individual laser by solving the Helmholtz equation (2.19) for a constant refractive index,
n(r) = n, which reflects the spatial structure of each individual laser. The coupling be-
tween lasers is then included as extra source terms in Eqn. (2.15) that satisfy appropriate
boundary conditions, i.e. the total electric field and its first derivative must be continuous
at the laser boundaries which are determined by discontinuities in the refractive index
(for details see [120, 41]). The final system of coupled ordinary differential equations can
be used to study both spatial configurations in Fig. 2.4. Such a model is well suited to
be analysed in a dynamical systems framework but has the caveat that it is limited to
weak coupling strengths between the lasers.
In the composite-cavity mode approach the spatial modes used in expansions (2.16)–
(2.17) are modes of the entire coupled laser structure (Fig. 2.5(b)) and are known as
composite-cavity modes. The composite-cavity modes are obtained by solving the Helmho-
ltz equation (2.19) for the refractive index n(r) which describes the entire coupled laser
structure. The coupling between the lasers is fully taken into account in the spatial
part of the problem and hence the model is not limited to weak coupling. The resulting
model is a system of coupled ordinary differential equations with algebraic constraints,
that has to be reformulated for the different geometries shown in Fig. 2.4. Such a model
can be studied in a dynamical systems framework but this requires additional analysis
that is explained in Ch. 5. The composite-cavity mode model has the advantage of being
valid for arbitrary coupling strengths, and as such, serves as a benchmark with which to
compare other simpler models such as the coupled-laser model.
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Figure 2.5: A sketch showing the X-component of the first spatial mode, U1(r) =
X1(x)Y1(x, y)Z1(z), that is used in expansions (2.16)–(2.17) for (a) the coupled-laser ap-
proach, and (b) the composite-cavity mode approach. The superscript j = 1, 2, 3 denotes
the laser index.
2.3 Tools and Techniques from Dynamical Systems
Theory
In both the coupled-laser approach and the composite-cavity mode approach the govern-
ing equations define a dynamical system comprised of first-order ODEs of the form
dx
dt
= F(x(t),p) , (2.22)
where x(t) ∈ Rn is a vector of state variables, p ∈ Rm is a vector of parameters, and
F : Rn×Rm → Rn is a vector valued function. In general, a system of nonlinear ODEs is
very difficult (if not impossible) to solve analytically. There is, however, well developed
theory [51, 75, 73] that allows one to reach a good understanding of the qualitative
behaviour of solutions to system (2.22). In this section we provide an overview of the
relevant tools and techniques that are used throughout this thesis.
2.3.1 Bifurcation Theory
The setting for bifurcation theory is the phase space—defined as the set of all possible
initial conditions of the system. A solution, x(t), of system (2.22) passing through a point
in the system’s phase space is known as a trajectory. The set of all trajectories for a given
parameter vector is called the phase portrait, it provides a global qualitative picture of
the system’s dynamics. As one varies the parameters of (2.22) the phase portrait may
deform slightly but not change its qualitative features, alternatively, it could be modified
significantly and produce a qualitative change in the system dynamics. Bifurcation theory
is concerned with these qualitative changes in the phase portrait, i.e. changes in stability
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Figure 2.6: In each panel the black line with arrows (indicating the direction of flow)
is a phase portrait for system (2.23) (a) before, (b) at, and (c) after the saddle-node
bifurcation. Equilibria are represented by circles and shading indicates their stability:
full=stable, empty=unstable, and half-full=neutral.
and the disappearance or creation of invariant sets such as equilibria, limit cycles, and
strange attractors. The notion of ‘qualitative change’ is rigorously defined in terms of
topological equivalence [75, Ch. 2]—two systems are said to be topologically equivalent
if there is a homeomorphism between their phase portraits that preserves the direction
of time.
As a simple example of a system undergoing a bifurcation consider the following
one-dimensional dynamical system:
dx
dt
= p+ x2, (2.23)
where p ∈ R is a parameter. For p < 0 system (2.23) has one stable equilibrium at
x = −√−p, and one unstable equilibrium at x = +√−p (Fig. 2.6(a)). As p is increased
the two equilibria move toward each other and then collide forming a single equilibrium
when p = 0 (Fig. 2.6(b)). This equilibrium is said to be neutral. For p > 0 system (2.23)
has no equilibria and trajectories drift toward increasing x. The bifurcation point p = 0
is known as a saddle-node (or fold) bifurcation.
The saddle-node bifurcation is an example of a local bifurcation. Local bifurcations can
be classified and analysed through a Taylor series (hence the term local) of a vector field
or map at a single point [54, Ch. 3]. Other examples of local bifurcations include pitchfork
of equilibria, Hopf, saddle-node of limit cycles, period doubling, and torus bifurcations.
There are also bifurcations that cannot be determined from local knowledge of the flow
alone. These are known as global bifurcations [54, Ch. 6]. To illustrate the difference
between local and global bifurcations consider the following two-dimensional dynamical
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Figure 2.7: Phase portraits (a) before, (b) at, and (c) after the saddle-node homoclinic
bifurcation in system (2.24). Arrows indicate the direction of flow. Equilibria are repre-
sented by circles and shading indicates their stability: full=stable, empty=unstable, and
half-full=neutral.
system [75, Ch. 8.4.2]:
dx1
dt
= x1(1− x21 − x22)− x2(1 + p+ x1) ,
dx2
dt
= x1(1 + p + x1) + x2(1− x21 − x22) , (2.24)
where p ∈ R is a parameter. In polar coordinates (r, θ), system (2.24) becomes
dr
dt
= r(1− r2) ,
dθ
dt
= 1 + p+ r cos(θ) .
From the polar coordinate representation one can verify that system (2.24) has two in-
variant sets for any value of p: an unstable equilibrium at the origin, and the unit circle.
For p < 0 there are two additional equilibria that lie on the unit circle (Fig. 2.7(a)).
Increasing p causes these equilibria to move toward each other and collide when p = 0
(Fig. 2.7(b)). For p > 0 the two equilibria on the unit circle have been destroyed leaving
behind a limit cycle (red curve in Fig. 2.7(c)). The important point here is that if we had
only focused on a small neighbourhood of the neutral equilibrium for p = 0 (Fig. 2.7(b)),
we would have missed the creation of the stable limit cycle (Fig. 2.7(c)). The bifurcation
point p = 0 is known as a saddle-node homoclinic bifurcation.
All the bifurcations relevant to this thesis are given in Table 2.1. Notice that in Ta-
ble 2.1 some bifurcations are represented by coloured lines while others are represented by
black dots. The reason for this is related to the codimension of the bifurcations. Follow-
ing [54, Ch. 3.1] we define the codimension of a bifurcation as the lowest dimension of a
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Symbol Key Bifurcation/Solution
S Saddle-node bifurcation
Shom Saddle-node homoclinic bifurcation
P Pitchfork bifurcation
H Hopf bifurcation
SL Saddle-node of limit cycle bifurcation
PL Pitchfork of limit cycle bifurcation
PD Period doubling bifurcation
T Torus (Neimark–Sacker) bifurcation
hom Homoclinic bifurcation
het Heteroclinic (relative homoclinic) bifurcation
SH • Saddle-node-Hopf bifurcation
PH • Pitchfork-Hopf bifurcation
HH • Double-Hopf bifurcation
PS • Pitchfork-saddle-node bifurcation
BT • Bogdanov–Takens bifurcation
PSL • Pitchfork-saddle-node of limit cycle bifurcation
PT • Pitchfork-torus bifurcation
1 : 2 • 1:2 resonance
δ−1 • homoclinic Belyakov bifurcation where Re(λs)/λu = −1
δ−0.5 • homoclinic Belyakov bifurcation where Re(λs)/λu = −0.5
ShH • Relative Shilnikov–Hopf bifurcation
NC • Non-central saddle-node homoclinic bifurcation
∗ Double bifurcations of conjugate equilibria and
conjugate limit cycles that are not RZ2-invariant
Stable fixed equilibria/phase-locked solutions (4.20)
Stable conjugate equilibria/phase-locked solutions (4.21)
Table 2.1: The labelling, colour coding, and shading of the bifurcation diagrams. λs and
λu are the stable and unstable eigenvalues of a saddle within the homoclinic/heteroclinic
centre manifold.
parameter space that contains the bifurcation in a persistent way. Codimension-one bifur-
cations are typically points in a one-dimensional parameter space (see Fig. 4.10), curves
in a two-dimensional parameter space (see Fig. 4.2), surfaces in a three-dimensional pa-
rameter space, and so on. Similarly, codimension-two bifurcations are typically points in
two-dimensional parameter space (see Fig. 4.2), curves in a three-dimensional parameter
space, and surfaces in a four-dimensional parameter space. In this thesis we concentrate
on a three-dimensional parameter space and study its two-dimensional cross sections. Bi-
furcation diagrams for these cross sections typically comprise codimension-one bifurcation
curves and codimension-two bifurcation points.
Locating codimension-two bifurcation points is thus an important step towards gaining
an understanding of the dynamical behaviour of system (2.22). To further demonstrate
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Figure 2.8: Two-dimensional bifurcation diagram in a neighbourhood of the Bogdanov–
Takens bifurcation (BT) in system (2.25). The colour coding and labelling are in Ta-
ble. 2.1. Representative phase portraits are shown on the right. Arrows indicate the di-
rection of flow and equilibria are represented by circles (full=stable and empty=unstable).
why, we consider the following two-dimensional system which contains a codimension-two
bifurcation known as the Bogdanov–Takens bifurcation:
dx1
dt
= x2 ,
dx2
dt
= p1 + p2x1 + x
2
1 − x1x2 , (2.25)
where p1, p2 ∈ R are parameters. Equilibria of system (2.25) lie on the line x2 = 0 and
satisfy
x21 + p2x1 + p1 = 0 . (2.26)
The discriminant parabola of (2.26),
S = {(p1, p2) : p22 − 4p1 = 0} ,
corresponds to a curve of saddle-node bifurcations (blue curve in Fig. 2.25) which de-
lineates the (p1, p2) parameter plane into two regions. To the right of S there are no
equilibria, and to the left of S there are two equilibria given by:
x∓e =
(
p2 ∓
√
p22 − 4p1
2
, 0
)T
.
Varying (p1, p2) so system (2.26) moves from region (1) to (2) results in the creation
of a stable node x−e and a saddle x
+
e . Whereas, going from region (1) to (4) results in
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the creation of an unstable node x−e and a saddle x
+
e . Therefore there must be further
bifurcations that involve x−e . There is in fact a curve a supercritical Hopf bifurcation (red
line in Fig. 2.8) occurring along the line
H = {(p1, p2) : p1 = 0, p2 < 0} .
The Hopf bifurcations along H are supercritical, meaning that a stable limit cycle bifur-
cates out of x−e when (p1, p2) is varied from region (2) to (3). There are no further local
bifurcations in system (2.25).
Since there are no equilibria to the left of S in Fig. 2.8 no limit cycles can exist in
region (1) [121, Ch. 6.8]. Therefore, there has to be other global bifurcations that destroy
the stable limit cycle created along H. It can be shown that there is a unique curve
of homoclinic bifurcations emanating from BT [75, Ch. 8.4.2]. For small p2 << 1 an
approximation to this curve is given by
hom = {(p1, p2) : p1 = − 6
25
p22, p2 < 0} .
Along this curve (whose approximation is plotted in black in Fig. 2.25) the stable limit
cycle from the Hopf bifurcation collides with the stable and unstable manifolds of the
saddle equilibrium x+e to form a homoclinic orbit. With the addition of hom it is possible
to make a trip in parameter space around BT accounting for any invariant objects and
changes in their stability.
In practice, a bifurcation analysis approach starts with the simplest stable object of
a system’s phase space, usually an equilibrium. Codimension-one bifurcations curves
then make up this objects stability boundary. The stability boundary changes type at
codimension-two bifurcations. In system (2.25) the stability boundary of the equilib-
rium, x−e , consists of curves of saddle-node and Hopf bifurcations that are connected via
the Bogdanov–Takens bifurcation point. Once codimension-two bifurcations have been
located one expects to find certain other bifurcation curves emanating from them. Fur-
thermore, there are only so many possibilities for each bifurcation type. For example, a
Bogdanov–Takens bifurcation can be identified without any global knowledge of the flow,
and once found, we know that there is a curve of homoclinic bifurcations emanating from
it. For this reason, codimension-two bifurcations are also known as ‘organising centres’.
Another important aspect of this approach is that one can identify areas of parameter
space where the dynamical system is likely to contain chaotic dynamics. A classic example
is close to a chaotic Shilnikov bifurcation [75, Ch. 6.3] (see Fig. 2.9). This global bifur-
cation involves an equilibrium whose Jacobian matrix has one real eigenvalue, λu > 0,
and a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues, λs ± iω, with λs < 0. At the bifurcation
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(a) (b) (c)p < phom p = phom p > phom
Figure 2.9: The formation of a homoclinic orbit to a saddle-focus equilibrium. (a) before,
(b) at, and (c) after a homoclinic Shilnikov bifurcation.
point p = phom the system has a homoclinic orbit to this equilibrium (Fig. 2.9(b)). If the
quantity
δ ≡ λs
λu
< −1
is satisfied at the bifurcation point, then there are a countable infinity of saddle limit
cycles in a neighbourhood of the homoclinic orbit. In addition, there are an infinite
number of horseshoes, each of which is considered a hallmark of chaos in its own right (see
for example Ref. [75, Ch. 6.3] and [50]). Chaos generated close to a chaotic Shilnikov
bifurcation is known as homoclinic chaos, and typically has a distinct spiral structure,
see for example Fig. 4.14 and Refs. [8, 6].
One of the main aims of bifurcation theory is to categorise and study all possible
types of bifurcations. There is however, a whole wealth of different bifurcations—take a
glance at Table 2.1, for example, and it is by no means exhaustive! How then, does one
decide which are the most relevant? It seems logical to focus on bifurcations that one
would expect to see when varying a parameter of a given system. Such bifurcations are
called generic—for a mathematical description of this term see [110, Ch. 8.7]. The focus
of traditional bifurcation theory is on the generic bifurcations of system (2.22), whose
defining vector field, F, does not have any special properties. For example, the only
generic local (codimension-one) bifurcations of equilibria in such systems are saddle-node
and Hopf bifurcations. However, if F in (2.22) has special properties—such as those
imposed by symmetry—then the set of generic bifurcations can be different.
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2.3.2 Symmetries and Equivariance
An important concept for the analysis in this thesis is the notion of a symmetry of
system (2.22). A real n × n matrix, R ∈ O(n) 2, is said to be a symmetry of (2.22) if
for every solution x1(t) of (2.22), x2(t) = Rx1(t) is also a solution. Physical aspects of a
system can lead to such symmetries, and in turn, the symmetries mean that the vector
field of (2.22) has a special property. To see this, consider a solution x1(t) to (2.22). If
R is a symmetry of F then by definition
x2(t) = Rx1(t) (2.27)
is also a solution of (2.22). Differentiating (2.27) gives
dx2
dt
= R
dx1
dt
= RF(x1) . (2.28)
Since x2(t) is a solution of (2.22),
dx2
dt
= F(x2) = F(Rx1) . (2.29)
Equations (2.28) and (2.29) lead to the condition,
F(Rx1) = RF(x1) , (2.30)
which is satisfied ifR is a symmetry of (2.22). A vector field F that satisfies this condition
is called R-equivariant. The collection of symmetries of system (2.22), along with the
n× n identity matrix, In, form a group Γ. F is then said to be Γ-equivariant.
The study of bifurcations in system (2.22) with a Γ-equivariant vector field is an
active area of research known as equivariant bifurcation theory [51]. Γ-equivariance has
important consequences on the systems dynamics. Of particular relevance to this thesis
is the existence of invariant manifolds and changes to the generic bifurcations. As an
example, consider systems with Z2 symmetry where Γ consists of the identity matrix,
In, and R such that R
2 = In; the only generic local (codimension-one) bifurcations of
equilibria are saddle-node, Hopf, and pitchfork bifurcations.
2.3.3 Numerical Continuation
Bifurcation analysis is often difficult to perform analytically and needs to be done numer-
ically. To carry out numerical bifurcation analysis we used a powerful software package
2where O(n) is the orthogonal group consisting of invertible n×n matrices, R, such that RT = R−1.
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called AUTO [36]. AUTO implements numerical continuation methods which are par-
ticularly good because their errors converge fast. As such, the corresponding bifurcation
analysis can in principle be made as accurate as desired. See [73] for a good overview of
numerical continuation and its practical importance for the analysis of nonlinear systems
of ODEs. Below we provide an illustration of how it works [88].
Consider system (2.22) with one state variable, x ∈ R, and one parameter, p ∈ R.
Equilibria of this system are solutions to
F (x(p), p) = 0 , (2.31)
where F is assumed to be continuously differentiable in x and p, and parameter depen-
dence has been explicitly denoted. Differentiating (2.31) with respect to p gives
∂F
∂x
dx
dp
+
∂F
∂p
= 0 ,
which can be rearranged (providing ∂F/∂x 6= 0) for dx/dp:
dx
dp
= −∂F/∂p
∂F/∂x
. (2.32)
Equation (2.32) is an ODE that can be solved as an initial value problem once an equi-
librium for a particular parameter value is determined. Using numerical techniques, a
particular solution x(p) of (2.32) can be traced out (or continued), thus providing an
understanding of the parameter dependence of equilibria of the system.
Furthermore, from bifurcation theory it is known that different bifurcations occur
when certain conditions on F are satisfied. For example, a saddle-node bifurcation in a
one-dimensional system occurs when [75, Ch. 3]
∂F
∂x
∣∣∣∣
(xeq ,pbif )
= 0 ,
∂2F
∂x2
∣∣∣∣
(xeq ,pbif )
6= 0 and ∂F
∂p
∣∣∣∣
(xeq ,pbif )
6= 0 , (2.33)
where xeq is an equilibrium satisfying (2.31), and pbif is the location of the saddle-node
bifurcation. While continuing an equilibrium, one can use (2.33) to detect a saddle-node
bifurcation. Once the bifurcation has been detected, it too can be continued in a higher
dimensional parameter space.
A key advantage of numerical continuation over direct numerical integration is that it
is possible to continue equilibria (or limit-cycles) even when they are unstable. Bifurcation
diagrams can get extremely complex (sometimes with infinitely many bifurcation curves),
so we need a way to pick out the most relevant bifurcation structures. For this we were
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guided by Lyapunov exponent calculations.
2.3.4 Lyapunov Exponents
Lyapunov exponents are the average (exponential) rates of expansion and contraction of
nearby trajectories. In this section we give a technical definition of Lyapunov exponents.
Let y(t) = x(t) − x∗(t) denote deviations from the trajectory x∗(t). Linearising (2.22)
about the trajectory x∗(t) gives
dy
dt
= DF(x∗(t))y(t) , (2.34)
where DF(x∗(t)) is the Jacobian of F evaluated along x∗(t). Integrating Eqn. (2.34)
along the trajectory x∗(t) gives a tangent map M(t) which is an n × n, typically time
varying, matrix. The time evolution of M(t) is given by [5]
dM
dt
= DF(x∗(t))M(t) . (2.35)
Intuitively, the vectorM(t)y(t) is a small variation in the trajectory of Eqs. (2.22) caused
by a small change in initial conditions. Under certain conditions, given by the Oseledec
theorem [94, 37], the following limit exists:
L = lim
t→∞
(
M(t)MT (t)
) 1
2t . (2.36)
The Lyapunov numbers, Λj, are the eigenvalues of L and the Lyapunov exponents are
given by
µj = log(Λj) for j = 1, · · · , n . (2.37)
The collection of Lyapunov exponents {µj}nj=1 is known as the Lyapunov spectrum and
is usually ordered such that µ1 ≥ µ2 ≥ · · · ≥ µn .
The sketch in Fig. 2.10 illustrates that Lyapunov exponents quantify local expan-
sion/contraction properties associated with invariants sets of a system’s phase space [96,
Ch. 4.4]. In the illustration the invariant set is a saddle equilibrium whose stable and
unstable eigendirections are x2 = −x1 and x2 = x1, respectively. Consider a ball (with
radius r) of initial conditions centred around the saddle equilibrium with Lyapunov ex-
ponents µ2 < 0 < µ1 (Fig. 2.10(a)). As the system evolves forward in time, the ball of
initial conditions deforms into an ellipse; the lengths of its principle axes are given by
reµjt for j = 1, 2 (Fig. 2.10(b)). The example used in Fig. 2.10 is in fact trivial because
the Lyapunov exponents of the saddle equilibrium are the same as the eigenvalues of its
(a) (b)
r
x2
x1
x2
x1
reµ1t
reµ2t
Figure 2.10: A sketch illustrating how Lyapunov exponents quantify local expansion/-
contraction properties associated with invariant sets of a systems phase space. (a) a ball
of initial conditions centred at the saddle equilibrium (blue cross) whose Lyapunov ex-
ponents are µ2 ≤ 0 ≤ µ1. (b) after time t the ball evolves under the flow generated by
(2.22) to an ellipse.
Jacobian (linearisation). In fact, the Lyapunov exponents of any equilibrium are the real
parts of the eigenvalues of its Jacobian.
The example shown in Fig. 2.10 considered the Lyapunov spectrum of an unstable
equilibrium. We are usually interested in the Lyapunov spectrum associated with at-
tractors of the system, in which case one positive Lyapunov exponent is an indication of
chaotic dynamics. In fact, it is possible to distinguish between different attractor types
from their Lyapunov spectrums [148]. If µ1 < 0 then the attractor is an equilibrium, if
µ1 = 0 and µ2 < 0 then the attractor is a limit cycle, if µ1,···,T = 0 and µT+1 < 0 then the
attractor is a T -torus, and finally if µ1 > 0 then the attractor is chaotic. Note that this
classification scheme should be used with caution in systems with continuous symmetry.
For example, a ring of nonhyperbolic equilibria has the same Lyapunov spectrum as a
limit cycle. Accounting for symmetries, this classification scheme is used throughout the
thesis to partition a two-dimensional parameter plane (p1, p2) into regions that contain
different attractor types. The regions are then coloured according to Table 2.2. More
specifically, we discretise the (p1, p2) parameter plane into a grid of 800×800 points. For
each fixed value of p2 we sweep the parameter p1 and calculate the Lyapunov exponents
(see Appendix B) using the final point on the trajectory (slightly perturbed) as an ini-
tial condition for the subsequent value of p1. The Lyapunov exponents are then used to
identify the corresponding attractor type and the parameter plane is coloured according
to Table 2.2. See Fig. 4.1 for an example of a Lyapunov diagram.
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Key Attractor Type Lyapunov Exponents µj
Equilibrium ⇒ Phase-locking µj < 0 for j = 1, · · · , dim
Limit cycle (weakly - strongly attracting) µ1 = 0, µj < 0 for j = 2, · · · , dim
Torus (weakly - strongly attracting) µ1,2 = 0, µj < 0 for j = 3, · · · , dim
Chaotic attractor (slow - fast divergence) At least one µj > 0
Attractor not in Fix(Z2)
Stable within Fix(Z2) but At least one µ
⊥
j > 0
transversally unstable
Table 2.2: The colour coding used in Lyapunov diagrams for the classification of different
attractor types. dim is the dimension of the system under consideration, and Fix(Z2) is
an invariant manifold defined in (8.14) called the fixed-point subspace.
Tangential and Transversal Lyapunov Exponents
Flow-invariant sub-manifolds in the phase space of system (2.22) are important concepts
that often arise when studying synchronisation [68]. Specifically, synchronisation con-
ditions impose relationships between the components of the state vector, x ∈ Rn, that
define sub-manifolds of the phase space. For example, in a three-dimensional system
x1 = x2 = x3 defines a one dimensional sub-manifold of R
3. If these sub-manifolds are
invariant under time evolution of (2.22) then they are synchronisation manifolds. It is of
interest to know what the dynamics are on a synchronisation manifold, and in particu-
lar, if they are stable to transverse perturbations. Transverse and tangential Lyapunov
exponents can be used for this purpose.
Let M denote a flow invariant sub-manifold of the phase space of the dynamical
system (2.22). The dynamics on this manifold are governed by the restriction of sys-
tem (2.22) to M, which we denote by dx
dt
∣∣
M
. Let A be an attractor of dx
dt
∣∣
M
. The full
Lyapunov spectrum of A can be split into two sets:
{µj}nj=1 = {µ||1 ≥ · · · ≥ µ||dim(M)} ∪ {µ
⊥
1 ≥ · · · ≥ µ⊥codim(M)} . (2.38)
Here, µ
||
j are known as tangential Lyapunov exponents and correspond to the growth
(µ
||
j > 0) or decay (µ
||
j < 0) of perturbations solely within M. µ⊥j are known as trans-
verse Lyapunov exponents and correspond to the growth (µ⊥j > 0) or decay (µ
⊥
j < 0) of
perturbations solely transverse to M. Tangential Lyapunov exponents can be used in a
similar fashion as µj to determine attractor types of
dx
dt
∣∣
M
. Whether attractors of dx
dt
∣∣
M
are attractors for the full system (2.22) depends on the sign of the largest transverse
Lyapunov exponent. If µ⊥1 (x(0)) < 0 for x(0) ∈ A, then A is an attractor for the full sys-
tem (2.22). If µ⊥1 (x(0)) > 0 for x(0) ∈ A, then A is unstable in the full system (2.22). If
A is a chaotic attractor of dx
dt
∣∣
M
one needs to consider the transverse Lyapunov exponent
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for ‘typical’ x(0) ∈ A. We reserve this discussion to Ch. 10.1 where this distinction has
important consequences.
2.3.5 Assembling a Puzzle
How does this all fit together? The systems of ODEs considered in this thesis have three
bifurcation parameters, i.e. system (2.22) with p ∈ R3. We build two parameter Lya-
punov exponent diagrams for a range of different but fixed values of the third parameter.
These diagrams provide an overview of the different attractor types in system (2.22) and
their parametric dependencies. If the system has a complex dynamical structure, then the
Lyapunov exponent diagrams can be used to highlight interesting features in the system
dynamics. Furthermore, since Lyapunov exponents provide information about the attrac-
tors of the system, anything that they reveal is physically relevant. Bifurcation analysis is
then used to develop an understanding of the underlying mechanisms responsible for the
structure revealed by the Lyapunov exponent diagrams. Equivariance of the vector field
in (2.22) is used to facilitate numerical continuation and to distinguish between attractors
with different symmetry properties. We also derive a number of analytical results that
can be used to further verify and guide the numerical analysis. The final result being two
parameter bifurcation diagrams for different fixed values of the third parameter that form
the back bone of the system dynamics. Together with the Lyapunov exponent diagrams
they provide a detailed ‘road map’ of the physically relevant dynamics in the system.
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Part II
Shear-Induced Bifurcations and
Chaos in Models of Three Coupled
Lasers
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Chapter 3
Introduction for Part II
In Part II we study nonlinear dynamics in a linear array of three coupled laser oscillators
with rotational S1 and reflectional Z2 symmetry. The focus is on a coupled-laser model
with dependence on the three parameters: laser coupling strength, κ, laser frequency
detuning, ∆, and degree of coupling between the magnitude and phase of each lasers
electric field, α, also known as shear or nonisochronicity. Numerical bifurcation analysis
is used in conjunction with Lyapunov exponent calculations to study the different aspects
of the system dynamics. Firstly, the shape and extent of regions with stable phase locking
in the (κ,∆) plane change drastically with α. We explain these changes in terms of
codimension-two and -three bifurcations of (relative) equilibria. Furthermore, we identify
locking-unlocking transitions due to global homoclinic and heteroclinic bifurcations, and
associated infinite cascades of local bifurcations. Secondly, vast regions of deterministic
chaos emerge in the (κ,∆) plane for nonzero α. We give an intuitive explanation of
this effect in terms of α-induced stretch-and-fold action that creates horseshoes, and
discuss chaotic attractors with different topologies. Similar analysis of the more accurate
composite-cavity mode model reveals good agreement with the coupled-laser model on the
level of local and global bifurcations as well as chaotic dynamics, provided that coupling
between lasers is not too strong. The results give new insight into modelling approaches
and methodologies for studying nonlinear behaviour of laser arrays.
Part II is based on the paper: N. Blackbeard, H. Erzgra¨ber and S. Wieczorek, “Shear-
induced bifurcations and chaos in models of three coupled lasers”, SIAM Journal of
Applied Dynamical Systems 10(2):469–509, 2011.
This research has also been highlighted in the Dynamical Systems Magazine:
http://www.dynamicalsystems.org/pi/fr/detail?item=118 .
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Chapter 4
Coupled-Laser Model
In the coupled-laser approach, laser coupling is completely neglected in solving the ho-
mogeneous wave equation (2.18), which is justified for weakly coupled lasers. The solu-
tions Uj(r) are then simply the passive optical modes of the individual uncoupled lasers
with constant refractive index n. The coupling is accounted for by an additional source
term in the right-hand side of the inhomogeneous wave equation for each individual
laser [119, 120, 109, 41]. The resulting set of ODEs can be thought of as a space-discretised
version of the original Maxwell–Bloch equations with adiabatically eliminated polarisa-
tion (class-B lasers [143]). Specifically, the three-laser system sketched in Fig. 2.4 can
be modelled by rate equations for the normalised slowly-varying complex-valued electric
fields1, Es,
dEA
dt
= βγ(1− iα)NAEA − i∆AEA + iκEB ,
dEB
dt
= βγ(1− iα)NBEB − i∆BEB + iκ(EA + EC) , (4.1)
dEC
dt
= βγ(1− iα)NCEC − i∆CEC + iκEB ,
and the normalised real-valued population inversions, Ns,
dNs
dt
= Λ−Ns − (1 + βNs)|Es|2 for s = A,B,C , (4.2)
where t is the normalised time. Different derivations of Eqs. (4.1)–(4.2) from Eqn. (2.15)
can be found in [119, 120, 109, 41].
The optical coupling between lasers is described by the last terms of Eqs. (4.1),
where κ is the normalised coupling strength. The coupled-laser model (4.1)–(4.2) can
1Note that in Part II of this thesis different lasers are indicated by the subscripts A,B,C instead of
1, 2, 3.
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describe both physical realisations of optical coupling from Fig. 2.4 provided that the
coupling is weak enough and that there are no gaps between the face-to-face coupled
lasers (Fig. 2.4(b))2. For the different realisations, the coupling strength, κ, depends on
different physical parameters. For side-to-side coupling (Fig. 2.4(a)), κ is a function of
the distance, d, between the lasers [125, 109, 41]:
κ ∼ e−d . (4.3)
For face-to-face coupling (Fig. 2.4(b)), κ is a function of the transmission coefficient,
T , of the common coupling mirror between the lasers, and the length, L, of the optical
resonator [120]:
κ ∼
√
T
L
√
1− T . (4.4)
The weak-coupling assumption implies a sufficiently large distance, d, or a sufficiently
low transmission coefficient, T , of the coupling mirror separating the lasers.
∆s = Ωs− ν is the frequency detuning between the normalised natural frequency, Ωs,
of laser s and a conveniently chosen reference frequency, ν. We assume that the outer
two lasers are identical and therefore ΩA = ΩC , but allow for the middle laser to have
a different natural frequency. This choice of natural frequencies has the advantage of
reducing the dimension of the parameter space as we can set the reference frequency, ν,
to be
ν = ΩB,
and define the normalised frequency detuning between the middle and two outer lasers
as
∆ = ΩB − ΩA,C . (4.5)
The symmetry-breaking effects of having different outer lasers has been studied in [42].
The parameters, β, γ, and Λ, are the normalised gain coefficient, the ratio of field
and population inversion decay rates, and the pump rate, respectively. The α-parameter
is the coupling between the magnitude, |Es|, and phase, arg(Es), of each lasers electric
field, Es, and is discussed in Ch. 2.1.3.
2If there are gaps between face-to-face coupled lasers, one needs to include additional equations for
the field dynamics within the gap (gap size comparable to the laser size) or time delay in the coupling
terms satisfying appropriate boundary conditions (gap size larger than the laser size).
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4.1 Symmetry Properties
Knowledge of the symmetries present in a system of ODEs can be used to facilitate
their analysis. The coupled-laser model has S1 × Z2 symmetry [51]. Here, we reduce
the S1 symmetry to facilitate the bifurcation analysis and make use of Z2 symmetry to
distinguish between solution types with different sets of generic bifurcations.
The (continuous) S1 symmetry is due to the equivariance of the vector field defined
by Eqs. (4.1)–(4.2) under the transformation,
TS1 : (EA, EB, EC , NA, NB, NC)
T −→
(eiaEA, e
iaEB, e
iaEC , NA, NB, NC)
T ∀a ∈ [0, 2pi). (4.6)
This transformation corresponds to the same phase shift in all the laser fields, Es, and
can be represented by the matrix,
RS1 =
(
I3 e
ia 0
0 I3
)
, (4.7)
where I3 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix. As a result, the simplest nonzero solution of
Eqs. (4.1)–(4.2) is a S1 group orbit or a relative equilibrium in the form of a limit cycle
or a circle of non-hyperbolic equilibria. A group orbit reduction [24] greatly facilitates
numerical bifurcation analysis as it allows, for example, periodic S1 group orbits to be
studied as isolated equilibria in the group orbit space. To carry out the group orbit re-
duction we express the complex-valued electric fields, Es(t), in terms of their magnitudes,
|Es(t)|, and phases, ϕs(t):
Es(t) = |Es(t)|eiϕs(t) . (4.8)
Substituting (4.8) into the electric field Eqs. (4.1), introducing the phase differences,
ϕBA = ϕB − ϕA , ϕBC = ϕB − ϕC , (4.9)
and using (4.5) gives:
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d|EA|
dt
= βγNA|EA| − κ|EB| sinϕBA,
d|EB|
dt
= βγNB|EB|+ κ|EA| sinϕBA + κ|EC | sinϕBC ,
d|EC |
dt
= βγNC |EC | − κ|EB| sinφBC , (4.10)
dϕBA
dt
= κ
( |EA|
|EB| −
|EB|
|EA|
)
cosϕBA + κ
|EC |
|EB| cosϕBC
−αβγ(NB −NA)−∆,
dϕBC
dt
= κ
( |EC |
|EB| −
|EB|
|EC|
)
cosϕBC + κ
|EA|
|EB| cosϕBA
−αβγ(NB −NC)−∆ .
The electric field Eqs. (4.10) along with the population inversion Eqs. (4.2) give an eight-
dimensional S1-reduced system without S1 symmetry. Clearly, an equilibrium for the
S1-reduced system corresponds to a limit cycle (dϕs/dt 6= 0 for s = A,B,C) or a circle of
non-hyperbolic equilibria (dϕs/dt = 0 for s = A,B,C) for the original system (4.1)–(4.2).
One drawback of this approach is that it introduces singularities in the phase difference
equations when |Es| = 0. Since a laser field is typically nonzero above the lasing threshold
(Λ > 0), the S1-reduced system (4.2) and (4.10) works well in practice.
In the S1-reduced system the Z2 symmetry is due to the equivariance of the vector
field defined by Eqs. (4.2) and (4.10) under the linear transformation,
TZ2 : (|EA|, |EB|, |EC |, ϕBA, ϕBC , NA, NB, NC)T −→
(|EC |, |EB|, |EA|, ϕBC , ϕBA, NC , NB, NA)T . (4.11)
In physical terms, TZ2 corresponds to swapping the outer two lasers, and can be repre-
sented by the matrix,
RZ2 =


A3 0 0
0 A2 0
0 0 A3

 , (4.12)
where An is an n × n anti-diagonal identity matrix. RZ2 along with the identity matrix
I8 form a representation of the group Z2. For the S
1-reduced system the fixed-point
subspace [51] due to the Z2 symmetry,
Fix(Z2) = {(|EA|, |EB|, |EC|, ϕBA, ϕBC , NA, NB, NC)T ∈ R8 :
|EA| = |EC | , ϕBA = ϕBC , NA = NC}, (4.13)
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is a five-dimensional manifold that is invariant under the transformation (4.11) and under
the flow given by Eqn. (4.2) and (4.10). A trajectory in the fixed-point subspace, x1(t) ∈
Fix(Z2), satisfies
RZ2x1(t) = x1(t) for all t ∈ R, (4.14)
and is called a fixed trajectory. Fixed trajectories correspond to a situation where the
outer lasers have the same field magnitude and phase, and population inversion. Clearly,
a closed invariant set, X1 ⊂ Fix(Z2), is RZ2-invariant,
RZ2X1 = X1, (4.15)
and we call it a fixed closed invariant set. A trajectory not in the fixed-point subspace,
x1(t) /∈ Fix(Z2), satisfies
RZ2x1(t) = x2(t) 6= x1(t) for any t ∈ R, (4.16)
and we call it a conjugate trajectory. Conjugate trajectories corresponds to the situation
where the outer lasers have different field magnitudes, phases, and inversions. There are
two types of closed invariant sets that are not fixed. The first type is a closed invariant
set, X1 6⊂ Fix(Z2), that is not RZ2-invariant and satisfies
RZ2X1 = X2 6= X1, (4.17)
where X1 andX2 are conjugate closed invariant sets. The second type is a closed invariant
set, X1 6⊂ Fix(Z2), that is RZ2-invariant because it satisfies (4.15) rather than (4.17).
We call such a set a symmetric closed invariant set. This classification is important in
equivariant bifurcation theory where it is made in terms of spatial and spatio-temporal
symmetries [51, Ch. 3]. Here, we have used similar terminolgy to Ref. [75, Ch. 7.4]. In the
S1-reduced system (4.2) and (4.10), Z2 symmetry places restrictions on the Jacobian of
the system that leads to different generic bifurcations for fixed, conjugate, and symmetric
closed invariant sets [75]. Bifurcations of conjugate closed invariant sets happen as in
systems without symmetry. Also, a bifurcation of X1 implies the same bifurcation of
the symmetric counterpart X2. In the two-parameter diagrams, we use a star (*) to
indicate double bifurcations of conjugate equilibria and conjugate limit cycles. However,
bifurcations of symmetric and fixed invariant sets are different. For example a pitchfork
bifurcation is generic in system (4.2) and (4.10) but only for fixed equilibria as well as
fixed and symmetric limit cycles. Also, symmetric limit cycles cannot have the simple
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Floquet multiplier of −1 and period double (this is true for Zk symmetry with even k)
while fixed and conjugate limit cycles can [75, Ch. 7.4]. Note that a symmetric limit cycle
corresponds to the situation where the two outer lasers exchange their role after half a
period [75, Ch. 7.4].
Finally, there is the parameter symmetry:
(ϕBA, ϕBC , α,∆) −→ (−ϕBA + pi,−ϕBC + pi,−α,−∆). (4.18)
It implies that if α = 0 the bifurcation diagram in the (κ,∆) plane has reflectional
symmetry about the line ∆ = 0.
4.2 Phase Locking
We are interested in stability of phase-locked solutions,
Es(t) = |E0s |e−i(ω
0t+ϕ0s) ,
Ns(t) = N
0
s , for s = A,B,C, (4.19)
where all three lasers oscillate with the same optical frequency ω0, have constant nonzero
magnitudes |E0s |, constant phase shifts ϕ0s, and constant population inversions N0s . A
phase-locked solution (4.19) with ω0 6= 0 is a limit cycle for the original system (4.1)–
(4.2) and an isolated equilibrium for the reduced system (4.2) and (4.10). In the Lyapunov
and bifurcation diagrams, parameter regions with stable phase-locked solutions (4.19) are
shaded in green.
4.3 Overview of the Dynamics in the Coupled-Laser
Model
The two Lyapunov diagrams in Fig. 4.1, for α = 0 and α = 1, give a rough overview of
different attractor types and are used to motivate more detailed (bifurcation) analysis. To
calculate the Lyapunov diagrams we discretise the (κ,∆) parameter plane according to
the method outlined in Ch. 2.3.4 and use the original system (4.1)–(4.2) to avoid possible
singularities at Es = 0 in the vector field of the S
1-reduced system (4.2) and (4.10). Owing
to the S1 symmetry of the original system there is always one zero Lyapunov exponent
that corresponds to the drift along the group orbit. The remaining Lyapunov exponents
are used to distinguish between different attractors of the S1-reduced system (4.2) and
(4.10) as shown in Table 2.2.
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Figure 4.1: Lyapunov diagrams for the S1-reduced system (4.2) and (4.10) in the (κ,∆)
parameter plane for (a) α = 0, and (b) α = 1, obtained by decreasing κ. For the colour
coding see Table 2.2.
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For α = 0, the (κ,∆) plane is dominated by stable limit cycles, where the grey scale
quantifies the convergence rate along the leading direction. Stable phase locking occurs
in the two green bands around the lines κ = ±∆, meaning that lasers can phase-lock
for any coupling strength, κ, provided that the frequency detuning, ∆, is sufficiently
large. In Fig. 4.1(a) the green bands of phase locking are interrupted with grey intervals
due to bistability. Interestingly, we find no stable tori nor chaotic attractors for α = 0.
Note that the Lyapunov diagram (Fig. 4.1(a)) has reflectional symmetry about the line
∆ = 0 in agreement with (4.18). In contrast, for α = 1, the (κ,∆) plane is dominated by
chaotic attractors, where the yellow-red scale quantifies the associated divergence rate.
Furthermore, different regions with stable tori appear as indicated in blue. Stable phase
locking is confined to a small parameter region around ∆ = 0 and small κ, meaning that
above some critical coupling strength the lasers cannot phase-lock for any ∆. Stable limit
cycles are found mainly for small κ. As expected from the symmetry (4.18), the diagram
in Fig. 4.1(b) does not have reflectional symmetry.
Clearly, there are a number of striking differences between Fig. 4.1(a) and (b). Firstly,
there is a big difference in the shape and extent of the stable phase locking regions
plotted in green. Secondly, we note the appearance of vast chaotic regions for nonzero α.
Thirdly, different attractor types found in the vicinity of the phase locking regions suggest
rather different mechanisms underlying the locking-unlocking transitions. In the following
sections we address these three points in more detail by combining Lyapunov exponent
calculations, numerical bifurcation continuation [36], and simulations demonstrating α-
induced phase space stretching and folding.
4.4 Local Bifurcations and Locking
The different types of equilibria of Eqs. (4.2) and (4.10) correspond to different types of
phase locking. A fixed equilibrium (4.15) satisfies
EA = EC and NA = NC , (4.20)
and describes a situation where the outer lasers oscillate in phase with each other but
typically out of phase with the middle laser. Fixed-locking regions contain stable fixed
equilibria and are indicated by light green shading in the bifurcation diagrams. A conju-
gate equilibrium (4.17) satisfies
EA 6= EC and / or NA 6= NC , (4.21)
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and describes out-of-phase locking between all three lasers. Conjugate-locking regions
contain stable conjugate equilibria and are indicated by dark green shading in the bi-
furcation diagrams. Bifurcations of equilibria define boundaries of the locking regions.
Given the Z2 symmetry of Eqs. (4.2) and (4.10), the set of generic codimension-one bifur-
cations of equilibria includes saddle-node (S), pitchfork (P), and Hopf (H) bifurcations.
These bifurcations are two-dimensional surfaces in the three-dimensional (κ,∆, α) pa-
rameter space and can be computed [36] as curves in the (κ,∆) plane for different but
fixed values of α. Crossings or tangencies between different codimension-one bifurcations
of the same equilibrium typically give rise to codimension-two bifurcations. They are
curves in the (κ,∆, α) parameter space that indicate changes in the type of the locking
boundary. Codimension-two bifurcations include saddle-node-Hopf (SH), pitchfork-Hopf
(PH), double-Hopf (HH), and Bogdanov–Takens (BT) bifurcations, and are marked with
black dots in the (κ,∆) plane. In the (κ,∆, α) parameter space, different bifurcation
curves of codimension-two can merge at special points of codimension higher than two.
Table 2.1 contains a summary of the bifurcation diagram coding.
4.4.1 Bifurcations of Codimensions One and Two
Bifurcation diagrams in the (κ,∆) plane for different but fixed values of α ∈ [0, 1] are
shown in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, where the thick curves indicate bifurcations of stable phase-
locked solutions. For α = 0 (Fig. 4.2(a)), we restrict the discussion to the positive half
plane owing to the parameter symmetry (4.18). Three different bifurcations of stable
phase-locked solutions emerge from the origin, such that stable locking is found within
the green-shaded band around κ = ∆. This is similar to the Lyapunov diagram in
Fig 4.1(a). The upper boundary of the fixed-locking region (light green) starts at the
origin as a saddle-node curve (S) representing bifurcations within the fixed-point subspace
Fix(Z2), and switches to a Hopf curve (H) via a saddle-node Hopf (SH) bifurcation point.
The lower boundary of the fixed-locking region starts at the origin as a pitchfork curve
(P), undergoes a pitchfork-Hopf (PH) bifurcation, and also changes to a Hopf curve.
Both Hopf curves extend to large κ where they become parallel to each other giving rise
to an unbounded locking region. Hence, stable fixed-locking is possible for any coupling
strength, κ. In contrast, the conjugate-locking region (dark green) is entirely bounded
by a pitchfork, saddle-node, and two Hopf curves, meaning that stable conjugate-locking
cannot be achieved above some critical value of κ. The supercritical part of the pitchfork
curve, between the origin and PS∗, forms the boundary between fixed and conjugate
locking. At PS∗, the upper boundary of the conjugate-locking region changes to a saddle-
node curve, and the pitchfork bifurcation becomes subcritical. This gives rise to a small
region of tristability between two conjugate equilibria and a fixed equilibrium.
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Figure 4.2: Two-parameter bifurcation diagrams in the (κ,∆) plane for different values of
α. Regions of locking are shaded in green. Light and dark shading correspond to different
types of phase locking defined by Eqs. (4.20) and (4.21), respectively. Curves represent
codimension-one bifurcations and black dots indicate where crossings and tangencies be-
tween different bifurcation curves give rise to codimension-two bifurcation points. For
the labelling, colour coding, and shading see Table 2.1.
For α = 0.1 (Fig. 4.2(b)) the symmetry of the bifurcation diagram is broken in
agreement with (4.18). The left boundary of the upper (∆ > 0) locking band is now
given by a pitchfork saddle-node point (PS∗) that has emerged from the origin, giving
rise to an open interval of small κ where the lasers can phase-lock only if ∆ < 0. The
lower boundary of the upper conjugate-locking region involves an additional Hopf curve
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Figure 4.3: Continuation of Fig. 4.2 showing two-parameter bifurcation diagrams in the
(κ,∆) plane for different values of α. Curves represent codimension-one bifurcations and
black dots indicate where crossings and tangencies between different bifurcation curves
give rise to codimension-two bifurcation points. For the labelling, colour coding, and
shading see Table 2.1.
due to a codimension-three triple-Hopf bifurcation at α ≈ 0.04 that is discussed in more
detail in Ch. 4.4.2. The lower (∆ < 0) locking region remains qualitatively unchanged
at small κ but becomes bounded at large κ as the two Hopf curves forming its boundary
intersect at a double-Hopf point at (κ,∆) ≈ (92, 91) (not shown in the figure).
As α is increased, the pitchfork saddle-node point (PS) indicating the left boundary
of the upper (∆ > 0) locking region shifts further away from the origin and reaches
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(κ,∆) ≈ (14.9, 15.1) for α = 0.2 (Fig. 4.2(c)). Due to a codimension-three bifurcation
involving a double-Hopf (HH∗) and two saddle-node Hopf (SH∗) points, there are changes
to the boundary of the upper conjugate-locking region at larger κ. Namely, it consists
of one fewer Hopf curve, one fewer double-Hopf point, and a different saddle-node Hopf
point. Concurrently, the double-Hopf point (HH) indicating the right boundary of the
lower (∆ < 0) locking region shifts towards the origin. As a result of these transitions,
for ∆ < 0 there is an increase in the width of the interval of κ in which stable phase
locking is impossible, whereas for ∆ > 0 there is a decrease in the width of the interval
of κ in which stable phase locking is possible.
Between α = 0.2 and α = 0.3 the locking region for ∆ > 0 splits into two parts as the
(κ,∆) plane becomes tangent to a minimum of a codimension-two pitchfork-Hopf curve
in the (κ,∆, α) parameter space. This bifurcation is discussed in more detail in Ch. 4.4.2
but its effects can be seen for α = 0.3 (Fig. 4.2(d)). The striking new feature is an open
interval of the coupling strength, at around 25.6 < κ < 46.1, where stable phase locking
is no longer possible for any value of the frequency detuning, ∆. On the right side of
this interval, the locking region (dominated by fixed-locking) is found only for ∆ > 0. It
is bounded by a pitchfork and two Hopf curves at lower κ but remains unbounded for
increasing κ. On the left side of this interval there are two separate locking regions. The
larger locking region for ∆ < 0 is restricted to smaller values of κ and |∆| than previously
but its boundary remains qualitative the same. The smaller locking region for ∆ > 0
is bounded by a pitchfork (P) and two Hopf curves (H∗), and it is almost vanishing for
α = 0.3 (see the inset in Fig. 4.2(d)).
For α = 0.425, neither of the two locking regions for ∆ > 0 are present in the
bifurcation diagram (Fig. 4.3(a)). The unbounded locking region has moved to very large
values of κ where the model is no longer valid, and the small locking region from the
inset in Fig. 4.2(d) has shrunk and disappeared so that the only relevant locking region
is the one for ∆ < 0. Its conjugate-locking component forms a thin strip bounded by
a pitchfork, saddle-node, and two Hopf curves. The fixed-locking component is much
larger and its lower boundary involves a codimension-three bifurcation where a Hopf
curve forms a cusp at the saddle-node Hopf bifurcation point. This bifurcation marks
the final qualitative change in the boundary of the fixed-locking region for α ≤ 1 and is
discussed in more detail in Ch. 4.4.2.
While the fixed-locking regions in Fig. 4.3(b)–(d) are qualitatively the same, they still
undergo some important quantitative transitions. In particular, for α = 0.55 (Fig. 4.3(b)),
the fixed-locking region crosses the ∆ = 0 line making stable phase locking possible for
both signs of ∆ again (Fig. 4.3(c)–(d)). The conjugate-locking region is qualitatively
similar to that from Fig. 4.3(a), but has contracted in the ∆ direction to a very thin strip
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that is hardly visible. For α = 0.6 (Fig. 4.3(c)) it shrinks to a tiny region to the right
of the Bogdanov–Takens point (BT∗) at (κ,∆) ≈ (22,−5), and vanishes for even higher
values of α (Fig. 4.3(d)). The key bifurcations responsible for the disappearance of the
conjugate-locking region are discussed in Ch. 4.4.2.
Finally, for α = 1 (Fig. 4.3(d)) there is only one locking region, and it is of fixed type.
It is found for low values of the coupling strength, around 0 < κ < 10, and has a rather
wide extent in the frequency detuning, −15 < ∆ < 10. Starting at the origin and going
counter-clock-wise, its boundary consists of a saddle-node curve (S), two Hopf curves
(H), and a pitchfork curve (P). The changes in the boundary type occur via saddle-node
Hopf (SH), double-Hopf (HH), and pitchfork Hopf (PH) bifurcations. For even higher
values of α, the locking region expands along the ∆ direction, and its right boundary
shifts towards the origin.
In summary, the bifurcation analysis of phase-locked solutions (8.13), presented in
Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, reveal a complicated web of codimension-one bifurcation curves in
the (κ,∆) plane from which we extracted those that form the backbone of the system
dynamics and might be of interest for laser applications. The diagrams uncover an
intricate structure of fixed- and conjugate-locking regions imposed by the Z2 symmetry.
Both locking types are possible for sufficiently small α but a number of higher codimension
bifurcations occur for 0 < α < 1 that drastically modify the shape, extent and number of
the locking regions. Ultimately, for sufficiently large α, these bifurcations lead to just one
(fixed) locking region where the outer lasers oscillate exactly in phase, but are typically
out of phase with the middle laser.
4.4.2 Bifurcations of Codimension Higher-Than-Two
Following [54, Ch. 3.1], we define the codimension of a bifurcation as the lowest dimen-
sion of a parameter space that contains the bifurcation in a persistent way. In the (κ,∆)
plane, we identify two types of bifurcation points of codimension higher than two: gen-
uine codimension-three bifurcations, and extrema of codimension-two bifurcation curves
in the (α, κ,∆) parameter space that are tangent to the (κ,∆) plane. The latter are
artifacts of the particular two-dimensional cross section of the three-dimensional param-
eter space. The bifurcations are in fact codimension-two for a differently defined section.
Nevertheless, such extrema result in qualitative changes to the locking regions in the
(κ,∆) plane that are important from the applications viewpoint.
A codimension-three triple-Hopf bifurcation for α ≈ 0.0425 alters the boundary of the
locking region. The bifurcation diagram for α = 0.03 in Fig. 4.4(a) is representative of the
situation close to, but before the triple-Hopf bifurcation (HH∗123). Three different curves
of Hopf bifurcation (H∗1, H
∗
2 and H
∗
3) involving conjugate equilibria intersect at three
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different codimension-two double-Hopf points (HH∗12, HH
∗
13 and HH
∗
23). In particular, H
∗
2
and H∗3 bound the conjugate-locking region and meet at the corner of this region at HH
∗
23.
As α is increased, the three double-Hopf bifurcations move towards each other and meet
when α ≈ 0.0425 at the triple-Hopf bifurcation (HH∗123 in Fig. 4.4(b)). At this point,
each of the two conjugate equilibria involved has three distinct pairs of purely imaginary
eigenvalues. Past the codimension-three bifurcation, the three double-Hopf points move
apart so that all three curves, H∗1, H
∗
2 and H
∗
3, bound the the locking region with corners
at HH∗12 and HH
∗
13 (Fig. 4.4(c)). A comparison with the bifurcation analysis in Fig. 4.2
reveals that Fig. 4.2(a) and Fig. 4.2(b) are either side of the triple-Hopf bifurcation from
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Fig. 4.4(b).
Another codimension-three bifurcation that alters the shape of the locking region is
a saddle-node Hopf cusp bifurcation for α ≈ 0.425, where a Hopf curve (H) has a cusp
at the tangency point with a saddle-node curve (S). In all three panels of Fig. 4.5 the
locking region is bounded by saddle-node and Hopf bifurcation curves that are tangent
at a saddle-node Hopf point (SH). A stable focus and a saddle-focus are created along
the saddle-node curve on the boundary of the fixed-locking region. When moving in a
clockwise direction about SH, the stable focus loses stability at a Hopf bifurcation. The
locking boundary is smooth below the codimension-three point (Fig. 4.5(a)). However,
it becomes piecewise smooth at the codimension-three bifurcation, where the thin and
thick branches of H form a cusp in order to swap their relative position (Fig. 4.5(b)). The
boundary remains smooth for higher values of α (Fig. 4.5(c)). Such a codimension-three
bifurcation is a transition between different unfoldings of a codimension-two saddle-node
Hopf bifurcation (unfolding number four and three in Ref. [75, Fig. 8.17 and Fig. 8.16])
with different type and location of complicated non-stationary dynamics originating from
SH. We note that this bifurcation was identified as an important organising centre in
optically injected lasers [143] and two-laser systems [141, 41].
As α is increased, the (κ,∆) plane passes through extrema of codimension-two bifur-
cation curves that form part of the locking boundary in the (α, κ,∆) parameter space.
Such transitions explain the splitting of the locking region into separate parts in the
(κ,∆) plane and are illustrated with three examples below. The first example is a
minimum of a pitchfork-Hopf bifurcation curve at α ≈ 0.27. Just below the minimum, a
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stable fixed equilibrium from the fixed-locking region loses stability either via a Hopf or
a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation along the curves H and P, respectively (Fig. 4.6(a)).
Likewise, a pair of stable conjugate equilibria created by the pitchfork bifurcation along
P lose stability via a Hopf bifurcation along H∗. Increasing α causes the curves, H, H∗
and P, to move closer together. When α ≈ 0.27, the curves become tangent so that the
locking region is pinched at a pitchfork-Hopf point (PH in Fig. 4.6(b)). This point is
a minimum of a pitchfork-Hopf curve in (α, κ,∆) space. Past the minimum, the curve
H∗ splits into two disjoint branches, H∗1 and H
∗
2 (Fig. 4.6(c)). These branches emanate
from two pitchfork-Hopf bifurcations (PH) at the intersection points between P and H.
Concurrently, the locking region (including its fixed and conjugate components) splits
into two separate parts; compare with Fig. 4.2(c)–(d).
The second example is a minimum of a Bogdanov–Takens bifurcation curve at α ≈
0.5699. Just below the minimum, there is a single locking region where two stable conju-
gate equilibria are simultaneously created at saddle-node bifurcations along S∗, and lose
stability in a Hopf bifurcation along H∗ (Fig. 4.7(a)). When α ≈ 0.5669, the curves S∗
and H∗ become tangent at a Bogdanov–Takens point (BT∗ in Fig. 4.7(b)). This point
is a minimum of a Bogdanov–Takens curve in (α, κ,∆) space. Past the minimum, the
curve H∗ splits into two disjoint branches, H∗1 and H
∗
2 (Fig. 4.7(c)). These branches em-
anate from two BT∗ points at the corners of two separate locking regions; compare with
Fig. 4.3(b)–(c). Such a transition was also reported in a laser with time-delayed optical
feedback [40].
Finally, we briefly describe an interesting bifurcation transition associated with the
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Curves represent codimension-one bifurcations and black dots indicate where crossings
and tangencies between different bifurcation curves give rise to codimension-two bifurca-
tion points. For the labelling, colour coding, and shading see Table 2.1.
disappearance of the conjugate component of the locking region shown in Fig. 4.3(a).
For α = 0.57, starting at the origin and moving counter-clockwise (Fig. 4.8(a)), the
conjugate-locking component is bounded by a pitchfork curve (P), a pitchfork saddle-
node point (PS∗), a saddle-node curve (S∗), a Bogdanov–Takens point (BT∗) (at larger κ
not shown), and a Hopf curve (H∗) extending between BT and the origin. With increasing
α, the points PS∗ and BT∗ move toward the origin along P and H respectively. The PS∗
point reaches the origin first, when α ≈ 0.5773 (Fig. 4.8(b)). The conjugate-locking
component (too thin to be visible in Fig. 4.8(b)) vanishes as H shrinks due to the BT∗
point moving into the origin and colliding with its symmetric counterpart (found for
κ < 0) at a maximum of a Bogdanov–Takens curve in (α, κ,∆) space. Concurrently, the
thin and thick branches of P switch their relative position and PS∗ moves away from the
origin along the thin branch of P (Fig. 4.8(c)).
4.5 Global Bifurcations and Locking-Unlocking
Transitions
So far, higher codimension bifurcations of equilibria have been described as evidence
for changes in the type and shape of the locking boundary. Such bifurcations play an-
other very important role—they act as organising centres [142] linking different types
of non-stationary behaviour that are usually found in the vicinity of the locking regions
but can also coexist with a stable equilibrium [75]. A different approach to studying
laser dynamics involves Lyapunov exponent calculations [23, 18, 80]. In this section, we
combine bifurcation analysis and Lyapunov exponent calculations to study (global) bi-
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furcations and ensuing multistability involved in the locking-unlocking transitions near
certain codimension-two bifurcations. Because of our interest in modern laser applications
and the effects of shear, we focus here on semiconductor lasers with α = 2.
Figure 4.9 gives a broad overview of the system’s dynamics for weak coupling. The
locking region boundary is formed by saddle-node (S), pitchfork (P), and Hopf (H) bifur-
cations (Fig. 4.9(a)), and it is qualitatively similar to the boundary found in Fig. 4.3(d)
for α = 1. A comparison between Fig. 4.9(a)–(b) shows that the Lyapunov exponent
calculations did not recover all of the locking region obtained from the bifurcation anal-
ysis. This mismatch is a clear indication of bistability and can be explained by global
homoclinic and heteroclinic bifurcations not studied in Ch. 4.4.
4.5.1 Negative ∆ and Homoclinic Bifurcations
It turns out that a part of the saddle-node bifurcation (S) bounding the locking region
at negative ∆ in Fig. 4.9(a) is of global type. It emanates from the origin as a saddle-
node homoclinic bifurcation [75, Ch. 7], Shom in Fig. 4.9(c), where a codimension-one
homoclinic orbit is tangent to the neutral eigendirection of a non-hyperbolic saddle-node
equilibrium. In other words, the saddle-node bifurcation takes place on a limit cycle. At
the codimension-two non-central saddle-node homoclinic bifurcation [25, 33] (NC), Shom
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changes to a local saddle-node bifurcation (S) and meets a codimension-one homoclinic
orbit to a saddle-focus bifurcation (hom). Starting from NC, hom extends above S cutting
through the tip of the locking region (Fig. 4.9(c)). On approaching the locking region
from below, and to the right of the NC point, the saddle-node bifurcation occurs before
the homoclinic bifurcation, i.e. it no longer takes place on a limit cycle. Inside the tip
of the locking region, the stable equilibrium coexists with (complicated) non-stationary
dynamics associated with infinite bifurcation cascades that accumulate onto hom and are
described in more detail in Fig. 4.11. Homoclinic orbits Shom and hom are fixed because
they are contained within Fix(Z2).
The type of dynamics found near hom depends crucially on the saddle index [144,
Ch. 3.2]:
δ ≡ Re(λs)
λu
, (4.22)
where λs and λu are the stable and unstable central eigenvalues of the saddle-focus,
respectively. The part of hom between NC and δ−1 is the ‘tame’ Shilnikov case with
δ < −1, where the homoclinic orbit bifurcates into a stable limit cycle found below hom.
The point δ−1 defined by δ = −1 is a codimension-two Belyakov bifurcation [13, 48] that
marks the transition between the ‘tame’ and ‘chaotic’ Shilnikov cases. In the ‘chaotic’
Shilnikov case, one expects complicated dynamics owing to the existence of infinitely
many limit cycles of arbitrary period sufficiently close to hom. Figure 4.10 shows a one
parameter bifurcation diagram for the ‘chaotic’ case with fixed κ = 3.229 and varied ∆,
together with examples of limit cycles converging to the homoclinic orbit. For −1 <
δ < 0 the theory predicts infinitely many turning points along a branch of limit cycles,
corresponding to saddle-node of limit cycle bifurcations (SL). As the period, T , of the
limit cycles tends to infinity, the characteristic ‘Shilnikov wiggles’ converge from each side
to the homoclinic bifurcation. Furthermore, if −1 < δ < −0.5, the node-cycles are born
stable at SL but may lose stability via period doubling bifurcations (PD). The bifurcation
structure in the (κ,∆) plane is shown in an expanded view around the bottom corner of
the locking region in Fig. 4.11(a). We computed cascades of saddle-node of limit cycle
(SL) and period doubling (PD) bifurcation curves that accumulate on to the ‘chaotic’ part
of hom. In particular, codimension-two cusp points on the SL curves and folds of the PD
curves accumulate onto the Belyakov point, δ−1, as predicted theoretically in Ref. [48].
Furthermore, each of the PD curves involves (infinitely many) secondary period-doublings
(not shown in the figure). Lyapunov exponent calculations in Fig. 4.11(b)–(c) reveal that
such accumulating cascades of SL and PD curves give rise to accumulating regions of
homoclinic chaos [8, 6] that extend relatively far away from hom (see Fig. 4.14(a)–(b) for
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an example of such a chaotic attractor).
It is worth noting that another region of chaos, found in the upper-right corner in
Fig. 4.11(b)–(c), is associated with a break-up of an invariant torus. The torus bifurcation
curve (T) extends between the saddle-node Hopf bifurcation point (SH) and the 1:2
resonance point. Along T, a stable limit cycle created at the Hopf bifurcation involved in
SH, bifurcates to a stable torus. The Lyapunov exponent calculations in Fig. 4.11(b)–(c)
reveal quasi-periodic oscillations, some of the infinitely many Arnold tongues [75, Ch. 7]
with periodic dynamics, and large regions of chaos to the right of T.
4.5.2 Positive ∆ and Heteroclinic Bifurcations
A considerable difference in the locking region between Fig. 4.9(a)–(b) is found for posi-
tive ∆. This difference is due to a heteroclinic bifurcation [75, Ch. 6], het in Fig. 4.9(c).
Along het, two codimension-one conjugate heteroclinic connections between two conju-
gate saddles form a non-robust and symmetric (i.e. RZ2-invariant) heteroclinic cycle.
An individual heteroclinic connection within the cycle is a relative homoclinic connec-
tion, meaning that it is a homoclinic connection to a saddle in the Z2 group orbit space.
Hence, Shilnikov theorems for homoclinic bifurcations should apply here. The curve het
emanates from the origin and involves simple saddles that become saddle-foci at κ ≈ 1.
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Along the ‘tame’ part of het, the homoclinic orbit bifurcates into a stable limit cycle that
is found above het. The het curve changes its type from ‘tame’ to ‘chaotic’ through a
codimension-two Belyakov bifurcation (δ−1) and meets a curve of Hopf bifurcations (H
∗)
at a codimension-two relative Shilnikov–Hopf bifurcation point (ShH∗) [63, 22]. At ShH∗
both conjugate saddles within the heteroclinic cycle undergo a Hopf bifurcation giving
rise to a heteroclinic cycle with four point-to-orbit connections.
Figure 4.12 shows a one parameter bifurcation diagram for the ‘chaotic’ case with
fixed κ ≈ 3.322 and varied ∆, together with examples of limit cycles converging to the
heteroclinic orbit. As the period of the limit cycles, T , tends to infinity, the characteristic
‘Shilnikov wiggles’ that involve a cascade of saddle-node of limit cycle bifurcations (SL)
converge from each side to the heteroclinic bifurcation as in Fig. 4.10. The slower rate
of convergence that decreases towards ShH∗ is a consequence of imaginary parts of the
central stable complex conjugate eigenvalues being large compared to the real part of
the leading unstable eigenvalue [144, Ch. 3.2]. An important difference from the homo-
clinic bifurcation is the absence of period doubling bifurcations on the branch of limit
cycles plotted in Fig. 4.12. This is because the limit cycles created in the saddle-node
bifurcations (SL) are symmetric, and according to equivariant bifurcation theory cannot
period double [75, Ch. 7.4]. Such cycles can only undergo saddle-node, pitchfork, and
torus bifurcations, and so the period doubling bifurcations from Fig. 4.10 are replaced
by a cascade of pitchfork bifurcations in Fig. 4.12. In the (κ,∆) plane, we calculated
cascades of saddle-node of limit cycle (SL) and pitchfork of limit cycle (PL) bifurcation
curves that accumulate onto the ‘chaotic’ part of het (Fig. 4.13(a)). Lyapunov exponent
calculations in Fig. 4.13(b)–(c) reveal that cascades of SL and PL curves are associated
with a self-similar cascade of chaotic regions that too accumulate on het. In particular,
chaos is found to the right of the PL curves in Fig. 4.13(c) where two conjugate limit cy-
cles bifurcate from the symmetric limit cycle in a pitchfork bifurcation and then undergo
a period-doubling cascade to heteroclinic chaos (see Fig. 4.14(c)–(d) for an example of
such a chaotic attractor).
It is worth noting another chaotic region in Fig. 4.13(c) that does not seem to be
related to het. This region has hardly visible periodic windows on the scale chosen here
and its boundary aligns with bifurcations of limit cycles (Fig. 4.13(c)). Starting from the
top, the boundary aligns with a subcritical pitchfork bifurcation (PL) and then changes
to saddle-node bifurcation (SL) at the codimension-two pitchfork-saddle-node of limit
cycle bifurcation (PSL∗). Both boundary types correspond to an intermittent transition
between periodic oscillations and chaos [96, Ch. 8.2].
The overall picture is that the two global bifurcation curves roughly split the locking
region into three parts. The middle part is comprised of monostable locking with the ex-
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ception of small regions near to the curves het and hom. The upper and lower parts are
multistable, meaning that they involve additional attractor(s) that coexists with the sta-
ble equilibrium. In the vicinity of the locking region there are a number of chaotic regions
associated with different bifurcation scenarios. Specifically, we identified accumulating
cascades of period-doublings near hom and het, break-up of invariant tori born along
the bifurcation curve originating from the saddle-node Hopf bifurcation on the locking
boundary, and (intermittent) limit cycle to chaos transitions due to subcritical pitchfork
and saddle-node bifurcations of limit cycles.
4.6 Coupling-Induced Chaotic Attractors
In the previous section we found that for α sufficiently large there are extensive regions of
chaos in the (κ,∆) parameter plane (Fig. 4.1). This is potentially attractive for a number
of laser applications that require the lasers to be operating in a chaotic regime. It is also
a technologically relevant setting which offers the possibility to study persistent [3, 2]
(or robust) chaos. However, as we show in this section, different chaotic regions can
be associated with topologically different chaotic attractors that originate from different
routes to chaos. Figure 4.14 shows three examples of chaotic attractors with different
topologies. The first example (Fig. 4.14(a)–(b)) is found close to a homoclinic bifurcation.
Its shape resembles the homoclinic orbit and such an attractor is often referred to as
homoclinic chaos. The shape of the chaotic attractor in the second example resembles
the shape of the nearby heteroclinic orbit (Fig. 4.14(c)–(d)) and such an attractor is often
referred to as heteroclinic chaos. The third example is quite different from the first two
in that it does not seem to resemble any regular shape at all (Fig. 4.14(e)–(f)). It is clear
that developing techniques for detecting bifurcations of chaotic attractors is important if
we want to fully utilise the chaotic nature of lasers.
4.7 Finding Chaos in Larger Arrays of Coupled Laser
Oscillators
Thus far we have concentrated on an array of three coupled laser oscillators. We found
no regions of chaos in the (κ,∆) plane for α = 0, whereas for α > 0 and sufficiently large,
the (κ,∆) plane is dominated by regions containing chaotic attractors (Fig. 4.1). This
suggests, in line with previous studies [139], that α is a key parameter for the creation of
chaotic attractors in laser systems. In this section we test whether the above observation
holds for larger arrays of coupled laser oscillators. The three coupled-laser model (4.1)–
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(4.2) is easily generalised toM coupled lasers (8.1)–(8.2). To allow for a comparison with
the three coupled-laser model where we considered identical outer lasers, and to facilitate
the presentation of our results, we assume that all inner lasers have the same natural
frequency, Ωin, as do the pair of outer lasers, Ωout.
In Fig. 4.15 we present two-parameter Lyapunov exponent diagrams that indicate
regions of the (κ,∆ = Ωin − Ωout) plane containing chaotic attractors (yellow-red) and
non-chaotic attractors (black) for (a)–(b) five and (c)–(d) ten coupled laser oscillators.
For α = 0 ((a)&(c)) the (κ,∆) plane contains some regions of chaos. Emerging from the
origin of the (κ,∆) plane, and approximately along the lines |∆| = κ, are two bands that
contain chaotic attractors. There is also a region of chaos centred about ∆ = 0 for κ ≈ 30.
This region is considerably larger for the array comprised of ten laser oscillators. The
maximum largest Lyapunov exponent for five laser oscillators is max(κ,∆)µ1 = 3.4, while
for ten laser oscillators it is max(κ,∆)µ1 = 5.14. For α = 2 ((b)&(d)), the (κ,∆) plane for
five and ten coupled laser oscillators is dominated by regions containing chaotic attractors.
In fact, regions containing non-chaotic attractors are confined to approximately κ < 10.
The maximum largest Lyapunov exponent for five laser oscillators is max(κ,∆)µ1 = 15.5,
while for ten laser oscillators it is max(κ,∆)µ1 = 19.4.
From these results we conclude that it is possible to find chaotic attractors for α = 0
by increasing the array size (five was the smallest in which we found chaotic attractors).
However, the extent and intensity of the chaos (indicated by the largest Lyapunov expo-
nent) is much smaller than that found in arrays with larger α. Further research could be
conducted into exactly how chaos develops within the (κ,∆) plane as α is increased. In
the next section we provide insight as to why positive α is conducive to the creation of
chaos.
4.8 Shear-Induced Chaos
The rate equations for a single-mode laser (2.1)–(2.2) in polar coordinates are given by
d|E|
dt
= βγN |E|, (4.23)
dϕ
dt
= −αβγN − (Ω− ν), (4.24)
dN
dt
= Λ−N − (1 + βN)|E|2, (4.25)
and define a three-dimensional dynamical system with S1 symmetry. Since the S1 group
orbit space is just two-dimensional (Eqn. (4.24) decouples from (4.23) and (4.25)) the
single-laser model cannot admit chaotic solutions. The equilibrium, at the origin of the
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Figure 4.16: Time evolution of sets of initial conditions showing the creation of horseshoes
in the phase space of a suitably kicked oscillator with no shear. The sets of initial
conditions are (top) the stable red circle and (bottom) the blue and green sets containing
parts of the circle. Shown are phase portraits (a) before and (b)–(c) after the first kick.
complex E-plane, is globally stable for −1 < Λ < 0 and turns unstable via a supercritical
Hopf bifurcation (if Ω− ν 6= 0) when Λ = 0. The stable limit cycle exists for Λ > 0 as a
unique, asymptotically stable attractor (see Ch. 2.1.2).
However, it has been well established, both experimentally and theoretically, that
a class-B laser can display a variety of instabilities and chaos in response to external
perturbations [123]. Complex nonlinear dynamics and chaos have been reported for α
large enough but very little or no chaos at all have been found for α ∼ 0 [74]. The same is
true for the coupled laser system at hand, where for α sufficiently large, extensive regions
of chaos emerge in the (κ,∆) parameter plan (Fig. 4.15).
Previous studies and previous sections of this thesis focus on different approaches to
quantify externally induced chaotic attractors (for example Lyapunov exponent calcula-
tions, bifurcation or asymptotic analysis), but little is understood as to why they appear.
From an applications viewpoint, this question is of interest for the analysis of large arrays
of semiconductor lasers, where the parameter space is largely dominated by chaotic at-
tractors and their bifurcations. We now identify the special properties of the laser phase
space and of the external perturbation that may produce chaos.
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laser phase space. See [17] or the multimedia part of [16] for the full-time simulation.
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In their recent work, Wang & Young [135] prove that, when suitably perturbed, any
stable hyperbolic limit cycle can be turned into ‘observable’ chaos (a strange attractor).
This result is derived for periodic but discrete-time perturbations (kicks) that deform
the stable limit cycle of the unkicked system. The key concept is the creation of Smale
horseshoes [117] via a stretch-and-fold action due to an interplay between the kicks and
the local geometry of the phase space. Depending on the degree of shear, quite differ-
ent kicks are required to create a stretch-and-fold action and horseshoes. Intuitively, it
can be described as follows. In systems without shear, where points in phase space ro-
tate with the same angular frequency independent of their distance from the origin, the
kick alone has to create the stretch-and-fold action. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4.16.
Horseshoes are formed ((a2)–(c2)) as the system is suitably kicked in both radial and
angular directions ((b1) & (b2)) and then relaxes back to the attractor (red curve) of
the unkicked system ((c1) & (c2)). Repeating this process reveals chaotic invariant sets,
however proving whether or not a specific kick results in ‘observable’ chaos is a non-trivial
task requiring the techniques developed in [134]. In the presence of shear, where points
in phase space rotate with different angular frequencies depending on their distance from
the origin, the kick does not have to be so specific or carefully chosen. In fact, it may be
sufficient to kick non-uniformly in the radial direction alone, and rely on natural forces
of shear to provide the necessary stretch-and-fold action.
These effects are illustrated in a single laser model (4.23)–(4.25) with non-uniform
kicks in the radial direction alone for α = 0 (no shear) and α = 2 (shear) in Fig. 4.17.
When ν = Ω, there is a stable circle of non-hyperbolic equilibria which we plot in red and
refer to as Γ. Kicks modify the electric field magnitude, |E|, by a factor of 0.8 sin(4ϕ) at
times t = 0, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 but leave the phase, ϕ, unchanged. For α = 0 each point
on the black curve spirals onto Γ in time but remains in the same radial plane defined
by a constant phase ϕ = ϕ(0). Hence, the black curve does not have any folds at any
time. However, for α = 2, points on the black curve with larger magnitudes |E(t)| rotate
with larger angular frequencies. This gives rise to an intricate stretch-and-fold action
that is strongly enhanced by the spiralling transient motion about Γ [139]. Folds and
horseshoes are formed under the evolution of the flow even though the kicks are in the
radial direction alone; the full-time simulation can be viewed at [17] or in the multimedia
part of [16].
It is important to note that the rigorous results for turning stable limit cycles into
chaotic attractors are derived for periodic and discrete-time perturbations. Coupled laser
systems have continuous-time perturbations that may not be periodic, meaning that
the analysis in [135] cannot be directly applied to our problem. Nonetheless, it gives
a new valuable insight as to why vast regions of chaos appear for α sufficiently large.
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Additionally, it shows that creating ‘observable’ chaos for α = 0 may be difficult but
not impossible because lasers are perturbed in both radial and angular directions (see
Eqs. (4.10)). In fact, small regions of chaos occur in a linear arrays of five or more coupled
laser oscillators with α = 0 (Fig. 4.15).
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Chapter 5
Composite-Cavity Mode Model
In the previous chapter we discussed the coupled-laser model (4.1)–(4.2) which is based
on the field expansion (2.16) in terms of passive optical modes of the uncoupled lasers.
Such an ODE model is relatively simple, independent of the physical coupling realisation
(side-to-side or face-to-face), but limited to weak coupling between lasers. This chap-
ter discusses the composite-cavity mode model that approximates more accurately the
electromagnetic wave equation (2.15) by fully taking into account the coupling between
lasers in the spatial part of the problem [113, 27]. As such, it serves as a benchmark
against which the simpler coupled-laser model can be compared.
In the composite-cavity mode approach, laser coupling is fully included in solv-
ing the homogeneous wave equation (2.15). The solutions Uj(r) are then the passive
optical modes for the entire coupled-laser system, and are referred to as composite-
cavity modes [26, 112, 113, 141, 41] or supermodes [69]. Nonlinear interactions between
composite-cavity modes rather than individual lasers is the main conceptual difference
from the coupled-laser approach. The composite-cavity mode approach can describe both
physical realisations of optical coupling from Fig. 2.4 [28, Ch. 7-6]. However, each phys-
ical realisation has to be treated as a separate problem because it will involve a different
refractive-index function, n(r), and different boundary conditions.
Here, we consider three single-mode lasers coupled side-to-side (Fig. 2.4(a)). The
lasers have the shape of rectangular bars of width wA = wC = 4 µm and wB = (4 +∆w)
µm, and are placed a distance, d, apart in the x direction. They have the same height,
h, in the y direction, and the same length, L, in the z direction [42]. To simplify the
analysis, we follow [28, Ch. 7-6] and use the effective index approximation to give
Uj(r) = Xj(x) Y (x, y)Z(z),
where Y has a weak dependence on x. We assume a standing wave solution in the z
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direction,
Z(z) = sin(kzz) for z ∈ [0, L] ,
where L = jpi/kz, j is an integer, and kz = 5pi× 106 m−1 is the z-component of the total
wavevector,
kj =
Ω˜j
c
=
√
k2x,j + k
2
y + k
2
z .
Then, we focus on a one-dimensional Helmholtz equation for the x direction,
[
∂2
∂x2
+ n2eff(x)
Ω˜2j
c2
− k2z
]
Xj(x) = 0 , (5.1)
that follows from Eqn. (2.19). The effective refractive index, neff(x), differs slightly from
the actual refractive index, n(x), and we assume a piecewise constant function
neff (x) =
{
nl = 3.61 in lasers A, B and C,
ng = 3.6 outside the lasers .
(5.2)
The electromagnetic theory requires that Xj(x), and its first derivative with respect to x,
are continuous at each laser boundary (defined by a discontinuity in the effective refractive
index). Additionally, we require that Xj(x) tends to zero as x → ±∞. As in Ref. [42],
we seek analytical solutions Xj(x) to (5.1) in the form of sine and cosine functions within
the lasers and exponential decays outside the lasers. Given such boundary conditions,
the solutions Xj(x) satisfy the orthogonality relation,∫ ∞
−∞
n2eff (x)Xj(x)Xj′(x)dx = δjj′Nx ,
where we choose the normalisation constant
Nx =
n2g
2
(3w0 + 2d0) ,
with w0 = 4µm and d0 = 4µm. The component Y (x, y) is obtained separately for a laser
bar and passive sections outside lasers (hence the weak dependence on x), and Y (x, y)
tends to zero as y → ±∞ [28].
Given Uj(r), one can substitute the expansion (2.16) into the inhomogeneous wave
equation (2.15) and use (2.21) to obtain a set of ODEs for the time evolution of the
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normalised slowly-varying composite-cavity mode fields, Ej(t) [41]:
dEj
dt
= − [i(Ωj − ν) + γ]Ej + γ
∑
j′
{∑
s
Ksjj′[(1 + βNs)
− iαβ(1 +Ns)]
}
Ej′ . (5.3)
The normalised population inversion, Ns, in laser s = A, B, C, evolves accordingly by [41]
dNs
dt
= Λ− (Ns + 1)−
∑
j,j′
Ksjj′(1 + βNs)Re[EjEj′] . (5.4)
Clearly, Eqs. (5.3)–(5.4) describe nonlinear interactions of composite-cavity modes rather
than individual lasers. The model has no limitations on the coupling strength as different
composite-cavity modes become the modes of a single large-area laser in the limit of
maximum coupling given by d → 0. Another difference from the coupled-laser model
is that physical coupling parameters such as the laser distance, d, and the laser width
difference, ∆w, enter Eqs. (5.3)–(5.4) implicitly via the 18 modal integrals
Ksjj′ =
n2l
N
∫
s
Uj(r)Uj′(r)dr = Γ
n2l
Nx
∫
s
Xj(x)Xj′(x)dx . (5.5)
Here, the integration extends over the volume (dr) or width (dx) of the respective laser s
with the effective refractive index, nl. The confinement factor, Γ, quantifies the nor-
malised overlap between a passive composite-cavity mode and a laser s in the y and z
directions. From a physics viewpoint, a diagonal element, Ksjj, quantifies the spatial con-
tribution from laser s to the amplification and α-induced frequency shift of mode j. An
off-diagonal element, Ksj 6=j′, quantifies the spatial contribution to nonlinear interactions
between composite-cavity modes j and j′ within laser s (resulting in coupling-induced
frequency shift or competition for example).
Bifurcation analysis of the composite-cavity mode model is more complicated than of
the coupled-laser model owing to the implicit dependence of Eqs. (5.3)–(5.4) on the bifur-
cation parameters d and ∆w. In fact, one needs to set up a continuation problem where
solutions to Eqs. (5.3)–(5.4) are continued simultaneously with solutions to Eqs. (5.1)
and modal integrals (5.5).
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Figure 5.1: Left: X1(x) (red), X2(x) (green) and X3(x) (blue) calculated for d = 5µm
and ∆w = 0.05µm (a), ∆w = 0µm (b), and ∆w = −0.05µm (c). Right: The mode
frequencies Ω˜1, Ω˜2, and Ω˜3 (from bottom to top) as a function of the laser distance, d,
and the laser width difference, ∆w. Ω˜0 is the frequency of a single uncoupled laser.
5.1 Passive Composite-Cavity Modes
For our system of three coupled lasers with wA = wC, it follows from Eqn. (5.1) that the
x component of the composite-cavity mode Xj(x), is either symmetric
Xj(x) = Xj(−x), (5.6)
or anti-symmetric
Xj(x) = −Xj(−x) . (5.7)
Henceforth, we study nonlinear interactions of three composite-cavity modes: two with
a symmetric x component, namely X1(x) and X3(x), and one with an anti-symmetric x
component, namely X2(x). The three functions Xj(x), where j = 1, 2 and 3, are shown
in Fig. 5.1 for: ∆w = −0.05 µm, where the two outer lasers are wider than the middle
laser ((a1)–(a3)); ∆w = 0 µm, where all lasers are identical ((b1)–(b3)); and ∆w = 0.05
µm, where the middle laser is wider than the two outer lasers ((c1)–(c3)). Figure 5.1(d)
shows the nonlinear dependence of the composite-cavity mode frequencies, Ω˜j , on the
laser distance, d, and the width difference, ∆w. For small d, the frequency separation
between different composite-cavity modes is large and weakly dependent on ∆w. As d
decreases, the separation becomes smaller. Specifically, for ∆w > 0 composite-cavity
modes 1 and 2 have a similar frequency, whereas for ∆w < 0 composite-cavity modes
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Figure 5.2: Modal integrals (a) KA11, (b) K
A
12, and (c) K
A
13 as a function of the laser
distance, d, and the laser width difference, ∆w.
2 and 3 have a similar frequency. Changes in ∆w have a much stronger effect on the
frequency of composite modes 1 and 3 than on the frequency of composite mode 2. This
is because composite mode 2 has vanishing amplitude in the middle laser for all ∆w.
The spatial symmetries specified by Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7) impose the following relations
between Ksjj′:
KB12 = K
B
23 = 0 ,
KA11 = K
C
11 , K
A
22 = K
C
22 , K
A
33 = K
C
33 , (5.8)
KA12 = −KC12 , KA23 = −KC23 , KA13 = KC13 ,
that lead to just 11 (10 nonzero and one zero) independent modal integrals. For small
laser distance, d, Ksjj′ have a weak dependence on ∆w. However, K
s
jj′ become strongly
nonlinear functions of ∆w at large d. Figure 5.2 illustrates this behaviour with the three
integrals for composite-cavity mode 1 in laser A. In particular, KA11 large for ∆w > 0,
and vanishing for ∆w < 0 indicates that mode 1 is localised in lasers A and C for ∆w > 0
(Fig. 5.2(a)). The integral KA22 is almost constant and K
A
33 and K
B
11 are similar to K
A
11
when ∆w is replaced with −∆w (not shown). Also, KB33 is similar to KA11, and KB22
remains close to zero (not shown). The integral KA12 indicates an abrupt transition from
strong to weak spatial coupling between modes 1 and 2 as ∆w decreases through zero
(Fig. 5.2(b)). Similar behaviour is found for KA23 when ∆w is replaced with −∆w (not
shown). A strong spatial coupling between modes 1 and 3 in lasers A and C for ∆w ≈ 0
decays rapidly to zero as |∆w| increases (Fig. 5.2(c)). Finally KA13 is similar to −KB13.
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5.2 Symmetry Properties
Similarly to the coupled-laser model, the composite-cavity mode model (5.1)–(5.4) has
S1 × Z2 symmetry.
The (continuous) S1 symmetry is due to the equivariance of the vector field defined
by the Eqs. (5.3)–(5.4) under the transformation,
TS1 : (E1, E2, E3, NA, NB, NC)
T −→
(eiaE1, e
iaE2, e
iaE2, NA, NB, NC)
T ∀a ∈ [0, 2pi) . (5.9)
This transformation corresponds to the same phase shift in the fields of all the composite-
cavity modes, Ej. To facilitate numerical bifurcation analysis, we need to carry out a
group orbit reduction. However, we cannot use the same reduction approach as in Ch. 4.1
for the coupled-laser model. This is because the composite-cavity mode fields, Ej(t),
vanish on open sets of parameters, where algebraic singularities in the equations for the
phase differences prevent numerical bifurcation analysis. An alternative way to reduce S1
symmetry is to introduce new coordinates, namely Z11, Z22, Z33, Z12, Z13, and Z23, which
are defined by
Zjj′ = EjEj′ , (5.10)
and form a set of S1-invariant monomials [52, 24] (where the bar denotes complex con-
jugation). This allows periodic S1 group orbits of (5.3)–(5.4) to be studied as isolated
equilibria of the the reduced system, that is obtained by replacing the dEj/dt equations
with
dZjj′
dt
=
dEj
dt
Ej′ + Ej
dEj′
dt
, (5.11)
and replacing EjEj′ with Zjj′ in Eqs. (5.4). Such a reduced system does not have any alge-
braic singularities and greatly facilitates numerical continuation. However, one drawback
of this approach is that the monomials (5.10) are not all independent and the reduced
system is of higher dimension than the original system. This gives rise to additional
eigenvalues and the possibility of ‘bogus’ bifurcations, that are not present in the original
system, when these additional eigenvalues cross through zero.
The (discrete) Z2 symmetry is due to the equivariance of the vector field defined by
Eqs. (5.3)–(5.4) under the linear transformation,
TZ2 : (E1, E2, E3, NA, NB, NC)
T −→ (E1,−E2, E3, NC , NB, NA)T , (5.12)
which corresponds to swapping the two outer lasers. This equivariance is made more
transparent by substituting relations (5.8) into Eqs. (5.3)–(5.4).
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In the composite-cavity mode model, the representation of the Z2 symmetry is given
by the identity matrix I9 and
RZ2 =


I2 0 0 0
0 −I2 0 0
0 0 I2 0
0 0 0 A3

 , (5.13)
where A3 is the 3 × 3 anti-diagonal matrix. The fixed-point subspace due to the Z2
symmetry,
Fix(Z2) = {(E1, E2, E3, NA, NB, NC)T ∈ R9 : E2 = 0, NA = NC}, (5.14)
is a 6-dimensional manifold that is invariant under the transformation (5.12) and under
the flow given by Eqs. (5.3)–(5.4). Given that U2(r) 6= 0 in lasers A and C, it follows
that lasers A and C have identical electric fields if and only if E2 = 0. Hence, (5.14)
is equivalent to (4.13). As in Ch. 4.1 for the coupled laser model, we can distinguish
between fixed solutions, that lie within the fixed-point subspace, Fix(Z2), and conjugate
solutions that are not in the fixed-point subspace. Specifically, fixed solutions for the
composite-cavity mode model have E2(t) = 0, meaning that there are only contributions
from the two symmetric composite modes 1 and 3, and the electric fields in the outer
lasers are identical. For conjugate solutions, the anti-symmetric composite mode has a
nonzero field, E2(t) 6= 0, and the electric fields in the outer lasers are different.
5.3 Phase Locking
In the composite-cavity model, locking of all three lasers to the same optical frequency
can be represented by two solution types. One type is a single composite-cavity mode
solution. Another type is a multi-composite-cavity mode solution where all the lasing
modes are phase-locked to a common frequency ω0 with a possible constant phase shift
ϕ0j :
Ej(t) = |E0j |e−i(ω
0t+ϕ0j ) , for j = 1, 2, 3,
Ns(t) = N
0
s , for s = A,B,C . (5.15)
In the bifurcation and Lyapunov diagrams, the locking regions are shaded in green.
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5.4 Dynamics of the Composite-Cavity Mode Model
Figure 5.3 shows the bifurcation diagrams and the locking regions in the (κ,∆w) plane for
four different values of the α-parameter. To facilitate a comparison with the coupled-laser
model from Ch. 4, we introduce the normalised coupling strength,
κ = Ce−pGd,
where the coupling rate, C = 420, and the inverse coupling length, pG = 0.98µm
−1,
were calculated in Ref. [41] for weakly coupled lasers. The laser width difference, ∆w, is
related to the frequency detuning, ∆, between the middle and two outer lasers.
For α = 0 there are two locking bands off the line ∆w = 0 (Fig. 5.3(a)). Inside the
fixed-locking region (light green), the anti-symmetric composite-cavity mode has zero
magnitude, |E2(t)| = 0, and composite modes 1 and 3 are phase-locked to a single fre-
quency. Such a two-composite-mode locking means that the outer lasers A and C have
identical electric fields. When crossing the pitchfork bifurcations (P) from a light green to
a dark green region, an additional solution with |E2(t)| > 0 bifurcates off the fixed-point
subspace defined by (5.14). In other words, the anti-symmetric composite-cavity mode 2
moves from below to above its lasing threshold. Hence, in the conjugate locking regions
(dark-green), none of the phase-locked lasers oscillates in phase with another laser.
As the α-parameter is increased, the locking regions undergo a number of quali-
tative and quantitative changes. Specifically, the locking region at ∆w > 0 disappears
(Fig. 5.3(b)) at around α = 0.2. The locking region at ∆w < 0 becomes bounded towards
increasing κ, and its conjugate component disappears before α reaches 0.5 (Fig. 5.3(c)).
For α > 0.5, there is only a single (fixed) locking region bounded by a saddle-node curve,
two Hopf curves, and a pitchfork curve. This locking region shifts towards ∆w = 0 and
expands along the ∆w direction with increasing α (Fig. 5.3(d)).
On the level of bifurcations of (relative) equilibria, the simpler coupled-laser model
shows an impressive qualitative and good quantitative agreement with the composite-
cavity model, provided that the analysis is restricted to weak coupling between lasers
and that the appropriate normalisation of the coupling strength is known. The locking
regions of both models have very similar structures, are bounded by the same bifurcation
types, and have codimension-two points occurring for similar values of κ. Nonetheless,
the agreement is not as ‘perfect’ as for the two-laser system studied in Ref. [41]. We
note that the bifurcation diagram in Fig. 5.3(a) for α = 0 does not have a reflectional
symmetry about ∆w = 0. In particular, the upper locking band does not emerge from the
origin and the lower locking band is noticeably larger. At any value of the α-parameter,
the lower locking band remains relatively larger and extends to higher values of κ than
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Figure 5.3: Two-parameter bifurcation diagrams in the (κ,∆w) plane. Regions of lock-
ing are shaded in green. Light and dark shading correspond to fixed and conjugate
locking (5.15), respectively. From (a)–(d) α = 0, 0.2, 0.5 and 1. Compare with Figs. 4.2–
4.3 for the coupled-laser model (4.2) and (4.10). For the labelling and colour coding see
Table 2.1.
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in the simpler coupled-laser model.
The results obtained from the composite-cavity mode model depend on whether the
total width of the system remains constant. Here, the total width of the system varies with
∆w and Eqs. (5.3)–(5.4) do not have the parameter symmetry under the transformation
∆w → −∆w. In particular, there is stronger mode amplification owing to larger total
laser volume for negative ∆w. The coupled-laser model neglects these spatial effects
which results in the parameter symmetry (4.18).
A comparison between Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 4.9(c) shows that the agreement between the
two models holds as well for the global bifurcations described in Ch. 4.5, and for compli-
cated solutions outside the locking region. Specifically, the upper locking boundary in the
Lyapunov diagram in Fig. 5.4 coincides with the curve of heteroclinic bifurcations (het)
that extends between the origin and the codimension-two Shilnikov-Hopf bifurcation point
(ShH∗). This heteroclinic bifurcation gives rise to a region of multistability with locked
and unlocked dynamics coexisting between het and the upper pitchfork bifurcation curve
(P). Towards decreasing ∆w, the locking region is bounded by the saddle-node homoclinic
bifurcation (Shom) that meets the homoclinic bifurcation (hom) at the codimension-two
non-central saddle-node homoclinic point (NC). Furthermore, there is a great similarity
on the level of quasi-periodic and chaotic dynamics including the intricate structure in
the Lyapunov diagram associated with bifurcation cascades accumulating onto hom and
het.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion for Part II
We studied nonlinear dynamics of three linearly coupled laser oscillators using S1 symme-
try reduction, complementary methods for stability analysis, multi-parameter study, and
different modelling approaches. Preliminary studies suggest that the three-laser system
is the smallest array size that shares many features with larger arrays. Understanding
its nonlinear behaviour is therefore a step towards understanding nonlinear behaviour in
larger arrays.
In a three-parameter study of the coupled-laser model, Lyapunov and bifurcation di-
agrams in the plane of the laser-coupling strength, κ, and frequency detuning, ∆, were
calculated for different but fixed values of the third parameter, α, which quantifies the
coupling between the magnitude, |Es|, and phase, arg(Es), of each laser’s complex-valued
field, Es. In this way, we uncovered two striking results with increasing α: severe changes
to the shape and extent of the locking regions (where all three lasers oscillate at the
same frequency), and emergence of vast regions of chaos. On the one hand, bifurcation
analysis explained the intricate and changing shape of phase locking regions in terms of
codimension-two and -three bifurcations. The analysis also highlighted the importance of
global homoclinic and heteroclinic bifurcations associated with multistability and compli-
cated locking-unlocking transitions. On the other hand, the α-induced stretch-and-fold
action creating horseshoes in the laser phase space gave an intuitive explanation for the
appearance of vast regions of chaos. The emerging complicated web of codimension-one
bifurcations and their infinite cascades linked together via bifurcations of higher codimen-
sion, often called organising centres, provided the backbone of the coupled-laser dynamics.
The coupled-laser model was then compared with a conceptually different but more
accurate composite-cavity model. Such a comparison was motivated by a need to further
understand whether the simpler coupled-laser model captures accurately the essential
(optical) nonlinearities of laser arrays. The main discrepancies in the results from the two
models are the size of the locking regions for α < 0.5 and the lack of reflectional symmetry
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in the (κ,∆) plane for α = 0 (compare Fig. 4.2 with Fig. 5.3). These discrepancies are due
to the fact that the coupled-laser model does not accurately take into account the spatial
structure of the laser array. Despite this we found a very good agreement on the level
of locking regions, local and global bifurcations, and chaotic dynamics (compare Fig. 4.9
with Fig. 5.4). Our results support the ‘simple’ coupled-laser approach to modelling
arrays of weakly coupled lasers. They also show that understanding large semiconductor
laser systems will require (bifurcation) analysis of chaotic attractors that occupy much
of the parameter space.
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Part III
From Locking to Optical Turbulence
in the Coupled-Laser Model
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Chapter 7
Introduction for Part III
In Part III we propose a definition for laser synchronisation and then study the synchro-
nisation properties of a linear array of coupled laser oscillators with nearest-neighbour
coupling. Our focus is on different synchronisation types with dependence on the number
of lasers, M , the laser-coupling strength, κ, the laser frequency detunings, ∆j , and the
coupling between the magnitude and phase of each lasers electric field, α. Conditions are
derived that guarantee the existence of synchronised solutions where all the lasers phase-
lock and have the same intensity. Stability conditions are obtained analytically for two
special cases of such synchronisation: (i) where all the lasers oscillate in-phase with each
other, and (ii) where all the lasers oscillate in anti-phase with their direct neighbours.
We then focus on an array of three semiconductor lasers (with α = 2) and study the
transitions from complete synchronisation (where all the lasers synchronise), to partial
synchronisation (where only a subset of the lasers synchronise), to optical turbulence
(where no lasers synchronise and each laser is chaotic). The bifurcations responsible for
these transitions are identified—many of which are symmetry breaking bifurcations. In
particular, when the lasers are chaotic and there is partial synchronisation we find that
blowout bifurcations are responsible for changes in laser synchronisation. Finally, we
investigate the effect of adding more lasers to the array, and discuss its consequence in
relation to persistent optical turbulence.
Part III is based on the paper: N. Blackbeard, S. Wieczorek, H. Erzgra¨ber and
P. Dutta, “From synchronisation to optical turbulence in arrays of coupled laser os-
cillators”, submitted for publication to Physica D: Nonlinear Phenomena.
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Chapter 8
Coupled-Laser Model for M Laser
Oscillators
To study laser synchronisation we extend the coupled-laser model to M lasers. The justi-
fication for this extension is the good agreement shown between the coupled-laser model
(Ch. 4) and the more accurate composite-cavity mode model (Ch. 5). Rate equations for
the normalised slowly-varying complex-valued electric fields, Ej , are given by
dE1
dt
= βγ(1− iα)N1E1 − i∆1E1 + iκE2 ,
dEj
dt
= βγ(1− iα)NjEj − i∆jEj + iκ(Ej−1 + Ej+1) for j = 2, · · · ,M − 1 ,(8.1)
dEM
dt
= βγ(1− iα)NMEM − i∆MEM + iκEM−1 ,
and for the normalised real-valued population inversions, Nj ,
dNj
dt
= Λ−Nj − (1 + βNj)|Ej |2 for j = 1, · · · ,M , (8.2)
where t is the normalised time. The coupling strength, κ, is assumed to be of equal
strength between neighbouring lasers and can be scaled (Eqs. (4.3)–(4.4)) to represent
both coupling configurations in Fig. 2.4. The frequency detuning, ∆j = Ωj − ν, is
the frequency difference between the normalised natural frequency, Ωj , of laser j and
a suitably chosen reference frequency, ν. The α-parameter is the coupling between the
magnitude, |Ej|, and phase, arg(Ej), of each laser’s electric field, Ej (see Ch. 2.1.3).
The remaining parameters are the normalised gain coefficient, β, the ratio of photon and
population inversion decay rates, γ, and the pump rate, Λ, which are kept constant at
typical values given in Table A.1 of the Appendix.
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8.1 Coupled Oscillator Representation
For the following analysis it is convenient to write Eqs. (8.1)–(8.2) as the following system
of ordinary differential equations, which we refer to as the M coupled-laser model:
dxj
dt
= fj(xj) + κ
M∑
j′=1
Gjj′Hxj′ , (8.3)
where the laser index j = 1, · · · ,M . The three components of the state vector, xj(t),
are the real and imaginary parts of the normalised complex-valued slowly-varying electric
field, Ej(t) = Aj(t) + iBj(t), and the real-valued normalised population inversion within
the laser active medium, Nj(t). The vector field fj is given by
fj(xj(t)) =


βγNj(t)(Aj(t) + αBj(t)) + ∆jBj(t)
βγNj(t)(Bj(t)− αAj(t))−∆jAj(t)
Λ−Nj(t)− (1 + βNj(t))(Aj(t)2 +Bj(t)2)

 , (8.4)
and the coupling is through the same linear combination of the laser variables,
H =


0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

 . (8.5)
We would like to remark that other forms of H have been used in the literature, some
of which even lead to unbounded solutions as pointed out in Ref. [41]. Here, we use the
form that has been shown in Part II of this thesis and in [109, 41] to be consistent with
the solution of Maxwell’s equations and the correct boundary conditions. The coupling
configuration is described by the elements of the M ×M connectivity matrix, Gjj′. For
the chain configuration with nearest-neighbour coupling found in commercially available
laser arrays (Fig. 2.4),
Gjj′ =
{
1 if |j − j′| = 1
0 otherwise .
(8.6)
It is worth noticing that the M coupled-laser model (8.3) can be easily transformed into
the widely studied form of diffusive coupling by replacing ∆j with
∆ˆj =
{
∆j − κ if j = 1,M
∆j − 2κ if 1 < j < M ,
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and replacing Gjj′ with the diffusive connectivity matrix,
Gˆjj′ =


−1 if j = j′ = 1,M
−2 if 1 < j = j′ < M
Gjj′ otherwise .
(8.7)
8.2 Motivating Example
TheM coupled-laser model (8.3) supports two contrasting behaviour types (see Fig. 8.1).
On the one hand, in Fig. 8.1(a) an array of 50 lasers shows strong synchronisation where
the magnitudes of all the laser fields, |Ej(t)|, are identical and given by a constant. Such
solutions are usually studied for identical lasers with different coupling geometries for
example in a ring [76, 116, 77, 71], globally coupled [76, 116, 4], and linear arrays (or
chains) [146, 1, 45, 20, 42, 16]. An important difference in this study is that we allow
each laser oscillator to have a different natural frequency, Ω˜j , thereby providing wider
possibilities of finding synchronised solutions like that shown in Fig. 8.1(a).
On the other hand, in Fig. 8.1(b), again for an array of 50 lasers, each laser is chaotic
in time and there is no apparent synchronisation between any of the lasers. This is
an example of what we refer to as optical turbulence. Such solutions are potentially
useful for laser radars [78], chaos-based secure communication [131, 59, 7], and ultra-fast
random number generation [129, 103]. All of these applications may benefit from different
properties of the underlying chaotic attractors.
Before we explore the two contrasting behaviour types shown in Fig. 8.1, and the
transitions between them, we first need to fix a suitable definition of laser synchronisation.
8.3 Definition of Laser Synchronisation
When lasers are coupled together it is natural to ask if some form of synchronisation
is possible. We say that lasers j and j′ are synchronised if two conditions are satisfied.
Firstly, that there exists a stable, fixed-in-time relationship between their slowly-varying
electric fields, such that
cjEj(t)− cj′Ej′(t) = 0, (8.8)
for some constants cj , cj′ ∈ C. Secondly, that this relationship is attractive meaning that
lim
t→∞
(cjEj(t)− cj′Ej′(t)) = 0, (8.9)
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(a) (b)
|Ej| |Ej|
Laser index j Laser index j
Figure 8.1: Contrasting dynamics in an array of 50 lasers with nearest-neighbour coupling.
The distribution of natural frequencies, ∆j, is such that ∆1,50 = ∆out and ∆2,···,49 = ∆in.
(a) Complete intensity synchronisation where each laser is in anti-phase with its nearest
neighbour(s) (α = 2, κ = 1 and ∆in − ∆out = −1). (b) Optical turbulence where no
lasers are synchronised and each laser is chaotic (α = 5, κ = 30 and ∆in −∆out = 0.
for all initial conditions within some 3M-dimensional subset of the phase space.
A particular type of synchronisation called phase locking is often considered in the
literature. To study phase locking one needs to define a suitable phase variable of an
oscillator [99, Ch. 2]. The phase of a laser oscillator can be defined straightforwardly
as φj(t) = arg(Ej(t)). We say that lasers j and j
′ are phase-locked if there is a stable,
fixed-in-time relationship between their phases, and this relationship is attractive:
lim
t→∞
(φjj′(t) ≡ φj(t)− φj′(t)) = const. mod 2pi . (8.10)
Equation (8.10) is consistent with the previously introduced phase-locked solutions (4.19)
in Ch. 4.2. Notice that if two lasers are synchronised according to Eqs. (8.8)–(8.9) then
they are also phase-locked (8.10).
Furthermore, we distinguish between different types of synchronisation depending on
the number of lasers that are synchronised, and the relationships between their phases and
magnitudes. If all the lasers are synchronised we speak of complete synchronisation, but if
only a subset of the lasers are synchronised we have partial synchronisation. Furthermore,
if (8.8)–(8.9) are satisfied we speak of in-phase synchronisation if φjj′ = 0, anti-phase
synchronisation if φjj′ = pi, and out-of-phase synchronisation otherwise. Finally, if the
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electric field magnitudes for lasers j and j′ are identical, |Ej(t)| = |Ej′(t)|, then we say
that the lasers are intensity synchronised.
8.4 Symmetries and Their Role in Synchronisation
The vector field fj describing the uncoupled dynamics of an individual laser is rotationally
symmetric (or equivariant see Ch. 2.3.2) under phase shifting the electric field, Ej(t), by
a constant amount, θj ,
T : Ej → eiθjEj for θj ∈ [0, 2pi) .
This transformation can be represented by the 3× 3 matrix,
Rj =


cos θj − sin θj 0
sin θj cos θj 0
0 0 1

 , (8.11)
and we refer to Rj as an internal symmetry of laser j. If κ = 0 then the M coupled-laser
model (8.3) has
∏M
j=1 S
1 symmetry due to the M rotational symmetries of the individual
lasers. This is represented by the 3M × 3M matrix,
R =


R1 0 · · · 0
0 R2
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . 0
0 · · · 0 RM

 . (8.12)
However, if κ > 0 then the M coupled-laser model (8.3) has only S1 symmetry which is
also represented by the matrix transformation R but with θj = θ for all j. In this case
the simplest nonzero asymptotic solutions lie on S1-group orbits and are typically limit
cycles. Such solutions are given by
Ej(t) = |E0j |ei(ωt+ϕ
0
j ) ,
Nj(t) = N
0
j , (8.13)
for j = 1, · · · ,M , where |E0j |, ϕ0j , ω, and N0j are real constants. When these solutions
are stable they represent a form of complete synchronisation and are also referred to as
locking (compare with Ch. 4.2) since all the lasers phase-lock (8.10) to the same optical
frequency ω. As in Ch. 4.1, a group orbit reduction can be used to obtain a S1-reduced
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Solution of full system contained in
M=2L−1
Even number of lasers
M=2L
Odd number of lasers
21 L L+1 2L−1 2L
L21
L21
1 2 L 2L−2 2L−1
restricted to
Governing equations
Fix(Z2)
Fix(Z2)
Table 8.1: Dynamical properties associated with the fixed-point subspace. Column two:
colours indicate which lasers (circles) are necessarily intensity and in-phase synchronised
if a solution of the full system is contained in Fix(Z2). Column three: coupling structure
for the governing equations (8.3) restricted to Fix(Z2).
system with the S1 symmetry removed [16]. Synchronised solutions (8.13) are studied
as isolated equilibria in the S1-reduced system which greatly facilitates analytical and
numerical stability analysis.
We will consider cases where the M coupled-laser model (8.3) has additional Z2 sym-
metry because its right-hand side is equivariant under the transformation,
TZ2 : Ej → EM+1−j ,
Nj → NM+1−j ,
for j = 1, . . . ,M . The Z2 symmetry implies the existence of an invariant manifold called
the fixed-point subspace [51],
Fix(Z2) = {(x1, · · · ,xM)T ∈ R3M : xj = xM−j+1 for j = 1, . . . ,M} . (8.14)
On this manifold pairs of lasers are synchronised with each other. More specifically,
identical colours in Table 8.1 show which lasers (circles) are necessarily intensity and
in-phase synchronised if a solution of the full system in contained in Fix(Z2). There is
a subtle difference between arrays of odd and even lasers. For M = 2L − 1 odd, there
is a unique middle laser j = L which need not be synchronised with any other laser,
whereas for M = 2L even, no such laser exists. This difference shows up when the
governing equations (8.3) are restricted to the 3L-dimensional fixed-point subspace by
setting xj = xM−j+1 for j = 1, . . . ,M . In both cases the restricted equations describe the
dynamics of L coupled lasers but there is a difference in the coupling terms. For M odd,
the laser L−1 receives twice as much coupling from laser L, whereas for M even, laser L
is coupled to itself. In the third column of Table 8.1 this difference in the coupling terms
is indicated by red arrows.
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Chapter 9
Complete Intensity Synchronisation
In this chapter we study complete intensity synchronisation where the electric field mag-
nitudes of all the lasers are identical,
|E1(t)| = · · · = |EM(t)| = |Es(t)| . (9.1)
The analysis is performed in two steps. First we derive conditions for the existence of
different synchronised solutions. Then we give conditions for the synchronised solutions
to be stable, and identify mechanisms responsible for synchronisation-desynchronisation
transitions.
9.1 Existence of Synchronised Solutions and
Manifolds
The aim of this section is to find all solutions of theM coupled-laser model (8.3) that sat-
isfy the complete intensity synchronisation condition (9.1), meaning that the cj ’s in (8.8)–
(8.9) become cj = e
iθj for j = 1, · · · ,M . Let us assume a synchronised solution of the
form
eiθ1E1(t) = · · · = eiθMEM(t) = Es(t) 6= 0 , (9.2)
for all time t. Differentiating the above equation with respect to time shows that (9.2)
implies
eiθj
dEj
dt
= eiθj′
dEj′
dt
=
dEs
dt
, (9.3)
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for j, j′ ∈ {1, · · · ,M} and all t. Using (8.3) for the first two components of xj and fj(xj),
substituting (9.2), and taking the real and imaginary parts of (9.3) gives
Nj(t)−Nj′(t) = −1
βγ(1− α2) (α(∆j −∆j′)− κ(αajj′ + bjj′)) , (9.4)
0 =
1
βγ(1− α2) ((∆j −∆j′)− κ(ajj′ − αbjj′)) ,
where
ajj′ + ibjj′ =
M∑
j′′=1
(Gjj′′e
iθj,j′′ −Gj′j′′eiθj′,j′′ ) ,
and θj,j′ = θj − θj′ . Furthermore, noting that the right-hand side of (9.4) does not vary
in time, comparing the time derivative of (9.4) with (8.3) for the third component of xj
and fj(xj), and using (9.2) gives
−(Nj(t)−Nj′(t))− β|Es(t)|2(Nj(t)−Nj′(t)) = 0 , (9.5)
for j, j′ ∈ {1, · · · ,M} and all t. Equation (9.5) holds if and only if
N1(t) = · · · = NM (t) = Ns(t) , (9.6)
for all t. Note that (9.6) implies that
dN1
dt
= · · · = dNM
dt
=
dNs
dt
, (9.7)
for all t, which is satisfied assuming (9.2) and (9.6). So far, we have shown by taking
the real part of (9.3) that complete intensity synchronisation (9.2) implies equal levels of
population inversion in all the lasers (9.6). The next step is to derive the corresponding
conditions for θj and ∆j that need to be satisfied for synchronised solutions (9.2) to exist.
To make the analysis more general and facilitate the presentation of results we use
the internal symmetries Rj to define new variables,
yj = Rjxj ,
and rewrite the M coupled-laser model (8.3) as
dyj
dt
= fj(yj) + κ
M∑
j′=1
Gjj′RjHR
−1
j′ yj′ , (9.8)
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for j = 1, · · · ,M . Furthermore, we rewrite the synchronised solution (9.2) and (9.6) as
y1 = · · · = yM = ys , (9.9)
and conditions (9.3) and (9.7) as
dy1
dt
= · · · = dyM
dt
=
dys
dt
. (9.10)
It now becomes clear that if (9.9) is satisfied for some initial time t0 and (9.10) is satisfied
for all t, then the synchronised solution ys defined by (9.9) exists for all t. To satisfy (9.10)
for all t we require that
fj(ys)− fj′(ys) = κ
M∑
j′′=1
(
Gj′j′′Rj′HR
−1
j′′ −Gjj′′RjHR−1j′′
)
ys , (9.11)
for j, j′ ∈ {1, · · · ,M}. Setting j′ = 1, using matrices (8.5) and (8.6), condition (9.11) can
be expressed in terms of (M − 1) equations:
(∆1 −∆j)Hys = κ
(
R1R
−1
2 −RjR−1j−1 − δˆjMRjR−1j+1
)
Hys , (9.12)
where j = 2, · · · ,M and δˆjM = 1 − δjM . Alternatively, (9.12) can be viewed as (M − 1)
eigenvalue problems:
λjv = Ajv ,
where λj = (∆1 −∆j)/κ, v ∈ R2, Aj is the 2× 2 matrix,
Aj =
(
cos θ1,2 − cos θj,j−1 − δˆjM cos θj,j+1 − sin θ1,2 + sin θj,j−1 + δˆjM sin θj,j+1
sin θ1,2 − sin θj,j−1 − δˆjM sin θj,j+1 cos θ1,2 − cos θj,j−1 − δˆjM cos θj,j+1
)
,
and θj,j′ = θj − θj′. The corresponding (M − 1) eigenvalues are given by
∆1 −∆j
κ
= cos θ1,2 − cos θj,j−1 − δˆjM cos θj,j+1 +
i(sin θ1,2 − sin θj,j−1 − δˆjM sin θj,j+1) , (9.13)
with j = 2, · · · ,M . Taking the imaginary part of (9.13) gives
δˆjM sin θj,j+1 = sin θ1,2 − sin θj,j−1 , (9.14)
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for j = 2, · · · ,M . One can show, using induction for j = 2, · · · ,M−1, that (9.14) implies
sin θ1,2 =
{
1
j
sin θj,j+1 for j = 2, · · · ,M − 1
sin θM,M−1 for j =M .
(9.15)
By setting j = M − 1 in (9.15) one can see that sin θ1,2 = 0, which then implies that
θj − θj+1 = Kjpi mod 2pi , (9.16)
for Kj ∈ {0, 1} and j = 1, · · · ,M − 1. Taking the real part of (9.13) and using (9.16)
gives
∆1 −∆j = κ
[
(−1)K1 − (−1)Kj−1 − δˆjM(−1)Kj
]
, (9.17)
for j = 2, · · · ,M . Note that each synchronised solution is characterised by a different
choice of Kj’s in (9.16), and the corresponding condition (9.17). These results mean that
complete intensity synchronisation (9.2) requires (i) a difference of an integer multiple of
pi between the phases of any two neighbouring lasers (9.16), and (ii) the corresponding
relation between the frequencies of individual lasers (9.17).
The synchronised solution conditions (9.2) and (9.6) (or (9.9)) define a three-dimensio-
nal invariant manifold:
Ms = {Y = (y1, · · · ,yM)T ∈ R3M : y1 = · · · = yM = ys} , (9.18)
that is referred to as the synchronisation manifold [68]. Depending on the θj ’s in (9.16)
and the corresponding ∆j ’s in (9.17), a synchronised solution (9.2) may have certain
symmetries. In particular, if both the θj ’s and ∆j ’s satisfy the pattern in the second
column of Table 8.1, then solution (9.2) has Z2 symmetry and Ms ⊆ Fix(Z2). How-
ever, (9.16) shows that this need not be the case: the chain configuration depicted in
Fig. 2.4 allows for synchronised solutions (9.2) without Z2 symmetry [39]. Furthermore,
within the synchronisation manifold (9.8) reduces to the solitary-laser equations (2.1)–
(2.2) with a modified frequency detuning. The concept of a synchronisation manifold
facilitates stability analysis that is performed in the next sections.
9.2 Stability of Special Synchronised Solutions
We are interested in the stability of two special cases that are found in numerical simu-
lations, are potentially interesting for applications, and can be treated analytically. The
first case, given by setting Kj = K = 0 for all j in (9.16), describes a situation when all
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lasers are intensity synchronised in-phase with each other,
E1(t) = · · · = EM (t) = Es(t) . (9.19)
Using (9.17), such solutions require that
∆1 = ∆M = ∆out , (9.20)
∆j = ∆in , (9.21)
for j = 2, · · · ,M − 1, and
∆in −∆out = κ . (9.22)
The second case, given by setting Kj = K = 1 for all j in (9.16), describes a situation
when every laser is intensity synchronised anti-phase with its neighbours,
E1(t) = −E2(t) = · · · = (−1)M−1EM(t) = Es(t) . (9.23)
Using (9.17), this requires that (9.20) and (9.21) are satisfied but with
∆in −∆out = −κ . (9.24)
The conditions on the ∆j ’s namely (9.20)–(9.21) and (9.22), or (9.20)–(9.21) and (9.24)
, guarantee the existence of synchronised solutions of the forms (9.19) and (9.23) re-
spectively. However, they do not imply laser synchronisation as defined in (8.8)–(8.9).
For this, synchronised solutions need to be stable in the directions transverse to the
corresponding synchronisation manifold.
With θj ’s satisfying (9.16) for Kj = K ∈ {0, 1}, Eqs. (9.8) can be written as
dyj
dt
= fj(yj) + κ
M∑
j′=1
Gjj′RKHyj′ , (9.25)
where we used (9.16) to introduce
RK = RjR
−1
j±1 =


(−1)K 0 0
0 (−1)K 0
0 0 1

 . (9.26)
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Equations (9.25) can be rewritten as
dyj
dt
= fj(yj) + κnjRKHyj + κ
M∑
j′=1
Gˆj,j′RKHyj′ , (9.27)
where Gˆj,j′ are elements of the diffusive connectivity matrix (8.7), and nj =
∑M
j′=1Gjj′ is
the number of inputs that laser j receives from its neighbours. Furthermore, we introduce
fK(yj) = fj(yj) + κnjRKHyj , (9.28)
for j = 1, · · · ,M , and rewrite (9.27) as
dyj
dt
= fK(yj) + κ
M∑
j′=1
Gˆjj′RKHyj , (9.29)
for j = 1, · · · ,M . On the synchronisation manifold Eqs. (9.29) reduce to
dys
dt
= fK(ys) , (9.30)
because
∑
j′ Gˆjj′ = 0. One can check that for Λ > 0 there is a limit cycle,
ys(t) = (
√
Λ cos(ϕKt),
√
Λ sin(ϕKt), 0)
T , (9.31)
where ϕK = −∆out + κ(−1)K . This limit cycle is stable within the synchronisation man-
ifoldMs (9.18). Next we want to know whether the limit cycle is stable to perturbation
transverse to Ms. For this it is convenient to write (9.29) in matrix notation
dY
dt
= F(Y) + κ(Gˆ⊗RKH)Y , (9.32)
whereY = (y1, · · · ,yM)T ∈ R3M , F(Y) = (fK(y1), · · · , fK(yM))T , and ⊗ is the Kronecker
product. A synchronised solution, yj(t) = ys(t) for j = 1, · · · ,M , is written in matrix no-
tation as Ys(t) = (ys(t), · · · ,ys(t))T ∈ R3M . Let δ(t) = (δ1(t), · · · , δM(t))T ∈ R3M denote
an arbitrary perturbation vector. Making the substitution Y(t) = Ys(t) + δ(t) , Tay-
lor expanding (9.32) about Ys(t), and neglecting higher order terms gives the linearised
variational equation,
dδ
dt
=
(
IM ⊗DfK |ys(t) + κGˆ⊗RKH
)
δ(t) , (9.33)
where DfK |ys(t) is the Jacobian of fK evaluated at ys(t), and IM is the M ×M identity
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matrix. To identify perturbations in directions transverse and tangential to Ms we
diagonalise Gˆ by introducing ([52, pg. 394–396] and [98])
ξ(t) = (T⊗ I3)δ(t) , (9.34)
where T is a 3×3 matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of Gˆ, and rewrite (9.33) as
dξj
dt
=
(
DfK |ys(t) + κλjRKH
)
ξj(t) , (9.35)
for j = 1, · · · ,M . Note that ξj ∈ R3 and
λj = −4 sin2
(
(j − 1)pi
2M
)
,
for j = 1, · · · ,M , are the eigenvalues of the diffusive connectivity matrix Gˆ [38, 151].
A comparison of (9.35) with (9.30) shows that the first eigenvalue of Gˆ, λ1 = 0, gives
the variational equation for the perturbations within Ms, while the remaining λj 6= 0
correspond to the time evolution of perturbations transverse to Ms. In general, the
synchronised solution, ys(t), is time varying and hence (9.35) needs to be solved nu-
merically [98]. However, if ys(t) is an equilibrium then it may be possible to determine
the stability exactly. Owing to the rotational S1 symmetry of laser oscillators, setting
∆out = κ(−1)K ‘freezes’ the limit cycle (9.31) into a circle of nonhyperbolic equilib-
ria. We can choose any of these equilibria to linearise about; for convenience we take
ys(t) = (
√
Λ, 0, 0)T . Then, the characteristic equation for (9.35) is
λ3 + λ2(1 + βΛ) + λ(λ2jκ
2 + 2βγΛ) + λ2jκ
2(1 + βΛ) + 2λjαβγκΛ(−1)K = 0 . (9.36)
Synchronised solutions (9.31) are transversally stable if all roots s of Eqn. (9.36) with
j = 2, · · · ,M lie in the negative half-plane. Using the Routh–Hurwitz criterion [145,
Ch. 1] this requires that
κλj(−1)K < 1 + βΛ
α
, (9.37)
κ >
−(−1)K2αβγΛ
λj(1 + βΛ)
, (9.38)
for j = 2, · · · ,M .
Now the two special cases, K = 0 and K = 1, are treated separately. For K = 0,
inequality (9.37) is always satisfied and the necessary and sufficient condition for (9.31)
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to be transversally stable comes from (9.38) with j = 2:
κ > κin =
αβγΛ
2(1 + βΛ)
1
sin2
(
pi
2M
) . (9.39)
For K = 1, inequality (9.38) is always satisfied and the necessary and sufficient condition
for (9.31) to be transversally stable comes from (9.37) with j =M :
κ < κanti =
1 + βΛ
4α
1
cos2
(
pi
2M
) . (9.40)
9.3 Summary of Analytical Results
We have shown that complete intensity synchronisation (9.2) is represented by solutions
to (8.3) in the form of rotationally symmetric limit cycles (8.13) or (9.31). The in-phase
synchronisation (9.19) where all lasers oscillate in-phase requires (9.20)–(9.22), is given
by
E1(t) = E2(t) = · · · = EM(t) =
√
Λei(−∆out+κ)t ,
N1(t) = N2(t) = · · · = NM(t) = 0 , (9.41)
and is stable if and only if the parameters satisfy (9.39). The anti-phase synchronisa-
tion (9.23) where each laser oscillates in anti-phase with its neighbours requires (9.20)–
(9.21) and (9.24), is given by
E1(t) = −E2(t) = · · · = (−1)M−1EM (t) =
√
Λei(−∆out−κ)t ,
N1(t) = N2(t) = · · · = NM (t) = 0 , (9.42)
and is stable if and only if the parameters satisfy (9.40).
Shading in Fig. 9.1 indicates stability of these two synchronised solutions in the pa-
rameter plane of shear within an individual laser, α, and the coupling strength, κ. For
α = 0, both synchronised solutions are stable for all κ, independent of the number of
lasers, M . However, this is no longer the case for α > 0. There is a lower bound on κ
for the in-phase solution such that it is stable for κ > κin, and an upper bound on κ for
the anti-phase solution such that it is stable for κ < κanti. Furthermore, both stability
regions shrink with increasing either α or M .
These results are in agreement with numerical bifurcation diagrams for three coupled
lasers in Ch. 4.4 (Fig. 4.2 and 4.3) and Ref. [16, Fig. 3 and 4], where synchronised solutions
of the form (8.13) are shaded in green. For example, in Fig. 4.2(a) for α = 0 synchronised
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Figure 9.1: Shading indicates regions of stable intensity synchronisation in the (κ, α)
parameter space, where (a) all the lasers emit in-phase (9.19) for ∆in − ∆out = κ, and
(b) every laser emits in anti-phase with its neighbours (9.23) for ∆in −∆out = −κ.
solutions of the form (8.13) are found in two green bands centred about the lines κ = |∆|.
Increasing α causes the green-shaded parameter regions to change in a nontrivial manner.
In particular, the upper green-shaded region moves towards increasing κ and the lower
green-shaded region becomes bounded to small κ and |∆| (Fig. 4.3(d)). Expressions
(9.39)–(9.40) provide analytical conditions for some of the bifurcations responsible for
these transitions. More precisely, κin in (9.39) gives the analytical condition for the
pitchfork bifurcation at κ = ∆in − ∆out ≡ ∆ where the in-phase synchronised solution
destabilises, and κanti in (9.40) gives the analytical condition for the Hopf bifurcation at
κ = ∆out−∆in = −∆ where the anti-phase synchronised solution destabilises. Thus these
results provide new insight into the strong effects of α on the green-shaded parameter
regions of stable (relative) equilibria reported in Ch. 4.4 (Fig. 4.2 and 4.3) and Ref. [16,
Fig. 3 and 4].
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Chapter 10
Transitions From Complete
Synchronisation to Optical
Turbulence
Here, we investigate transitions between complete synchronisation in the form of (8.13),
examples of which were studied in the previous chapter, and optical turbulence which
we define as a chaotic attractor for (8.3) such that no lasers are synchronised. More
specifically, we consider laser arrays with identical outer lasers, ∆1 = ∆M = ∆out, and
identical inner lasers, ∆j = ∆in for j = 2, · · · ,M−1, and focus on the relevant transitions
in the (κ,∆) parameter plane, where ∆ = ∆in−∆out. The analysis is performed in three
steps. In the first step, we quantify the degree of synchronisation found in the (κ,∆)
plane by defining
D(A) =
2(M − 2)!
M !
M−1∑
j=1
M∑
j′=j
I(j, j′) , (10.1)
for an attractor A, where I(j, j′) = 1 if lasers j and j′ are synchronised (8.8)–(8.9) and
0 otherwise. D = 1 corresponds to complete synchronisation, 0 < D < 1 corresponds to
partial synchronisation, and D = 0 corresponds to no lasers being synchronised. In the
second step, Lyapunov exponent calculations reveal different attractor types in the (κ,∆)
plane, and determine transverse stability of the corresponding synchronisation manifolds.
In the third step, we conduct bifurcation analysis to identify the underlying mechanisms
responsible for changes between different types of synchronisation and for the complete
loss of synchrony. To facilitate bifurcation analysis we rewrite (8.3) in polar coordinates,
so that, in the resulting S1-reduced system, synchronised solutions (8.13) can be studied
as isolated equilibria. Henceforth, we refer to attractors of the S1-reduced system. We
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Key Synchronisation Type Quantified by
complete D = 1
partial 1 > D > 0
none D = 0
none (optical turbulence) D = 0 and µ1 > 0
Table 10.1: The colour coding for degree of synchronisation and optical turbulence di-
agrams. D is the degree of synchronisation defined in Eqn. (10.1) and µ1 is the largest
Lyapunov exponent.
first analyse an array of three lasers and then study larger arrays.
10.1 An Array of Three Coupled Laser Oscillators
In the eight-dimensional phase space of the S1-reduced system for an array of three lasers,
Eqs. (4.2) and (4.10), each point represents the three magnitudes of the electric fields,
|E1|, |E2| and |E3|; the two phase differences between the electric fields, ϕ2 − ϕ1 and
ϕ2 − ϕ3; and the population inversion within each laser, N1, N2 and N3. Figure 10.1
shows regions of complete synchronisation (white), partial synchronisation (shades of
grey), and no synchronisation (black/red). To calculate Fig. 10.1 we discretised the (κ,∆)
plane as outlined in Ch. 2.3.4 for Lyapunov diagrams. The red regions represent optical
turbulence, where in addition to no lasers being synchronised, the corresponding attractor
has at least one positive Lyapunov exponent. The region of complete synchronisation is
confined to κ < 3.5, and is mostly surrounded by regions of partial synchronisation. Also,
large regions of no synchronisation are occupied by optical turbulence.
The Lyapunov diagram in Fig. 10.2(a) gives an overview of the different attractor types
in the (κ,∆) parameter plane. To calculate Fig. 10.2(a) we used the same discretisation of
the (κ,∆) parameter plane and the same parameter sweep as for determining the degree
of synchronisation. For small κ the parameter plane is dominated by equilibria (green)
and limit cycles (grey). There are also small regions of tori (blue). Towards increasing
κ the system undergoes various bifurcations so that for κ > 5 the parameter plane is
dominated by chaotic attractors. The bifurcations that make up the boundary of the
green region have been studied in detail in [16]. Comparing Fig. 10.1 with 10.2(a) reveals
that the region of complete synchronisation corresponds to equilibria, whereas regions of
partial and no synchronisation, both comprise of limit cycles, tori, and chaotic attractors.
In Fig. 10.2(b) we shade the regions of Fig. 10.2(a) if the corresponding attractor is
not contained in the fixed-point subspace, Fix(Z2). The key result is that non-shaded
regions are the same as the combined regions of complete and partial synchronisation
in Fig. 10.1. We can thus identify Fix(Z2) as the synchronisation manifold responsible
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Figure 10.1: The (κ,∆) parameter plane for α = 2 partitioned into regions that con-
tain complete synchronisation (white), partial synchronisation (grey), no synchronisation
(black/red), and optical turbulence (red) i.e. the lasers are chaotic and not synchro-
nised (8.8)–(8.9).
for the regions of complete and partial synchronisation. The region of complete synchro-
nisation in Fig. 10.1 corresponds to equilibria contained in Fix(Z2), therefore the outer
two lasers are intensity synchronised in-phase, but typically out-of-phase with the middle
laser (except for the two special cases studied analytically in Ch. 9.2). Furthermore,
regions of partial synchronisation in Fig. 10.1 comprise of periodic, quasi-periodic, and
chaotic oscillations where the outer lasers are intensity synchronised in-phase. We can
distinguish between two types of boundaries. Genuine boundaries coincide with bifurca-
tions and are responsible for transitions between attractors within and off the fixed-point
subspace. Artificial boundaries do not coincide with any bifurcations but are related to
bistability.
10.1.1 Bifurcations of Non-Chaotic Attractors
Starting from the origin in Fig. 10.2(b) and moving clockwise we identify different types
of boundaries. Along the curve of heteroclinic bifurcations (het) that emerges from the
origin and ends at the Shilnikov–Hopf bifurcation (ShH), a symmetric limit cycle [75,
Ch. 7.4] is destroyed as it collides with two symmetrically related saddle equilibria to
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form a heteroclinic cycle. For (κ,∆) below the curve of heteroclinic bifurcations, the
system settles down to a stable equilibrium that corresponds to complete synchronisation.
At the Shilnikov–Hopf bifurcation [63] both equilibria involved in the heteroclinic cycle
simultaneously undergo a Hopf bifurcation. It is thought that additional bifurcations
emerging from ShH form the boundary connecting ShH and the curve of pitchfork of
limit cycle bifurcations (PL) (see the inset). The next part of the boundary is formed
by PL. Along PL, between the pitchfork-torus bifurcation (PT) and the first pitchfork-
saddle-node bifurcation (PSL), a stable limit cycle contained in the fixed-point subspace
collides with two unstable limit cycles. The yellow region to the right of the subcritical
part of PL is due to an intermittent transition [96, Ch. 8.2] between periodic oscillations
and chaos not in the fixed-point subspace. Along PL, between the two PSL bifurcations, a
stable limit cycle contained in the fixed-point subspace loses stability and two stable limit
cycles bifurcate out of the fixed-point subspace, hence this part of PL is supercritical. The
grey region to the right of the supercritical part of PL corresponds to one of the stable
limit cycles that bifurcated out of the fixed-point subspace along PL. The boundary
near the lower pitchfork-saddle-node bifurcation (PSL) is an artificial boundary. It is
a consequence of the nearby cusp bifurcation in the curve of saddle-node of limit cycle
bifurcations (SL). For parameter values near the cusp and to the right of the SL curve,
two stable limit cycles are very close together, one of these loses stability at the PL
curve. As we increasing κ, the system jumps to the stable limit cycle that is not involved
with the pitchfork of limit cycle bifurcations along PL. The next boundary is due to
subsequent bifurcations of the two limit cycles created along the supercritical part of PL.
They first undergo a period doubling bifurcation, and then the two stable period doubled
limit cycles lose stability at a supercritical Torus bifurcation. This is the source of the
blue region of quasi-periodic dynamics. The remaining boundary is blurred and not clear
cut. Since this boundary corresponds to bifurcations of chaotic attractors, it cannot be
analysed using existing numerical continuation techniques. Instead, one needs to calculate
Lyapunov exponents in the directions tangential and transverse to the synchronisation
manifold Fix(Z2). We first give a short description of tangential Lyapunov exponents
and then explain the blurred synchronisation boundary.
Figure 10.2(c) contains a tangential Lyapunov exponent diagram where the colours
(see Table 2.2) indicate different attractors of the S1-reduced system restricted to Fix(Z2).
In Fig. 10.2(d) regions of the (κ,∆) plane are shaded if the attractor within the synchroni-
sation manifold Fix(Z2) has at least one positive transverse Lyapunov exponent, meaning
that it is unstable in the full system. Notice that the non-shaded region in Fig. 10.2(d)
is larger than in Fig. 10.2(b) indicating bistability between attractors within and off the
synchronisation manifold.
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Figure 10.2: Two-parameter Lyapunov exponent diagrams in the (κ,∆) plane for α = 2.
(a) attractors of the S1-reduced system. (b) regions of (a) are shaded darker if their
corresponding attractor 6⊂ Fix(Z2). (c) attractors of the S1-reduced system restricted to
Fix(Z2). (d) regions of (c) are shaded darker if their corresponding attractor is transver-
sally unstable. Also included in (b) and (d) are key bifurcation curves. For the labelling
and colour coding see Table 2.1 and 2.2.
As before, boundaries of the shaded regions in Fig. 10.2(d) are of two types: genuine
synchronisation boundaries that coincide with bifurcations, and artificial boundaries that
do not. Starting from the origin and moving clockwise, genuine synchronisation bound-
aries are formed by the curves of pitchfork (P), Hopf (H), Torus (T) and pitchfork of
limit cycle (PL) bifurcations shown in Fig. 10.2(d). The pitchfork bifurcations along P
from the origin to the pitchfork–Hopf (PH) bifurcation are subcritical. Hence, a stable
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Figure 10.3: A schematic showing the change in dynamics as the system approaches and
goes through a blowout bifurcation. The blue plane is an invariant (synchronisation)
manifold containing a chaotic attractor A∗, and the red (black) lines represent the stable
(unstable) manifold of periodic orbits embedded in A∗.
equilibrium in the fixed-point subspace loses stability as it collides with two unstable
equilibria not in the fixed-point subspace. The curve of Hopf bifurcations, between the
pitchfork–Hopf (PH) bifurcation and the Hopf–Hopf (HH) bifurcation, is supercritical
and corresponds to a stable equilibrium in the fixed-point subspace losing transverse sta-
bility via a collision with a stable limit cycle off the fixed-point subspace. Emanating
from the Hopf–Hopf (HH) bifurcation is a curve of Torus (T) bifurcations which mark
the boundary between HH and the pitchfork-torus (PT) bifurcation. Along this part of
the Torus curve a stable limit cycle within the fixed-point subspace undergoes a Torus
bifurcation and turns unstable. The final non-blurred boundary is the curve of pitchfork
of limit cycles (PL) bifurcations discussed previously.
10.1.2 Bifurcations of Chaotic Attractors Along the ‘Blurred’
Synchronisation Boundaries
The largest transverse Lyapunov exponent, µ⊥∗ , approximates the average rate of expo-
nential growth/decay in a transverse direction to the synchronisation manifold Fix(Z2),
for typical initial conditions on a chaotic attractor A∗ of the restriction of the full sys-
tem to Fix(Z2). The ‘blurred’ boundaries of shaded regions in Fig. 10.2(d) correspond
to blowout bifurcations [97, 11, 93] where µ⊥∗ crosses through zero and A
∗ loses stability
transverse to Fix(Z2). To describe the interesting dynamical phenomena that take place
near blowout bifurcations we also need to consider µˆ⊥ = maxx0∈A µ
⊥(x0) [96, Ch. 10],
where µ⊥ is the largest transverse Lyapunov exponent for any initial condition x0 on A
∗
(not just the typical ones). The set of initial conditions such that µ⊥(x0) 6= µ⊥∗ , occupies
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zero volume of the synchronisation manifold Fix(Z2) and typically corresponds to unsta-
ble periodic orbits embedded in A∗. The sketch in Fig. 10.3 illustrates the relationship
between µ⊥∗ and µˆ
⊥ as a parameter is varied across a blowout bifurcation. If µˆ⊥ < 0 then
by definition µ⊥∗ < 0, and A
∗ is an exponentially stable attractor for the full system. As a
parameter is increased further, a periodic orbit embedded in A∗ loses transverse stability
and µˆ⊥ crosses through zero in a bubbling bifurcation [10, 132]. Now every neighbourhood
of A∗ contains trajectories that at some point leave that neighbourhood. If the bubbling
bifurcation is supercritical then those trajectories return and eventually converge to A∗.
However, if it is subcritical then those trajectories never return to the neighbourhood of
A∗. In either case, A∗ is no longer an exponentially stable attractor, in fact it is not even
Lyapunov stable. However, it is still a Milnor attractor [90, 91], meaning that its basin
of attraction,
B(A) = {x(0) ∈ Rn : x(t)→ A as t→∞} ,
occupies a positive volume of the phase space. On increasing a parameter further, more
and more periodic orbits embedded in A∗ lose transverse stability causing µ⊥∗ to cross
through zero in a blowout bifurcation. Past this bifurcation, the basin of attraction of
A∗ takes up zero volume of the phase space and A∗ is not even a Milnor attractor. If the
bubbling and blowout bifurcations are supercritical then there is a new, larger attractor
A that intersects Fix(Z2) and contains A
∗ [11].
Bubbling Bifurcation and its Criticality
In general it is difficult to calculate the parameter values for which bubbling bifurcations
occur. The exact periodic orbits that lose transverse stability are unknown and could
even change in a non-trivial fashion as parameters vary—Hunt and Ott [65] conjectured
that they are periodic orbits with a low period. Nonetheless, one can observe effects of
bubbling bifurcations. These effects depend on the criticality of the bubbling bifurcation
and we illustrate the two different cases by starting from a point in A∗, applying a
perturbation, and studying the resulting trajectory. In the supercitical case we only
perturb a very small amount in the transverse direction, Re(E1−E3)/2 ∼ 10−6. Between
the bubbling and blowout bifurcations, the resulting trajectory makes a number of large
excursions away from the synchronisation manifold Fix(Z2) but eventually converges back
to A∗ (not shown). The subcritical case of the bubbling bifurcation results in A∗ having
a riddled basin of attraction [118]. In between the bubbling and blowout bifurcations,
any neighbourhood of an initial condition belonging to the basin of attraction of A∗ will
contain a positive volume of phase space that belongs to the basin of attraction of a
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Figure 10.4: Riddled basin of attraction for (α, κ,∆) = (2, 5.642, 6.44). White points
indicate initial conditions that converge to the chaotic attractor within the fixed-point
subspace at Re(E1 −E3)/2 = 0, and black points denote those initial conditions that do
not. (b) an expanded view of the red box in (a).
different attractor. Figure 10.4 contains a two-dimensional slice of a riddled basin in the
three coupled laser model for parameter values close to blowout bifurcation, (α, κ,∆) =
(2, 5.642, 6.44). In Fig. 10.4, each point in the (Re(E1 − E2)/2,Re(E1 −E3)/2) plane
represents one perturbation; the points are coloured white if the resulting trajectory
converges to A∗, or black if it converges to a different attractor. Since A∗ is still an
asymptotically stable attractor for the restriction of the full system to Fix(Z2), any
perturbation solely within the synchronisation manifold Fix(Z2) converges to A
∗ and
hence there is a white line at Re(E1 −E3)/2 = 0 in Fig. 10.4(a).
Blowout Bifurcation and On-Off or In-Out Intermittency
Past the blowout bifurcation, one expects intermittent dynamics on the new attractor A
that intersects Fix(Z2). To facilitate the discussion, it is useful to define A0 = A∩Fix(Z2);
note that A0 and A ∩ Fix(Z2)C (where C denotes the complement) are both non-empty.
Furthermore, if A is an asymptotic attractor then A0 must contain a Milnor attractor for
the restriction of the full system to Fix(Z2) [12], which we denote by A
∗.
If A∗ = A0, then the attractor A for the full system displays on-off intermittency.
Figure 10.5(b) contains a sketch illustrating the fact that repelling and attracting sets
responsible for on-off intermittency are intermingled in A0. In Fig. 10.5(c)–(f) we show an
example believed to be on-off intermittency in the three coupled laser model. The time
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Figure 10.5: (a) Largest tangential (red) and transversal (blue dashed) Lyapunov expo-
nents for a parameter sweep in κ. (b) A sketch illustrating on-off intermittency due to
repulsion from and attraction towards the same chaotic attractor, A∗, of the restriction
to Fix(Z2). (c)–(f) Time series indicating on-off intermittency in the three coupled-
laser model. (c) Chaotic attractor of the restriction to Fix(Z2). (d) On-off intermittent
chaotic attractor. (e)–(f) A variable transverse to Fix(Z2). The y-axis in (f) has a log
scale. (α, κ,∆) = (2, 8.89, 0).
series (Fig. 10.5(c)) for the chaotic attractor A0 of the synchronisation manifold Fix(Z2)
is similar to that of the on-off intermittent attractor A of the full system (Fig. 10.5(d)).
Intermittent behaviour shows up as bursting away from A0 (Fig. 10.5(e)). However, the
same figure with the y-axis on a log scale (Fig. 10.5(f)) shows no evidence of distinctively
different mechanisms responsible for repulsion away from and attraction towards A0. This
observation is in line with the sketch in Fig. 10.5(b).
If A∗ ⊂ A0, then A displays in-out intermittency. For in-out intermittency different
mechanisms are responsible for the repulsion away from and attraction towards A0. Fig-
ure 10.6(b) shows a sketch with one attractive and one repulsive mechanism. A trajectory
on the attractor A of the full system is repelled from A0 along the unstable manifold of a
limit cycle that is contained in A0 and stable to perturbations within Fix(Z2)—this is the
out phase. The trajectory is then globally reinjected towards A0, and the in phase begins
when it approaches A0 along a stable manifold of a chaotic saddle contained in A0. The
chaotic saddle is repelling within Fix(Z2), meaning that the trajectory will eventually
approach the limit cycle again, then move away from A0, etc. In Fig. 10.6(c)–(f) we show
an example of in-out intermittency in the three-coupled laser model. On the one hand,
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nents for a parameter sweep in κ. (b) A sketch illustrating that in-out intermittency is
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(c)–(f) Time series indicating in-out intermittency in the three coupled-laser model. (c)
Limit cycle within Fix(Z2). (d) In-out intermittent chaotic attractor. (e)–(f) A variable
transverse to Fix(Z2). The y-axis in (f) has a log scale. (α, κ,∆) = (2, 8.046875,−6).
transverse and tangential Lyapunov exponents in Fig. 10.6(a) along with the time series
in Fig. 10.6(c) confirm that there exists a limit cycle that is unstable for the full system
but stable within Fix(Z2). During the intermittent (bursting) dynamics (Fig. 10.6(d)–
(e)), this limit cycle is clearly visible in the time series for the attractor of the full system
(Fig. 10.6(d)). What is more, ‘spells’ of periodic-like oscillations due to this limit cycle
coincide with out phases during which the system is repelled from A0 (Fig. 10.6(d)–(f)).
On the other hand, it is clear from Fig. 10.6(d)–(f) that quite different mechanism(s)
are responsible for attraction towards A0. A diffusive character of the time series during
the in phase indicated in Fig. 10.6(f) strongly suggest the influence of a chaotic saddle.
While the in and out phases indicated in the mid-part of the time series are in line with
the sketch in Fig. 10.6(a), there appears to be other attracting mechanisms visible at
the beginning and end of that time series. This suggest a possibility of generalised in-
out intermittency in which there are many forms of ‘in’-dynamics and/or many forms of
‘out’-dynamics [122].
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10.2 Larger Arrays of Coupled Laser Oscillators
For larger laser arrays there are more possible synchronisation manifolds corresponding
to different types and degrees of intensity synchronisation. An interesting question arises:
is the fixed-point subspace Fix(Z2) still a stable synchronisation manifold? To answer
this question we partitioned the (κ,∆) plane into regions with different degree of syn-
chronisation using (10.1), different attractor types within Fix(Z2), and their transverse
stability. In this way, we analysed system (8.3) with M = 4, 5, 6 and 7, and identified
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Figure 10.8: (a) Dependence of the largest Lyapunov exponent, µ1, on array size M and
coupling strength κ. (b) Dependence of the nine largest Lyapunov exponents on κ for
an array with M = 7. (c) Number of positive Lyapunov exponents and (d) normalised
Lyapunov dimension as functions of M for κ = 30 (•) and κ = 75 (N). (α,∆) = (5, 0).
recurring patterns that are illustrated in Fig. 10.7 for M = 4 and M = 5.
In all cases that we considered, the (κ,∆) plane features one region of complete
synchronisation (stable equilibria) which is confined to small κ and centred around ∆ = 0,
only one degree of partial synchronisation, and vast regions of optical turbulence. We
spotted two main differences between laser arrays with M odd and M even. Firstly, the
proportion of the (κ,∆) plane with an attractor corresponding to partial synchronisation
is significantly smaller for M even than M odd. Secondly, the relationship between
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partially synchronised lasers is different. For arrays with an even number of lasers, M =
2L, we did not find any attractors contained in Fix(Z2) (see Fig. 10.7(b)). Rather, the
regions of complete and partial synchronisation are due to attractors contained in the
synchronisation manifold given by:
E1 = −E2L , E2 = −E2L−1 , · · · EL = −EL+1 ,
N1 = N2L , N2 = N2L−1 , · · · NL = NL+1 ,
which corresponds to pairs of lasers being intensity synchronised in anti-phase. In con-
trast to this, for M odd, regions of complete and partial synchronisation correspond to
attractors contained in Fix(Z2), meaning that pairs of lasers are intensity synchronised
in-phase. Finally, note that for M ≥ 5 and odd, there are only small parameter regions
where we find partially synchronised chaos (see Fig. 10.7(c)–(d)).
10.3 Properties of Optical Turbulence
For α sufficiently large the (κ,∆) parameter plane is dominated by optical turbulence. In
this section we focus on the properties of the underlying chaotic attractors. The properties
that we are concerned with are determined by the Lyapunov spectrum1, µ1 ≥ µ2 ≥ · · · ≥
µ3M−1, of the chaotic attractor. The intensity of the chaos [100] is quantified by µ1, the
number of unstable directions is given by the number of µi > 0, and the amount of phase
space that the chaotic attractor explores is given by the Lyapunov dimension [47]
µD = I +
∑I
i=1 µi
|µi+1| , (10.2)
where I is the highest, integer number of Lyapunov exponents such that
∑I
i µi=1 > 0.
When studying the dependence of the Lyapunov dimension on array size, it is useful to
look at the normalised Lyapunov dimension, µD/(3M − 1), expressed as a percentage of
the total phase space. For the following analysis we set α = 5 since it is known that large
α is conducive to the creation of chaos (see Ch. 4.8 and Ref. [139, 17]). Over the range
of ∆ that we considered (|∆| < 30) the results did not change drastically, so we present
here the case of identical lasers given by ∆ = 0.
Figure 10.8(a), shows the dependence of µ1 on the number of lasers, M , and the
coupling strength, κ. For each M , µ1 increases rapidly, reaches a maximum around
κ ≈ 30, and then gradually decreases. Fixing κ and increasingM results in µ1 converging
to a κ-dependent constant. We would like to stress that, already for M = 4, we did not
1There are 3M − 1 Lyapunov exponents since we exclude the one associated with the S1 symmetry.
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detect any periodic windows despite having 10, 000 points within the plotted interval. The
lack of periodic windows suggest that, from a practical point of view, chaos generated by
laser arrays is persistent under parameter changes.
Figure 10.8(b) shows the dependence of the nine largest Lyapunov exponents on κ
for M = 7. There is a large interval of κ with eight positive Lyapunov exponents. To
explore the dependence of the number of positive Lyapunov exponents on array size, M ,
in more extent we fix κ = 30 (•) and κ = 75 (N); these values of κ are also indicated by
blue (κ = 30) and black (κ = 75) curves in Fig. 10.8(a). For each value of κ we calculate
the Lyapunov spectrum with increasing array size, M , and plot the number of positive
Lyapunov exponents and the normalised Lyapunov dimension in Fig. 10.8(c) and (d),
respectively. For both values of κ the number of positive Lyapunov exponents increases
monotonically with M (Fig. 10.8(c)). The normalised Lyapunov dimension increases
rapidly at first, but then saturates at ≈ 95.4% for κ = 30, and at ≈ 95.5 % for κ = 75
(Fig. 10.8(d)).
From these observations we conclude that the intensity of the chaos as characterised
by µ1, and the normalised Lyapunov dimension, µD/(3M−1), saturate to a constant value
for low M . Our results together with recent findings—see Ref. [100] where there is an
optimal number of globally coupled phase oscillators above which µ1 decreases—highlight
important differences between nearest-neighbour and globally coupled oscillators. The
dependence of the Lyapunov spectrum on κ andM reported here for amplitude-and-phase
oscillators coupled in a linear array shows good qualitative agreement with results in [3,
2]. Those papers reported persistent chaos in high dimensional dynamical systems and
conjectured that, as the dimension of a typical dissipative dynamical system is increased,
the number of positive Lyapunov exponents increases monotonically and the number of
windows with periodic behaviour decreases. It was also conjectured that at large coupling
all the Lyapunov exponents become negative again. In the M coupled laser model (8.3)
this occurs but at values of κ that are beyond the validity of the model.
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Chapter 11
Conclusion for Part III
We studied an array ofM linearly coupled laser oscillators, all of which are identical with
the exception of different natural frequencies detunings, ∆j . Particular focus was placed
on different types of laser synchronisation (8.8)–(8.9) and its dependence on the coupling
strength, κ, frequency detuning, ∆j , amount of shear or amplitude-phase coupling, α,
and the number of lasers, M .
It was found, by analytical calculations, that the lasers can be specifically detuned
so that synchronised solutions corresponding to complete intensity synchronisation exist,
and that depending on the specific values of ∆j, pairs of lasers are either synchronised
in-phase or in anti-phase with each other. Using this result we found that the inner lasers
(∆j = ∆in for j = 2, · · · ,M − 1) have to be detuned from the pair of outer lasers (∆1 =
∆M = ∆out) in order to achieve two special cases of complete intensity synchronisation.
The first is where each laser is in-phase with every other laser, and the second is where
each laser is in anti-phase with its neighbours. We were able to analytically obtain
stability conditions for these two special cases of synchronisation. For semiconductor
lasers (typically α ∈ [1, 10]), intensity synchronisation where all the lasers oscillate in
phase with each other is stable for coupling strengths above a critical value, κin(M), which
increases with M . However, intensity synchronisation where lasers oscillate in anti-phase
with their neighbours is stable below a critical value, κanti(M), which decreases with M .
In addition to the two special cases of synchronisation studied here, there are complete
intensity synchronised solutions that warrant further investigation. In particular, for the
purpose of high-powered light generation [29, 19] it could be that there are physically
accessible parameter values, which support stable synchronised solutions where most of
the lasers are in-phase and only a few are in anti-phase.
Through a combination of (equivariant) bifurcation analysis and Lyapunov exponent
calculations we were able to provide an in depth study of transitions in the (κ,∆in−∆out)
parameter plane between attractors corresponding to different types of synchronisation.
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More specifically, for an array of three (semiconductor) lasers we found: one region of
complete synchronisation, where the outer two lasers are intensity synchronised in-phase
but typically out-of-phase with the middle laser; regions of partial synchronisation com-
prising of periodic, quasi-periodic and chaotic oscillations; and large regions of optical
turbulence. The synchronisation-desynchronisation transitions were identified as bifur-
cations. In particular, blowout bifurcations were found to be responsible for the desta-
bilisation of synchronised chaos. Interestingly, regions of synchronised chaos decrease for
larger arrays of laser oscillators; instead the (κ,∆in−∆out) parameter plane is dominated
by optical turbulence. Finally, from the Lyapunov spectrum of the underlying chaotic
attractors we found that the intensity of chaos increases rapidly then remains nearly
constant (saturates) with increasing array size.
From the results of Part III we are better able to locate the contrasting behaviours
shown in Fig. 8.1. Complete intensity synchronisation, where each laser is in anti-phase
with its neighbours (Fig. 8.1(a)), can be found for any array size, M ≥ 2, provided
that the lasers are appropriately detuned and κ < (1 + βΛ)/(4α). In contrast, optical
turbulence (Fig. 8.1(b)) is found for M ≥ 2 by choosing large α and moderate coupling
strengths. Furthermore, we explained possible transitions from one behaviour type to the
other.
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Part IV
Overall Summary
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The purpose of this thesis was to investigate the nonlinear dynamics arising in linear
arrays of coupled laser oscillators with nearest-neighbour coupling. In Part I we used
techniques from dynamical systems theory to study a solitary (class-B) laser and high-
lighted two well-known features of its dynamics. Firstly, increasing the pump strength
causes the laser to undergo a Hopf bifurcation. For pump strengths above the Hopf
bifurcation (laser threshold) the laser emits light with a constant intensity and is a self-
sustained nonlinear oscillator. Secondly, by studying the isochrones of the laser oscillator
we showed that the linewidth enhancement factor, α, determines the amount of shear
(amplitude-phase coupling) in the system. Then we introduced two physical setups that
lead to linear arrays of laser oscillators and discussed the two modelling approaches that
we took in this thesis: the coupled-laser approach and the composite-cavity mode ap-
proach. Part I was then concluded with an overview of the tools and techniques from
dynamical systems theory that were to be used throughout the thesis.
In Part II, we conducted a detailed analysis of three coupled laser oscillators by
focusing on a three-dimensional parameter space which comprised of the laser coupling
strength, κ, the laser frequency difference between the outer and inner lasers, ∆, and the
coupling, α, between the magnitude, |Ej |, and phase, arg(Ej), of a single laser’s complex-
valued electric field, Ej . To determine the ability of the lasers to phase-lock we studied
solutions of the form
Ej(t) = |E0j |e−i(ω
0t+ϕ0j ) ,
Nj(t) = N
0
j , for j = 1, 2, 3 , (11.1)
where |E0j | > 0, ω0, N0j are real-valued constants. We found that phase locking can be
achieved for α = 0 with any coupling strength provided that the lasers are appropriately
detuned. In contrast, for α sufficiently large (α > 1), locking (11.1) is confined to small
κ and |∆|. A surprising result from this research was the emergence of vast regions
of chaos in the (κ,∆) parameter plane for α > 1. For larger arrays, we found that
although it is possible to find chaos for α = 0, the extent and intensity (indicated by
the largest Lyapunov exponent) of this chaos is dramatically enhanced by increasing
α. While previous studies have focused on reporting instabilities and chaos caused by
α, we proposed an explanation for the underlying mechanism of these phenomena, in
terms of shear-induced stretching and folding of a single laser’s phase space. There is
potential for future research to strengthen this proposal, for example by investigating
the relationship between the shear, α, and the largest Lyapunov exponent in the kicked
solitary laser model (4.23)–(4.25). We also undertook a comparison of results from the
simple coupled-laser model with those from the more accurate composite-cavity mode
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model. The coupled-laser model does not fully take into account the spatial structure of
the laser array, and as a result some discrepancies arose between the results from the two
models. In particular, the volume of active laser medium is larger for ∆ < 0 than it is
for ∆ > 0. In the composite-cavity model this leads to a large locking region for ∆ < 0
and a small locking region for ∆ > 0 (Fig. 4.2(a)). The coupled-laser model does not
capture this effect (Fig. 5.3)(a)). However, overall, we found a very good agreement on
the level of locking regions, local and global bifurcations, and chaotic dynamics (compare
Fig. 4.9 with Fig. 5.4). Our results therefore support the use of the simple coupled-laser
model to accurately capture the coupling-induced instabilities in (moderately coupled)
laser arrays.
In Part III, we extended the coupled-laser model to an array of M lasers, and studied
synchronisation properties of the array. Our approach differs from previous studies in that
we let each laser have its own natural frequency, Ωj , thereby providing more possibilities
for finding synchronised solutions. We proved the existence of intensity synchronisation,
|E1(t)| = · · · = |EM(t)| , (11.2)
where pairs of lasers are phase-locked to an integer multiple of pi,
arg(Ej)− arg(Ej+1) = Kjpi mod 2pi , (11.3)
for j = 1, · · · ,M − 1, and Kj ∈ {0, 1}. Such solutions exist provided that the natural
frequencies of the lasers satisfy
Ω1 − Ωj = κ
[
(−1)K1 − (−1)Kj−1 − δjM(−1)Kj
]
, (11.4)
for j = 1, · · · ,M − 1. We were then able to calculate stability conditions for two special
types of synchronisation: (i) where the phase difference between all the lasers is zero,
Kj = K = 0 for all j in Eqs. (11.3)–(11.4); and (ii) where each laser is in anti-phase
with its direct neighbours, Kj = K = 1 for all j in Eqs. (11.3)–(11.4). If α = 0, then
either of the aforementioned synchronisation types is stable for any value of κ, provided
that the lasers are detuned appropriately, i.e. Ωin − Ωout = (−1)K . However, if α > 0,
and Ωin − Ωout = κ, then κ needs to be increased in order to stabilise in-phase intensity
synchronisation, whereas if Ωin−Ωout = −κ, then there is a maximum value of κ beyond
which anti-phase intensity synchronisation is unstable.
In-phase synchronisation is desirable for high-powered light generation because it
maximises the intensity of the laser array [29, 19]. For this purpose we can make three
suggestions from the results of this thesis. The first suggestion is to fabricate semiconduc-
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tor lasers with α as small as possible. This would reduce the coupling strength required to
stabilise in-phase synchronisation. The second suggestion concerns modifying the physi-
cal setup of the laser array (i.e. Ωj ’s) in order to find synchronised solutions where most
of the lasers are synchronised in-phase. We have shown that the natural frequencies can
be chosen such that these synchronised solutions exist, but their stability requires further
investigation. Finally, one could make use of the anti-phase synchronised solutions by
diverting light from every other laser in the array.
For the remainder of Part III we focused on the transitions from locking (where all
the lasers are synchronised) to optical turbulence (where no lasers are synchronised and
each laser is chaotic in time). Once again the main focus was placed on an array of three
coupled laser oscillators. We identified the fixed-point subspace Fix(Z2) as a synchro-
nisation manifold, such that if solutions in this manifold are transversally stable, then
the outer two lasers are intensity synchronised in-phase, E1(t) = E3(t). The dynamics
within Fix(Z2) reduce to that of two coupled lasers with uneven coupling (see Table 8.1).
It is therefore constructive to compare our results for the dynamics within Fix(Z2) with
the case of two identically coupled lasers studied in Ref. [41]. In the case of two iden-
tically coupled lasers there is a parameter symmetry which corresponds to exchanging
the natural frequencies of the two lasers. For two unevenly coupled lasers this symmetry
is not present, as evidenced by the lack of reflectional symmetry in Fig. 10.2(c). How-
ever, in both cases there is a locking region for weak coupling between the lasers. For
two identically coupled lasers a second locking region was found for large coupling. It
would be interesting to see if this locking region also exists for two lasers with uneven
coupling. If it does, there could be another region of complete synchronisation in the
three coupled-laser model (4.1)–(4.2). Our research also uncovered large regions of chaos
in the synchronisation manifold Fix(Z2). Transverse Lyapunov exponent calculations
revealed that some of this chaos is stable in the three coupled-laser model (4.1)–(4.2),
and hence corresponds to partially synchronised. We found that blowout bifurcations are
responsible for interesting transitions from this partially synchronised chaos to optical
turbulence.
Our results indicate that optical turbulence is a generic property of laser arrays (with
α sufficiently large). We thus focused on properties of optical turbulence by considering
the Lyapunov spectrum of the underlying chaotic attractors and their dependence on the
laser coupling strength, κ, and the number of lasers, M . In particular, we found that for
physically realistic parameter values there is an array size, M , which if exceeded, offers
little significant gain to both the intensity of the chaos, µ1, and the normalised Lyapunov
dimension, µD/(3M−1). Our results differed from that of a previous study carried out on
globally coupled phase oscillators [100]. Further research is needed in order to ascertain
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if this difference is due to the coupling structure (nearest-neighbour vs. global), the effect
of nonisochronicity (or shear), or a combination of both.
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Appendix A
Physical Model of a Solitary laser
The total electric field inside the laser is a real-valued dynamical variable that depends
on space and time. It is convenient to separate the spatial and temporal dependence and
write the electric field as a sum of products of the space-dependent optical modes Uj(r)
and time-dependent complex-valued electric fields Aj(t˜):
E(r, t˜) = 1
2
∑
j
[Uj(r)Aj(t˜) + U¯j(r)A¯j(t˜)] .
The index j denotes possible modes of the passive optical resonator. Furthermore, it is
useful to rewrite
Aj(t˜) = E˜j(t˜)e
−iν˜jt , (A.1)
where E˜j(t˜) = |E˜j(t˜)|e−iϕ˜j(t˜) is the slowly-varying complex-valued electric field, and ν˜j t˜
is the fast-varying phase. The optical frequencies ν˜j ≈ 1014 s−1 are high, and the terms
e−iν˜j t˜ are fast-varying. The terms E˜(t˜), ϕ˜j(t˜) ∼ 1010 s−1 are slow-varying compared
to e−iν˜j t˜. The lasing frequency, νlas, of the j-th optical mode is calculated as the time
derivative of the total phase of the j-th component of the total electric field E(r, t˜),
νlas = ν˜j +
dϕ˜j(t˜)
dt˜
. (A.2)
Furthermore, the mode intensity, in units of Watts over meter squared, can be calculated
as
Ij(t˜) =
1
2
c0n
2
b |E˜j(t˜)|2 ,
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where c is the speed of light (units of m/s2), 0 is the permittivity of free space (di-
mensionless), and nb is the index of refraction of the passive semiconductor material
(dimensionless). For this reason the magnitude squared of the complex-valued electric
field, |E˜(t˜)|2 , is often referred to as the intensity.
A.1 Rate Equations of Single-Mode Laser
Laser rate equations can be derived in the framework of semiclassical laser theory. The
calculations start from the classical Maxwell’s equations and quantum-mechanical
Schro¨dinger equation, and are rather complicated. We skip the intermediate steps and
present the final result. Also, we focus on the case where only a single optical mode is
amplified, this is called single-mode theory. The time evolution of the single-mode electric
field is governed by
dA
dt˜
= −1
2
γcA+ Γ
c
nb
g(N˜)A− i
[
Ω˜− Γ ν
nb
δn(N˜)
]
A, (A.3)
where N˜ is the number of excited atoms, molecules, or electrons per unit volume and
is known as the population inversion (units of m−3); γc is the optical resonator decay
rate (units of s−1); and Γ is the confinement factor (dimensionless) which quantifies the
spatial overlap of the optical mode with the semiconductor active medium. The active
medium gain (N˜ > Ntr) or absorption (N˜ < Ntr),
g(N˜) = gth + ξ(N˜ −Nth) , (A.4)
is the amount of light (number of photons) produced or absorbed per unit length (units
of m−1). Population inversion at transparency is denoted by Ntr and defined through
g(Ntr) ≡ 0 .
Population inversion at threshold is denoted by Nth,
gth ≡ g(Nth) = γcnb/(2cΓ)
denotes gain at threshold (units of m−1), and ξ is the gain coefficient (units of m2). While
Nth depends on the optical resonator design/parameters, Ntr is an inherent property of
the active medium, and the two are related via
Nth = Ntr + nbγc/(2cξΓ) .
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The resonant frequencies of the passive optical resonator are given by
Ω˜ ≡ Ω˜(N˜ = 0) = j pic
nbL
,
where L is the resonator length. In the single-mode theory we consider just one fixed
j. Supplying energy to the active medium causes some of its members to be excited to
higher energy states. This results in a change of the refractive index which is given by
δn(N˜) = − c
ν˜
αξN˜ , (A.5)
where α is a very important parameter known as the linewidth enhancement factor (see
Ch. 2.1.3). Physically, α quantifies the dependence of the refractive index, and hence the
laser resonant frequency, on the population inversion N˜ . More specifically, the dependence
of the resonant frequency on population inversion is given by
Ω˜(N˜) = j
pic
nr(N˜)L
, (A.6)
where
nr(N˜) = nb + Γδn(N˜) = nb − Γ c
ν
αξN˜ . (A.7)
Equations (A.5)–(A.7) with the assumption that δn << nb lead to the approximation
Ω˜(N˜) = Ω˜ + Γ
c
nb
αξN˜ , (A.8)
where we have used that Ω˜ and ν˜ are both ∼ 1014. Using Eqn. (A.8) we can calculate
the resonant frequency at threshold to be
Ωth ≡ Ω˜(Nth) = Ω˜ + Γ c
nb
αξNth .
Substitute Eqs. (A.4) and (A.5) into Eqn. (A.3), and using the formula for gth leads to
dA
dt˜
= Γ
c
nb
ξ(N˜ −Nth)(1− iα)A− iΩthA . (A.9)
Next, use Eqn. (A.1) to get
dE˜
dt˜
= −i(Ωth − ν˜)E˜ + Γ c
nb
ξ(N˜ −Nth)(1− iα)E˜ . (A.10)
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From Eqn. (A.10) it is clear that α quantifies the amount of coupling between the mag-
nitude, |E˜|, and phase, ϕ˜, of the laser oscillator.
The time evolution for the population inversion is governed by
dN˜
dt˜
= Λ˜− γNN˜ − 0nbc
~ν
g(N˜)|E˜|2. (A.11)
Substituting Eqn. (A.4) into Eqn. (A.11) gives
dN˜
dt˜
= Λ˜− γNN˜ − 0nbc
~ν
[
gth + ξ(N˜ −Nth)
]
|E˜|2 , (A.12)
where Λ˜ is the carrier pump rate and γN is the carrier decay rate. The threshold pump
rate is defined as Λth = γNNth.
Parameter Description Value
γ Ratio of field and population decay rates 100
β Normalised gain coefficient 5.16
Λ Normalised pump rate 2
κ Normalised coupling strength [0, 100]
∆ = Ωin − Ωout Normalised frequency detuning [−60, 60]
α Linewidth enhancement factor [0, 5]
Table A.1: Laser parameters and their values [141].
A.2 Nondimensionalisation
To facilitate numerical computations and presentation of our results, we introduce the
normalised variables and time,
E =
E˜
|E0| , N =
(N˜ −Nth)
Nth
, t = γN t˜,
where |E0| =
√
2~νΓγNNth/(0n2bγc) is the field magnitude of a solitary laser at twice
the threshold (Λ = 2Λth). After nondimensionalising, Eqs. (A.10) and (A.12) can be
rewritten in dimensionless form as
dE
dt
= βγ(1− iα)NE − i(Ω− ν)E, (A.13)
dN
dt
= Λ−N − (1 + βN)|E|2 . (A.14)
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All of the calculations in this thesis are carried out using the nondimensionalised form of
the laser rate equations. The normalised parameters are defined as,
β = 1 +
2cΓξ
nbγc
Ntr =
2cΓξ
nbγc
Nth, γ =
γc
2γN
, Ω =
Ωth
γN
,
ν =
ν˜
γN
, Λ =
Λ˜
γNNth
− 1 = Λ˜
Λth
− 1 .
The parameter values used in this thesis are representative of typical semiconductor lasers
and are listed in Table A.1. More details of the model derivation and normalisations can
be found in [141, 41].
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Appendix B
Computation of Lyapunov
Exponents in the M Coupled-Laser
Model
In general analytical expressions for Lyapunov exponents are not easily achievable. To
combat this, numerical methods for their calculation have been developed [114, 14, 15,
31, 102]. Initially, from the definition of Lyapunov exponents (Ch. 2.3.4), one might try
integrating the original set of ODEs (2.22), along with Eqs. (2.35) for the time evolution
of M(t). Approximations to the Lyapunov exponents could then be obtained from the
eigenvalues of MT (t)M(t) (see Eqs. (2.36)–(2.37)). However there are problems with
this approach. Firstly, the magnitudes of some of the eigenvalues of MT (t)M(t) can be
very large, causing this method to fail due to limitations in computing memory [37, 34].
Secondly, Lyapunov exponent calculations are computationally intensive, especially when
dealing with large dimensional dynamical systems. Since it is not always necessary to
know the entire Lyapunov spectrum of an attractor, a method that only computes a
subset of the spectrum would save time. For example, only the four largest Lyapunov
exponents (out of nine) were needed to calculate the Lyapunov diagram in Fig. 4.1.
For the calculations in this thesis we used the method developed in Refs. [114, 14, 15].
The main concept is to monitor the time evolution of a set of (originally orthonormal)
vectors, whose base is the same trajectory. The vectors stretch in some directions and
contract in others. Lyapunov exponents are obtained from the volume of the resulting
parallelepiped. The first problem mentioned above is circumvented by periodically re-
orthonormalising the set of vectors. The second problem is circumvented by only monitor-
ing as many vectors as the required number of Lyapunov exponents. Good explanations
of Lyapunov exponents and their numerical calculations can be found in Refs. [148] and
[96, Ch. 4.4]. For results regarding the errors present in Lyapunov exponent calculations
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see Refs. [35, 34]. Here, we outline the main steps for calculating Lyapunov exponents,
including tangential and transversal, in the M coupled-laser model (8.3).
To compute the largest Lyapunov exponent (LE) we numerically integrate an extended
system which comprises the original system (8.3), and its linearisation that governs the
time evolution of a perturbation vector, ξ(t) = (ξ1(t), · · · , ξM(t))T ∈ R3M ,
dξj
dt
= Df j(xj)ξj + κ
M∑
j′=1
Gjj′Hξj′ , (B.1)
where Df j(xj) is the Jacobian of (8.4) evaluated along a trajectory of the original system.
Equations (8.3) and (B.1) are numerically integrated subject to initial conditions
(x1(0), · · · ,xM(0))T ∈ A and ξ(0) = v ,
where A is an attractor of interest, and v has length one and points in arbitrary direction.
The vector ξ(t) is renormalised to length one at times tk = k τ , where k = 1, · · · , n. The
largest LE of A is approximated by
µ1 =
1
nτ
n∑
k=1
ln |ξ(tk)|, (B.2)
for suitably chosen n and τ , and using ξ(tk) before renormalisation. To compute the
remaining LEs we need to know the evolution of l = 2, · · · , 3M vectors under (B.1).
These vectors must be initially orthonormal, and are orthonormalised at times tk using
Gram-Schmidt orthonormalisation [14]. The remaining LEs are obtained from
l∑
i=1
µi =
1
nτ
n∑
k=1
ln(V (l, tk)), (B.3)
where V (l, tk) is the l-dimensional volume of the phase-space spanned by the l vectors
before orthonormalisation.
B.1 Tangential and Transverse Lyapunov Exponents
for Attractors Within the Invariant Synchroni-
sation Manifold Fix(Z2)
The Lyapunov spectrum of an attractor contained in an invariant synchronisation mani-
fold, such as Fix(Z2), splits into two sets. Elements of the first set are known as tangential
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LEs, they correspond to perturbations solely within Fix(Z2), and are denoted by µ
‖
j . El-
ements of the second set are known as transverse LEs, they correspond to perturbations
solely in a direction transverse to Fix(Z2), and are denoted by µ
⊥
j .
B.1.1 Tangential Lyapunov Exponents
To compute tangential LEs for M = 2L − 1 odd and M = 2L even, we numerically
integrate two systems. The first system is the restriction of (8.3) to Fix(Z2). It is
obtained by equating variables of lasers marked with the same colour in the second column
of Table 8.1, as illustrated in the third column of Table 8.1. The second system is the
linearisation of the restricted system and governs the time evolution of the perturbation
vector ξ‖(t) = (ξ
‖
1(t), · · · , ξ‖L(t)) ∈ Fix(Z2). The resulting sets of equations have the same
general form as (8.3) and (B.1), but with j, j′ = 1, · · · , L, and
Gjj′ =


1 if |j − j′| = 1 for j = 1, · · · , L− 1 and j′ = 1, · · · , L ,
2 if j = L and j′ = L− 1 ,
0 otherwise ,
(B.4)
for M = 2L− 1 odd, and
Gjj′ =


1 if |j − j′| = 1 ,
1 if j = j′ = L ,
0 otherwise ,
(B.5)
for M = 2L even. Tangential LEs are obtained by replacing ξ(tk) with ξ
‖(tk) in (B.2)–
(B.3).
B.1.2 Transverse Lyapunov Exponents
To compute transverse LEs, we numerically integrate the restriction of (8.3) to Fix(Z2)
(given in Ch. B.1.1), together with linear equations governing the time evolution of a
perturbation vector, ξ⊥(t), solely transverse to Fix(Z2). For M = 2L − 1 odd, the
transverse perturbation vector is given by


ξ⊥1
ξ⊥2
...
ξ⊥L−1

 =


ξM − ξ1
ξM−1 − ξ2
...
ξL+1 − ξL−1

 ,
and dξ⊥j /dt has the same general form as (B.1), but with j, j
′ = 1, · · · , L− 1, and
Gjj′ =
{
1 if |j − j′| = 1 ,
0 otherwise .
For M = 2L even, the transverse perturbation vector is given by


ξ⊥1
ξ⊥2
...
ξ⊥L

 =


ξM − ξ1
ξM−1 − ξ2
...
ξL+1 − ξL

 ,
and dξ⊥j /dt has the same general form as (B.1), but with j, j
′ = 1, · · · , L, and
Gjj′ =


1 if |j − j′| = 1 ,
−1 if j = j′ = L
0 otherwise .
Transverse LEs are obtained by replacing ξ(tk) with ξ
⊥(tk) in (B.2)–(B.3).
B.2 Convergence of Lyapunov Exponent Calculations
In this section we demonstrate the convergence rate of Lyapunov exponent (LE) cal-
culations in the three coupled-laser model (4.1)–(4.2). More specifically, the method
outlined above is used to calculate the four largest LEs, using 30 different sets of ran-
domly distributed initial conditions, for both a non-chaotic attractor (Fig. B.1) and a
chaotic attractor (Fig. B.2). The integration step size was taken to be 0.0015 and we
reorthonormalised every 200 time steps for a total of 25, 000 iterations, i.e. τ = 0.3 and
n = 25, 000 in Eqn. (B.2).
As an example of a non-chaotic attractor we consider parameter values (α, κ,∆) =
(2, 4,−1) for which the three-coupled laser model (4.1)–(4.2) has a stable torus (Fig. B.1(a)).
In the S1-reduced system this torus corresponds to a limit cycle (Fig. B.1(b)). In
Fig B.1(c) we show the convergence of the four largest LEs for just one initial condition.
Along the x-axis is the number of reorthonormalisations on a log-scale. For this particular
initial condition the LE calculations converge well, yielding µ1 = 0.000272, µ2 = 0.000332,
µ3 = −2.33298, and µ4 = −2.33306. The results presented in Fig B.1(d) are the en-
velopes of 30 different LE calculations with randomly distributed initial conditions. The
envelope for each LE is initially large and then rapidly decreases with the number of
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Figure B.1: (a) projection of a torus from the three coupled-laser model (4.1)–(4.2). (b)
in an appropriate coordinate system the torus from (a) is a limit cycle. (c) convergence
plot of the four largest LEs. (d) envelopes of the LE calculations for 30 different sets of
initial conditions. Parameter values: (α, κ,∆) = (2, 4,−1).
reorthonormalisations. From the 30 different sets of initial conditions, the range of values
for each LE was as follows: −0.000190 ≤ µ1 ≤ 0.000346, −0.0000415 ≤ µ2 ≤ 0.000361,
−2.33321 ≤ µ3 ≤ −2.33238, and −2.33343 ≤ µ4 ≤ −2.33267.
As an example of a chaotic attractor (Fig. B.2(a)) we consider the three-coupled laser
model (4.1)–(4.2) with parameters (α, κ,∆) = (2, 10,−1). In Fig. B.2(b) we plot the
envelopes obtained from 30 different LE calculations with randomly distributed initial
conditions. Again, the envelope for each LE starts large and then decreases with the
number of reorthonormalisations. While the LEs appear to be converge, they do not
converge as well as in the non-chaotic example. The range of approximations for each LE
is as follows: 10.7158 ≤ µ1 ≤ 10.7821, 2.9958 ≤ µ2 ≤ 3.0721, 0.0000108 ≤ µ3 ≤ 0.000971,
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Figure B.2: (a) projection of a chaotic attractor from the three coupled-laser model (4.1)–
(4.2). (b) envelopes of the four largest LEs calculated from 30 different sets of initial
conditions. Parameter values: (α, κ,∆) = (2, 10,−1).
and −0.000804 ≤ µ4 ≤ 0.000315.
We can give an indication of the accuracy of our LE calculations by identifying prop-
erties of the Lyapunov spectrum that agree with theory. For example, in all of our
calculations there is always one zero LE which corresponds to the rotational S1 symme-
try of the M coupled-laser model (Ch. 8.4). We note that caution needs to be exercised
when interpreting results from the LE calculations alone. They become less reliable when
the attractor is close to bifurcation, as here the attraction can be very weak and the fixed
time that we integrate for may not accurately capture the slow decay. In addition, if
the true value of a LE is within the tolerance interval of what we consider to be zero
then it is possible to incorrectly classify the attractor type. An example of this occurs
in Fig. 4.9(b)–(c), where the blue region close to zero κ is in fact a very weakly stable
limit cycle (in the S1-reduced system (4.2) and (4.10)) and hence should be coloured
grey, not blue. Nevertheless, when used in conjunction with numerical continuation, and
alongside well developed dynamical systems theory, LE calculations are a valuable tool
for nonlinear analysis.
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Appendix C
Numerical Continuation Code
The majority of the bifurcation diagrams in this thesis were computed using a numerical
continuation program called AUTO [36]. AUTO requires two user-supplied files. The
first is an equations-file named xxx.f90 (if using Fortran90), where xxx is a user supplied
name. This file should contain several Fortran routines, and which of these routines
is non-empty depends on the required task. The second file is a constants-file named
c.xxx. This is where the user specifies error tolerances, the types of bifurcations that
are detected, the parameters to vary, whether the starting point is an equilibrium or a
limit cycle, etc. It is important to set the correct constants for the desired task. All the
meanings of the different constants along with worked examples are given in the AUTO
manual.
C.1 A Worked Example for Three Coupled Lasers
In this section we provide a demonstration of how AUTO was used for the research carried
out in this thesis. We do so by locating a codimension-two saddle-node Hopf bifurca-
tion on the locking region’s boundary of three coupled-lasers with α = 2 (Fig. 4.9(a)).
The equations-file and constants-file for this purpose are given in Appendix C.3 and C.4
respectively. Note that only two routines in the equations-file are non-empty: FUNC
contains the right-hand side of Eqs. (4.10) and (4.2), and STPNT contains details of a
numerically obtained equilibrium. To run AUTO one has to type commands into AUTO’s
command line user interface. Below is a screen-shot of the first continuation (or run) in ∆:
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The first line is a command issued to AUTO. It tells AUTO that the equations-file is
tcl.f90 and that the constants-file is c.tcl. Next comes the output from AUTO. As the
equilibrium is continued AUTO detects bifurcations and prints out their type (column
headed TY) and the parameter values at which they occur. Aside from the two EPs
which stand for endpoints, AUTO detected a saddle-node bifurcation (LP for
limit-point) and a branch point (BP), which in this case is a pitchfork bifurcation. The
final command is a plotting command which generates the one-parameter bifurcation
diagram shown in Fig. C.1(a). Fig. C.1(a) summarises the data generated from this
continuation. The stable equilibrium that we started with loses stability via a
saddle-node bifurcation. In run 2 we continue the saddle-node bifurcation in two
parameters:
The first argument in the run command tells AUTO to start at the LP point from the
first run r1. ICP=[1,2] specifies the two continuation parameters, in this case 1
corresponds to κ, and 2 to ∆. ISW=2 selects two-parameter continuation mode. Since
we want to detect further codimension-two bifurcations we set ISP=2. DS=0.01 is the
start step size and NMX tells AUTO to continue for a maximum of 1000 steps. In this
run AUTO detects a saddle-node Hopf bifurcation (ZH for zero Hopf) and then
terminates at a user specified point (UZ), which was set to be κ = 10 in the c.tcl file.
Figure C.1(b) shows the computed curve of saddle-node bifurcations in the
(κ,∆)-parameter plane.
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Figure C.1: (a) one-parameter continuation in ∆ of a locked solution (4.19). (b)–(d)
two-parameter continuations in κ and ∆ of (b) saddle-node, (c) saddle-node and Hopf,
and (d) saddle-node, Hopf, and Torus bifurcations. This saddle-node Hopf bifurcation is
on the locking boundary of three coupled laser oscillators with α = 2 (Fig. 4.9(a)).
Proceeding in a similar way, i.e. by detecting bifurcations that affect stable objects and
then continuing them, allows us to build up a two-parameter bifurcation diagram. In
Fig. C.1(c) we show the two-parameter bifurcation diagram after subsequent runs that
detected and continued a curve of Hopf bifurcations. As expected, the saddle-node and
Hopf curve are tangent at the saddle-node Hopf bifurcation [75, Ch. 8]. From
bifurcation theory we know that there are four possible types of saddle-node Hopf
bifurcations [75, Ch. 8], some of which have curves of torus bifurcations emanating from
them. In a final step we detect and continue a Torus bifurcation curve which does
indeed emanate from the saddle-node Hopf bifurcation point (Fig. C.1(d)).
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C.2 Verifying the Accuracy of AUTO’s Results
In this section we use the analytical results obtained in Ch. 9 to verify the numerical
results produced by AUTO. To do this we focus on the locking region for three coupled
lasers with α = 0.3 (Fig. 4.2(d)). For ∆ = −κ there exists locked solutions (4.19) of the
form (9.42). From Eqn. (9.40) we know that these solutions are stable if
κ < κanti = 12.5861869753 (to 10 decimal places) . (C.1)
Modifying the equations-file in Appendix C.3 by setting ∆ = −κ, allows us to start
AUTO from a stable locked solution, continue in κ (and hence ∆), and detect the
parameter values at which the locked solution loses stability. The results from AUTO
are
The Hopf bifurcation that AUTO detects agrees up to 6 decimal places with the
analytically obtained κanti from Eqn. (C.1). In fact, AUTO does better than this
because the output above has been truncated for the computer screen. Looking up the
number in one of AUTO’s diagnostic files (fort.7) leads to the even better
approximation of 12.586187979.
C.3 Equations-File
!−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
!−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
! t c l : S1 reduced system o f Three Coupled Laser s
!−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
!−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
!
SUBROUTINE FUNC(NDIM,U, ICP ,PAR, IJAC ,F,DFDU,DFDP)
! −−−−−−−−−− −−−−
!
! Evaluates the a l g e b r a i c equat ions or ODE r i gh t hand s i d e
!
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! Input arguments :
! NDIM : Dimension o f the ODE system
! U : State v a r i a b l e s
! ICP : Array i n d i c a t i n g the f r e e parameter ( s )
! PAR : Equation parameters
!
! Values to be returned :
! F : ODE r i gh t hand s i d e va lue s
!
! Normally unused Jacobian arguments : IJAC , DFDU, DFDP ( see manual )
!
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER NDIM, IJAC , ICP(∗ )
DOUBLE PRECISION U(NDIM) , PAR(∗ ) , F(NDIM) , DFDU(NDIM, ∗ ) , DFDP(NDIM, ∗ )
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,C, phiBA , phiBC ,NA,NB,NC
DOUBLE PRECISION kappa , Delta , alpha
!
REAL, PARAMETER : : c l i g h t =2.99792458E08
REAL, PARAMETER : : Gama=0.1
REAL, PARAMETER : : x i =2.5E−20
REAL, PARAMETER : : n b = 3 .6
REAL, PARAMETER : : gammaN = 1E9
REAL, PARAMETER : : Ntr = 2E24
REAL, PARAMETER : : gammac = 2E11
REAL, PARAMETER : : gamma = gammac/(2∗gammaN)
REAL, PARAMETER : : Nth = Ntr + n b∗gammac/(2∗ c l i g h t ∗ x i ∗Gama)
REAL, PARAMETER : : beta = 1 + (2∗ c l i g h t ∗Gama∗ x i ∗Ntr )/ ( n b∗gammac)
REAL, PARAMETER : : Lambda = 2
!
A = U(1 )
B = U(2 )
C = U(3 )
phiBA = U(4 )
phiBC = U(5 )
NA = U(6 )
NB = U(7 )
NC = U(8 )
!
kappa = PAR(1 )
Delta = PAR(2 )
alpha = PAR(3 )
!
F(1 ) = beta ∗gamma∗NA∗A − kappa∗B∗ s i n (phiBA)
F(2 ) = beta ∗gamma∗NB∗B + kappa∗A∗ s i n (phiBA) + kappa∗C∗ s i n (phiBC )
F(3 ) = beta ∗gamma∗NC∗C − kappa∗B∗ s i n (phiBC )
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F(4 ) = kappa ∗( A/B − B/A )∗ cos (phiBA) + kappa ∗(C/B)∗ cos (phiBC ) − &
alpha ∗beta ∗gamma∗(NB−NA) − Delta
F(5 ) = kappa ∗( C/B − B/C )∗ cos (phiBC ) + kappa ∗(A/B)∗ cos (phiBA) − &
alpha ∗beta ∗gamma∗(NB−NC) − Delta
F(6 ) = Lambda − NA − (1+beta ∗NA)∗A∗A
F(7 ) = Lambda − NB − (1+beta ∗NB)∗B∗B
F(8 ) = Lambda − NC − (1+beta ∗NC)∗C∗C
!
RETURN
END
!−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
!−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
!
SUBROUTINE STPNT(NDIM,U,PAR,T)
! −−−−−−−−−− −−−−−
!
! Input arguments :
! NDIM : Dimension o f the ODE system
!
! Values to be returned :
! U : A s t a r t i n g s o l u t i o n vec to r
! PAR : The cor responding equation−parameter va lue s
! T : Not used here
!
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER NDIM
DOUBLE PRECISION U(NDIM) , PAR(∗ ) , T
!
! I n i t i a l i z e the equat ion parameters
PAR(1 ) = 1 .2
PAR(2 ) = −5.
PAR(3 ) = 2 .
!
! I n i t i a l i z e the s o l u t i o n
U(1 ) = 1.4192877
U(2 ) = 1.403990
U(3 ) = 1.4192877
U(4 ) = −2.560978
U(5 ) = −2.560978
U(6 ) = −0.001260995
U(7 ) = 0.0025772
U(8 ) = −0.001260995
!
!
RETURN
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END
!−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
!−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
! The f o l l ow ing subrout ine s are not used here ,
! but they must be supp l i ed as dummy rou t i n e s
!
SUBROUTINE BCND
RETURN
END
!
SUBROUTINE ICND
RETURN
END
!
SUBROUTINE FOPT
RETURN
END
!
SUBROUTINE PVLS
RETURN
END
!−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
!−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
C.4 Constants-File
NDIM= 8 , IPS = 1 , IRS = 0 , ILP = 1
ICP = [ 2 ]
NTST= 50 , NCOL= 4 , IAD = 3 , ISP = 1 , ISW = 1 , IPLT= 0 , NBC= 0 , NINT= 0
NMX = 100 , NPR= 200 , MXBF= 0 , IID = 2 , ITMX= 8 , ITNW= 5 , NWTN= 3 , JAC= 0
EPSL= 1e−07 , EPSU = 1e−07 , EPSS = 1e−05
DS = −0.01 , DSMIN= 0 .0001 , DSMAX= 0 . 1 , IADS= 1
NPAR= 3 , THL = {11 : 0 . 0} , THU = {}
UZR = {−1:0 ,−1:10}
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